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This Is the Lobo's special
fall semester Welcome
Back issue. Daily publicatlon wfll resume August 22.
Monday,Augu•t 15, 1977
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~France Heads Efforts Judgment Expected Soon
I n LaWS u ··t A g a .• n st

}

NEW YORK (UPI)-France is spearheading an effort to write a new.
" U.N. Security Council resolution that would call for a Palestinian
.
.
.8 homeland as well as recognition of Israel's right to exist, CBS news
.S reported Saturday.
A ruling is el(pected soon in a
~ French diplomats are "SYmpathetic" to the .Palestinian Liberation . lawsuit seeking relc.aSe of personnel
r:l Organizations's. demand for· a new measure to replace U.N. resolu- information that the administration
contends is private.
tion 242, CBS said in its nightly television news broadcast.
Resolution 242 calls for Israeli withdrawal from territories captured in
The suit was filed two years ago
the 1967 Middle East war and the recognition of Israel's right to by UNM student Tom Newsome
exist. It only refers to the Palestinian issue as a refugee problem.
who contributed articles to the
U.S. and Arab informants have recently said the PLO might agree to LOBO at the time. Newsome
accept an ammended resolution that would call for a Palestinian received the files he asked for, but
homeland as well as recognition of Israel,
information on disability or illness;
at
CBS said the French think the "PLO might accept such. an approach but type of military discharge, arrest
the attitude of the Carter administration is highly uncertain."
and conviction records and the
The United States in a 1975 agreement with Israel said it would not agree reason for leaving past employment
to any change in the original purpose of Resolution 242.
were deleted from the transcripts.
Israeli. leaders have repeatedly expressed adamant opposition to dealing
Lawyers for the University said,
with the PLO-even if the Guerrilla group recognized the "It would be against the public
Jewish State.
interest for the sensitive in-
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When it cornes to· shoes
and apparel for the dancer .

Come to PARIS
and SHOE CIRCUS!
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When the University refused to
tum the records over, Newsome
went to the clinical law program
asking for representation. The
clinic had accepted the case, but
was told by then Vice President
Chester Travelstead to drop it
"This information has. be.en because it was improper for one
shown to be useful to the Umverstty part of the University to sue
in making intelligent employment · another.
decisions, and unless the University
can guarantee confidentiality, the
responses to the questions on the
application may be incomplete or
Newsome then went with
inaccurate."
monetary backing from the
American Civil Liberties Union
Newsome responded saying that private attorney Michael Rosenhe did "not. . want information berg. Newsome lost the suit in
consisting of matters of opinion district court. The case was then
such as supervisor's evaluations or accepted by the Supreme Court, The
references from former em- court has indicated that a decision
ployers."
is to be made soon.
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Two UNM departmer.ts have
received grants from the New
Mexico Humanities Council
(NMHC) to condnct a lecture series
on Hispanic civilization in New
Mexico and radio programs on
labor issues in the state.
Allen Gerlach, director of the
NMHC, said the UNM modern and
classical languages department was
awarded a $5538 cash grant to
conduct a series of public lectures
and discussions on Hispanic
civilization and its future In New
Mexico. The ·series will be conducted entireTy in Spanish and will
include topics ranging from land to
politics. The languages department
will supplement the NMH:C grant
with nearly $5jl00 of its own funds.
The UNM economics department
and the state AFL-CIO were
awarded a $6.,432 grant to develop a
series of radio programs that will
discuss the public dimension of
labor issues in the state. Gerlach
said topics such as so-called "right
to work" legislation, collective
bargaining for public employees
and illegal Mexican aliens will be
included in the programs. The
economics department and the
AFL-CIO will match the grant with
an additional $10,000.
Gerlach said programs sponsored
by the council are intended to be
"problem understanding programs,
not soap boxes or advocacy forums
for special interests. They are aimed
at a deeper understanding of
issuese"

He said, "the labor program, for
instance, will present both pro and
con arguments on issues discussed.
Humanities scholars will set the
issues and try to clarify them from
the perspective of their individual
academic disciplines."
The council awarded a total of
eight grants for public programs
during its July meeting in Santa Fe.
They will involve programs on
problems along the U.S.-Mexico
border, historic preservation, rape,
abortion and right to die issues.
The council's next deadline for
competitive grant applications is
September 30. Further information
is -available from Gerlach at the
NMHC Albuquerque office located
in Room 267•of the UNM Geology
Building.
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formation on University employment applications to be
·reveal~d to the public, thus
breaking the pledge of' confidentiality made to each applicant
on the application form.

No. 1

381400
TJ1e New Mexico Daily Lobo Js published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the UnJvcrslty yc.ar and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student

Publlc::atlo'ru of the Unlvcrslty of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated wHh UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,

I

, New Mexico 87131. Subscrlptlpn rate is

;)
~

$10.00 for the ocadcmlcyear,
The opinions expressed Qn the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are thDSe of the
author :;olely. Unsigned opinion is that of the
cdltarlal board of The Dafly Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Dally Lobo necessarily
represents the views of the University of New
Mexico.
.

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enrole in Bible
For fine quality Capezio tights, leotards and footwear for
dance or exercise classes ... in an extensive range of
sizes ... visit Paris' lovely new store on· the Upper Level
at MONTGOMERY PLAZA ... or our SHOE CIRCUS at
the northeast entrance to Winrock Shopping Center.

Registration at Christian Center
Starting Aug. 17
Classes Begin Aug. 22

Fall Semester
Greek 1411 Beginning New Testament 9:00-10: 30 MWF
Bible 4366 Book of Revelation 11 :00-12:00 MWF
Bible 43615 General Epistles Games, Peter, John, Jude) ll:0012:30TT
·Bible 1302 New Testament Survey 6: 30-9:30 pm Tues.

'i

I

:)

Fees - $1000 Per Course

Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class
meeting
Alternate scheduling available
Eight Reasons for Enrolling
To enrich my understanding of Cod's word,
2, To strengthen my faith as a CIJristlan,
3. To understand mv role as~ servant of God,
4. To understand the value of my ooul.
5. To oblaln the proper philosophy of IHe.

111 Harvard S.E.

8117 Menaul N.E.

(ascross fro'!', UNM) 266-7709

{across from Hoffrnantown) 296-5039

1.

Montgomery Plaza

Winrock Center

6.

To balance my academJp development.

7, To we my clcetivcs where they count mast.
8, To seta good example for others to (allow,

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

O~e~ 10:00 a.m.-·9:00 p.m. Mon.·Sat:. •

0

12:00 a.m.-6:00p.m. Sunday
. -.
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Value of Profit More Than Economic
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The school year will begin and the first gavel of the ASUNM Senate will
bang down, but Senate meetings won't be the same anymore.
The strong, clear, articulate voice of former Sen. P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia
will no longer interrupt the introduction of bills, or cite violations of
parliamentary procedures. Duffy has resigned and will go east to work for
a candidate.
Without a doubt, Duffey was the most controversial person to ever
walk the UNM mall. And she was also the shrewdest.
We didn't always agree with everything ·the former British Royal Air
Force member said and did, but she spoke with conviction for everything
she believed in. Duffey was a rare gem in a field of Senate rocks,
Duffey said she was resigning from the Senate because she thought it
was too conservative this year-the most conservative she'd seen in years.
Without Du'ffey, the Senate could become downright dull, which some
people said it was already.
The Senate is left with a huge hole to fill this year after Duffey's·
resignation, and is also facing the difficult task of restoring students'
confidence after last year's election fiasco in which official winners were
not announced for two weeks.
ASUNM President Tom Williams stated the Senate's loss very succintly
when he said, "It will take the Senate a while to gel. Someone like Duffey
helped it gel !lUickly."
This year's gelling will certainly take much longer, Wednesday nights
won't be the same in the Union,

Sale .of Sam

I

I

I.I

r
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The capture of "Son of Sam"' brought relief to millions of distraught
New Yorkers, but we now understand it will also bring millions to the
pocket of some greedy inhabitants of that city.
The New York Daily News·reported that one of the .44 calibre killer's
lawyers has offered to sell six hours of tape recordings made with 24-.yearold David Berkowitz. The lawyer has flatly denied the charge, but this
leads us to other incidents.
THE NEW YORKER said News columnist Jimmy Breslin may write a
book abou.t the slayer of six young women. We have no doubts that Mr.
Breslin is capable of writing a lurid, shocking account a Ia' Truman
Capote's "In Cold Blood," but where do we draw the line between making
a profit and good taste? What's next? Son of Sam t-shirts?
Let's not forget what this insane man did. Six people lost their lives and
seven people were injured, one may be blinded, by this crazed hulk of a
human being.
Will the parents of Wendy Berlowitz delight in reading an account of
their daughter's cold blood death? Will the loved ones of other victims feel
better that someone made a mint off the death ofsomeone close to them?
WE'RE TALKING ABOUT a fear that paralyzed a city of nearly eight
million people, and that, in itself, would make an excellent topic for a
book. But when you add the anguish friends and relatives of the dead.will
• feel, we believe the nation-wide and local coverage this slayer has received
should be enough to fill a hungry public's appetite.
Let the courts deal with "Son of Sam." He's been too harmful to the
people alreaqy.
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liAR MR. CARfER i · I HMRD )OMEWH~~ WAT yru_ f.JAV~ /IN l~Sf IN HUIMN RlGHf5... ';
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
Nt:PHC/1.1, CAN Be/f!5 PESflYOU 8E/.ICVG . 7li170N, 01/Ke.
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IN A MIN-

EDITORIALS~ Unsigned editorials represent a maJority opinion of the dallY LOBO staff,

words although e)(ceptlons will bo made If the topic warrants so. Any letters wlthou~ the·
above Information wllf not be printed, no exceptions. Names will not be Withhold.
OP:NPONS: Opinions must by typed and signed ~lth the author's name, signature, ad·
dress, and telephone number. Opfnlons should not be longer than 500 words. Any opinion
without the above Information will not be printed, no exceptions. Names Will not be

Withheld.

• •

On any submissions, ordy the names will be prfnted.
LOBO editorial phone: 277·4102 or277-4202.
Editor-In-chief: Tim Gallagher
Managllig Editor. Rebekah Szymansk.f

News E::dltor: DoloreS Wi:50d
Asst. News Editor: oan191 Crain

Pholo Editor: Wendell T, Hunt
Spor~s.Editor. Peter Madrid

Arts Editor: George 'Gesner
Copy Editor: Koren Parlagakos

·

·

/))K£, l!XI~

urp, z CAN'T /..ATE, MAN!

All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do not
• necessarily reflect the view of the staff.
•
· LETTERS: Lett~rs to t_M editor must by typed, and slgn_ed with the author's name,
slgreature address and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300

Salaries Uneven

By George M. Coston
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MI/IT JU57 GRAB
HIIUUCJNOGEN ANYTHING/
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The Slumber Party usually avoids the large number of 1nane. a s
run by the LOBO. Sometimes we have confused the LOBO With a
popular local ad paper. It Is only because of such "relevant" ads
as the recent gem by Joe Carraro that we can tell them apart at all.
Carrara's ad, "Pizza for the Millions", got us to thinking. It Yo! as obviously oriented toward the college intellectual types. u.nl1ke t~e
usual sexist and economic ads, Joe has added the real sp1ce to h1s
ad, politics.
While Joe's ad clearly spells out the difference between the
good old USA and the "Commies", he was a little chintzy with his
information. In order to give Joe's Political Pizza a bit more
balance, we have added a few more indgredients.
Time on the job to buy a Pizza
Average Worker
USA(Carraro's Data) . ........................... 10 minutes
USSR (Carrara's Data)••.. : •. .................... 55 minutes
China (Carrara's Data) .......................... 660 mln'ftes
Pizzeria Waitress (The S. P. Source) ..•. 90 mmutes (small ptzza)
Pizzeria Waitress (The Source) •.•.. 318 minutes (Large Combo)
.Exxon, USA income (The Source) .. .00043 minutes (Small Pizza)
Exxon, USA Income (The Source) •. 00149 minutes (LtArge Combo)
The data is Catrarro clear. While Ivan has already started
digesting his "commie" pizza, the average pizzeria waitress is still
·sweating her shirt off for a second-rate pizza. One can also see
that while the average American worker is toiling away to earn his
pizza, his boss has eaten tousand s.
Communism is not the problem. Capitalism is not the problem.
Bureaucrats, bosses and a nation of.sheep is the problem. These
problems are not limited by the ideology of any particular state •
People who insist upon the delusion of "free enterprise" or the
"Worker's state" while buying everything from price-fixed
cigaretes to price-fixed tomato sauce are the problem. People who
believe that Ivan, Ling Ping or John Doe are responsible for the
parasitic nature of their various political systems are the problem
Bosses who pay their help subhuman wages while trying to say ·
how good the workers In America have It, they are the problem.
We suggest that rather than making Ideology a scapegoat to explain an intolerable situation, people like Joe Carrarro could serve
America better by at least making sure those workers he is directly
responsible lor have enough money to eat. A fair wage Is riot the
same thing as .exploitation, and $1.501hr. Is not a fair wage by any
stretch of the imagination. If one figures room and board, some
slaves make more than that.
1
Kenneth Kietzke

substitute one greedy group of
stockholders for another. However,
employes of a corporation they
owned would be able to vote.
themselves any wage increase they
wished and this would not affect
company profits since wages are ·
expenses.
Profits are the reward of the.
investor in a corporation, the same
as interest is the reward for saving
at the local bank or savings and
. loan. They provide the money for
company expansion and create
additional jobs. The reduction of
state, federal and property taxes is.
possible because of the taxability of
corporate property and profits.
Even a municipal company, if it is to
grow and meet the needs of ·a
growing community must have
profits to grow (or substitute taxes
in their place.)
Profit keeps our economy
moving, allocate money where it is
needed most, encourage saving
and planning for the future, and
regulate business in a way no
government at any level can come
close to matching for economy and
efficiency.
Corporate profits for all corporations average about eight per
cent. I pay three times that percentage in federal taxes alone. To
me, it's worth it not to bave my
local taxes match those at the
federal level. Remember that the
U.~. Postal Sevice is typical of

Ambulance Contacts

On April13, 1977, approximately 45 general staff employes
at UNM met and founded the ·University Staff Association.
Since Its Inception, the U.S.A. has compiled an impressive.
array ·of statistics to publicize the fact that UNM's
clerical/secretarial employes are paid a somewhat lower
salary than that received by a counterpart working for the city of Albuquerque or any of the various New Mexico state
agencies. If one wants some exarT)ples of the current pay
discrepancy between UNM and state salaries, consider the
following.
A Secretary I with the state has a beginning salary of
$7,116 as contrasted with a UNM Clerical Specialist, Grade3,
who has a beginning salary of $6,4276.
An Administrative Secretary with the state has a beginnIng salary of $8,652 as contrasted to a beginning salary of
$7,426 for a UNM Administrative Secretary, Grade 6.
In conclusion, The University Staff Association hopes to
equalize the discrepancy that exists between salaries at
UNM and salaries elsewhere. This in itself Is a worthwhile ef
fort that deserves the support of those employed at UNM.

Editor:
I would like to correct a statement made in the July 14 LOBO article on
BCMC's emergency room. The article states "BCMC is the one emergency
room in Albuquerque with direct radio contact between the emergency
room physician and the ambulance attendants."
To set the record straight, Presbyterian Hospital's emergency room
physicians also have direct radio contact with ambulance attendants.
Presbyterian's facilities are city-wide, whereas BCMC's are state-wide.
Cordially,
.(Mrs.) Rennie Bartholomew
Director of Public Relations

r;;:

govern.ment-run business, not the
exception. Run then you hear

•

hand In your pocket again.
Paul B. Woodworth

FOLK

DANCE
CLASSES!
Call no. 3126Beginning Folkdance
122-001 TTH 2:00 to 3:15

(taught by Moolenijzer)

123-001 TTH 3:30 to 4:45

(taught by C. Goldblatt)
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And Why Are You in School?
Editor:
aft.er being educated one must sell products at a price
And why are you in school? A question often asked · which is above the production cost of the goods or
and often answered. Let us look at sorne social and services provided.
This, friends, is exploitation. This, friends, is
philosophical implications of a few of the possible
answers to why one might be in shcool.
capitalism. The social implications of exploitative
Most students answer-"to get a job that pays capitalism result from the philosophical implications,
well." This seems like a valid unobtrusive rationale for The value of money is put above the social imthe academic endeavor .. However; let's dissect this- plicatiions of exploitation.
reasoning into its philosophical and social imThis problem can be rectified by seeking, knowing
plications. To learn a trade and get a job that pays and acting upon a different kind of self-awareness.
well. Philosophically this implies two value One can turn his/her self-awareness strongly toV!!ard
judgements: 1) There are two social classes-those knowing his/her potential place as a benevolent and
who have material wealth, and those who somehow socially active person.
Another answer to "and why are you in
must get by doing labor for which they get payed a
subsistence level wage. 2) The working class is ex- school?"- is: To improve the ability to reason. Also to
ploited by the wealthy because in order to make learn how best to synthesize self-awareness (selfwealth one must make large .profits by not paying interest! with the interests of the other people of the
workers the true market value of their products.. 3) world.
Peace,
Consumers are exploited because to make wealth
Robert W. Townsend

Dominican Fathers

Aquinas Newman Center
1815 Las Lomas Rd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

.Area Code 505

Phone 247-1094

WELCOME (back) TO UNM

247-1095

ACTIVII'IESFORFALLSEMESTER:
September 4, 5:00 Potluck for Students

BEGINNING
August 30 Scripture classes
August 31 Inquiry class ·
September 8 Human Sexuality, Christian perspectives

MASSES:

Daily at 4:30
Sunday: 8:00; 9:15; 10:30; 11;45

SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION:
Any time by arrangement

COUNSELLING:· by appointment
WEEKEND RETREATS
DANCES
LIBRARY, STUDY. ROOM AND
AND MEDITATION CHAPEL
STAFF:
'

'

Added Section Beginning Folkdance
122-002 MWF 3:00 to 3:50
(taught b . ~. Goldblatt)

s::
f;?

Daily at 4:00
Saturday at 3:30

Call no. 31271ntermediate Folkdance

~

'<;

Fr. George Reynolds, OP
Fr. Larry Burke, OP
Fr. Paul Zak, OP
Fr. Ronald Zawilla, OP
Bro. Jacques Soukup, OP
Bro. Alan Gobeille, OP
Rev. Mr. Donald Bruckner
SNACK BAR OPEN FOR LUNCH

.. I .

·;·.
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someone condemn profits, because
he's about to put government's

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Moscow Pizza Ad
Brings Indigestion

The New LOBO
If you're like most long-time UNM students, you know that this
gargantuan LOBO registration issue is symbolic of only one thing-the
beginning of school.
Every year at this time, the LOBO staff gets off its complacent summer
behind, and puts out the largest issue of the year to welcome new students
to UNM, and to greet again the"returning students who've come to expect
.
.
this bulging issue.
If you're familiar with the· old LOBO, you've probably noticed a
number of changes in our first issue of the semester. We're hoping that
these changes will help make the LOBO a little more organized, attractive,
and easier to read.
But nothing is easy to read unless it's informative and interesting and we
hope to be reporting on more of those informative and interesting events
this year.
If you' like to help us out, we're always looking for reporters,
photographers, reviewers, etc. If there's. a certain area of the paper you'd
like to work in (sports, .;irts, for example. just see who that editor is in the
box below and see thaf'.person. Or if you just have an idea for a story and
you don't th(nk you could write it, let us know about ~hat too.
•·
We're also always open to suggestions on how to 1m prove the paper, so
if you've got any ideas on that, write or give us a call.

Guest Opinion

Editor:
Your opinionated guest Mr. Nix
needs to take an elementary course
in economics. To illustrate why, I
will take his recommendations for
change in order.
1. Making companies municipally
owned will not necessarily make
them more responsive or less
bureacratic. Don't forget that the
names of "politician" and
"bure~ucrat" are synonym.o_us,
espec1ally at the local level. Poht1cal
organizations in office never get
smaller, and political control of
power production or communication gives local governments a stranglehold on every other
business in _the community.
2. If we Issued bonds to buy and
make municipal any company, we
would, transfer company profits into
the interest payment on the bonds.
Furthermore, we would have to
increase taxes to pay for the bonds,
to make up for lost property taxes
on the now-public corporation, and
for the loss in taxes on the revenue
and profits of the corporation.
3. What makes anyone think that
if the employes of a corporation
owned it that they would want to
run it for no profit? The opposite is
true. The owners of a business
want to maximize profits, not
minimize them. (So would you, if
you had any money to invest, Mr.
Nix.) The process of creating
employe-owned companies would

~
~
C/1
•

,•
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j Looters 'Rate' High
NEW YORK (UPI) - Adults arreste<l for looting
during New York City's 1977 blackout had a higher
rate of employment, a higher average income and
lower rate of welfare assistance than the average
defendant in the criminal justice system, officials said
S!lturday.
A 25-page demographic profile of 2, 706 adult
defendants, release<! by Deputy Mayor for Criminal
Justice Nicholas Scoppetta, showed that 45 per cent of
those arrested during the July 13-14 blackout were
employed and 10 per cent were on welfare.
According to the study by Crime Justice Agency,
Inc., 30 per cent of the "average" defendant
population in the criminal justice system is employed,
and 15 per•cent are welfare recipients.
The profile was based on interviews with persons 16
and older who were arrested in Manhattan, Brooklyn
and the Bronx during the blackout.
Blackout defendants from Staten Island and Queens
were not included in the survey, They comprise only a
small fraction of the arrests made during the 26-hour
power failure.

Pu.bficOpinion Could
Force Lance Out

Some of the other m!ljor findings of the study were:
-The average income of blackout-defendants was
about the same as the general population, although
higher than the general defendant population income;
-Sixty five per cent of the defendants were Black,
30 per cent Hispanic and 5 per cent White, about the
same percentages as in arrest patterns in· the defendant
population;
-The defendants were found to have "slightly
stronger community ties'' than the general defendant
population. This conclusion was based on employment rates, family size and legnth of residence in
their communities;
-Women represented 6. 7 per cent of the defendants, compared to 16.6 per cent in the day-to-day
defendant population;
-and almost all of the defendants were arrested in
the neighborhoods in which they live.
The Crime Justice Agency a non-profit public
benefit corporation, regularly interviews defendants in
the criminal justice system to inake bail recommendations to the courts.

HARTFORD,
Conn. still to · be answered by Lance
(UPI)~Rep, Toby Moffett, Dregarding possible conflict ' over
Conn., said Saturday he thinks poersonal
public opinion will force Bert Lance loans and use of funds in his un-.
to
quit
as
direc- successful campaign for governor
tor of the office of man;lgement of Georgia.
and budget.
"Until these questions are anLance, a close friend of fellow 'swered it is likely that the public
Georgian President Carter, has will question the objectivity; the
been the target of investigations independence and the integrity of
into personal financial tran- budget director Bert Lance,,. he ·
sactions.
said.
·
"Public opinion may soon force
Lance to resign," Moffett said. He
said the· budget director's
resignation is inevitable "unless the
growing cloud of doubt 'is quickly
removed from Mr. Lance's affairs."
The comptroller of the cufrency
is investigating a Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co. loan and a
subsequent $3.4 million loan Lance
got from the First National Bank of
The deadline for applications to
Chicago.
fill the UNM post of equal em. The Chicago loan enabled Lance ployment opportunity (EEO)
to pay off the New York bank and officer has been set for Sept. 1,
clear other financial responsiliilities· 1977. UNM President William E.
when he joined the Carter ad- · Davis said he hopes to have the
ministration.
·
selection made during that month.
Moffett said there were "important legal and ethical questions"
June Wolliver Wortman, who
has held the post for the past two
years, recently resigned.
Davis said University Counsel
Peter Rask will serve as interim
EEO officer until the search and
selection
procedure is completed.
Indian nurses from as far. away as
This
will
be in addition to Rask's
Alaska and Minnesota will meet at
'
regular
duties.
the Albuquerque Hilton Inn this
week for a seminar on diabetes,
Serving with Hull on the search
hypertension and child health in the committee are Dean of Students
American Indian population. - Karen Glaser and Ted Martinez,
Sessions will meet Wednesday, director of the New Mexico Union.
Aug. 10, through Friday, Aug. 12.
The committee, Davis said, will
More than 100 nurse practitioners have . registerd for the "formulate a job description based
clinical symposium which is on current guidelines" and adsponsored by the UNM School of vertise for candidates and
Medicine, the Indian Health Service nominations.
. Council of Nurse Practitioners, the
Navajo Health Authority Office of
Nursing ·Education and the
roomy pack
Indian
Nurses
American
Wilderness
Association.
Experience •••
The keynote address Wednesday
Perfect
for books•••
morning will be given by Rosemary
8oz. watel'proof ny•
Wood, chief nurse of the Indian
ion •••• rust, blue,
Health Service. Other speakers
green, or red!
include Lydia Pourier, director of
the Office of Nursing Education for
reg.$9.50 Now $6.98
the Navajo Health Authority, and
MOUNTAINS
Janice Kekahbah, .executive
director of the American lrtdian
Nurses Assocatioon.
2320
Topics will inclu<le diabetes ·in
Central
children , cultural and nutritional
Ave.S.E.
behavior, drug therapy for
268·4876
hypertension and future child care
programs.
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No Service Charge Checking

for
UNM Students
and
Faculty, Staff & Employees

Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 Louisiana, NE: 1213 San Pedro, NE 2901 Candelaria, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico Phone 298-8777
Member FDIC
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Terl Nugent
Cqt Scrqtih Fever

Steve :\-1 iller Band

•,

including: ·

/o.,ath By Misadventure

Of Controi/AThousand Knives
W~ng Dang Sweet Poontang

;'

"Book of Dreams"

l

Little Queen

. l

including:
Barracuda/Love Alive/Sylvan Song
Dream Of The Archer/Kick It Out/Treat Me Well
Say Hello/Cry To Me/Go On Cry
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'PICK UP YOUR FREE

GL.P. GOODBUY 'DISCOUNT CARD

'!

WITH VALID SI'UDENI' I.D.
(a five. dollar value)

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

ACROSS FROM FAT HUMPHREY'S

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

~oN~TIIURS

open till midnite
open tillla.m.
open tilllOp.m.

PRIG& SAT

~1'111'1~11'1Q /CO~Ljll'1~
. 243'2841

Eastbank Center

3701 CENTRAl. N.E.

8 am to5 pm

end mo11inQ

1712 LOMAS NE (Corner of UniVIIrsity)

~

'

-T'~ r~~r:eNof~-

Donor Center

• prompt, courteous service • convenient off street parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding (additional charges! • open seven (7) days a week to
give you more service • offset printing, typesetting, artists, creative design.
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Blood
Plasma

EACH
CASH

HILE YOU WAIT
DATACO:s' concept for the operation of a copying and printing business
is SER JIICE. ....... NOW. ...... WHEN YOU NEED ITt-And enough equipment,
ability, and trained personnel to handle all your copying and printing 11eeds.

I

1

Do You Need
Cash?

SPECIAL OFFER

please

'I

•

Health Care
Discussed

Citizens Bank·

J

SUNDAY

I

(Eubank and Candelaria
next to DairY Queen)
c./\10N-TIIURS open tilllOp.m.
open till midnite ·
FRI®SAT
SUNDAY
open till ~p.m.

Albuquerque ·
1307 Central NE
. .
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Collection Is Lenient

i NewCityWatchdog
f To Selve Citizens

The Zimmerman library fine
system, under which students may
check out a book for one month
and must pay a 50 cent per day fine
for overdue books, is a one year
experiment, accof!ling to . the
library.

p

·~

~

ference last week by local groups of Women Voters had also helped
concerned with issues affecting city form the federation, but no
residents. Four of the five groups representative was present.
represented were the Sierra Club,
Invitations have been sent to over
Common Cause, New Mexico 40'groups asking them to !)(tend the
Public Interest Group (NPIRG) federation's organizational meeting
and the Albuquerque ch!)pter of the scheduled for Saturday, Aug. 20. at·
National Alliance of Businessmen.
9a.m.
It was announced that the League
NMPIRG Director, Michael
Huston, said the organizational
meeting will be held for the purpose
of establishing a statement of
purpose and to "begin the
organizational process." Huston
said, "We will hopefully be putting
the force of all our organizations
together."

~
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has opened another office

Sun Square
Shopping Center
Now 3 Locations
sun Square- niO·A Menaul Blvd., N. E. • 293·8280
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 268·2008
4410 Central Ave. S. w. • 831·5326

T-S·O

The federation is the brainchild
of City Councillor Alan Reed. It
will be monitoring Iocai government with the hopes of making it
more effective, Houston said.

University Women.

Among the groups invited to
attend Saturday's meeting, at the
First National Bank Building in
downtown's First Plaza, are the
National Organization of Women
(NOW), the Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce, Citizens Against
Nuclear Threat (CANT), the
National Indian Youth Council and
the American Association of

H11ston said, "We hope that by
providing a forum for discussion
and getting to know one another
better, we can thrash out our
difficulties without the posturing
which often must take place when
debate occurs solely in the public
media."

Tvvo Accused.Of
Bookstore Theft
UNM Police said the juveniles gained entry into the bookstore
about 9:30 p.m. by prying open one of the building's skylights.
Police said officers responding to a silent alarm noticed the damaged
skylight and radioed for assistance.

Huston said the federation was
formed by bringing together the
five groups in order to avoid the
struggle of "golng out and finding

While waiting for the back-up unit to arrive the two officers were
apperently seen by the juveniles who then ran out of one of the
building's n_orth entry doors.
One of the juveniles was apprehended near the construction site of
the new UNM Art Building after an officer fir~d a. warning. shot,
police said. A stopwatch valued at $20 was found m hts possesst?n.
An interrogation of the youth subsequently led to the Identification and apprehension of the other juveniles.
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By The
Slice
And

Pan

Adobe Dedgn and Corutruotlon

Alternatives for Womm

i

l n'I,P Dg •
i•a.roomancmg
Basic Handtool Carpentry
i Block Printing
i BodyMo\'ernent

· ,
•: Dowhun t'mg T echmquc
BreadmaldngToday
: B 'd
o. Used Car
5 Calligraphic Design
Car~r/Lilc Planning
• C rt
'

i

i B~y~eg

5
~ C:ra':k:~~cglnning
:
•

Certified Pro Secretary
Re\'iew I

5 TheChallengenfCha.nge
5l. Co.
ClaySculpture
lor AwarC!less

F..cl..nd o....;.g

• Sandwiches

Cardenlng Without Work (Ahnost)
CeologyofNewMexiro
Gennml
Golf, Beglnning
Governmmt Contract

Admini.~ntion

Grantsmanship
Greek: I
lfeartAHadd
HikingthcSandinMotmlains
S.W,(IS+O.J82f)
llome Mo.inlcnancc Basics

l-1orscmanship
Horse Racing in New Mexico
Indoor l'Janb
Interior Design in the Home
Inward Bound! OutdoOr
Ex
' 1ce~ WI'th
· penet
Inner Dimensions
Inwardjourneyt Medita·
tioniM:ysticaiLit.

lsracltFrom Bible to Battle Held
ltalianCooldng
• Coruumcnsm
E Cosmetics and Skin Care
Italic Handwriting for
Adult!Ch"d....
:• Cr~ativc Infancy
.
u Jearn
i• Designing Embroidered Surfaces Jewe Iry Making
11 yman
5• 0Drawing for Personai,Mcan Ing LawforthcL
Macrame for the Deglnncr
:E ~~arils
Management_by Objective!
" Edible Plants/Rocky
Mathematics for Anyone
Mountain Region
Metrics
: Emplo•lte Motivation
Mountaineering
5 Energy!UscandCon~rvAtion Myth and Miracle in Old
: Englishai!iaSecondLanguagc
1htammt

i
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Wilderness
Experience •••

1990.

President Davis granted Hoppenfeld an immediate leave of
absence until the project's which is
scheduled for March of 1978.
''Juneau, Alaska's present
capital, is off-center in terms of the
state's population and is difficult to
get to," Hoppenfeld said.
He designed the . city of
Columbia, Md. on 100,000 rural
acres between Baltimore and
·washington, D.C. Members of the
Alaska commission said the design
of Columbia is what they are
looking for in their new capital.
Hoppenfeld described Columbia
as "A city where private businesses,
industry and public utilities blend
with their surroundings. Residential
areas and shopping center are built
around schools ahd education
centers.

Flyftshlrig the itocldes
Fly Tying
Folkdanclngthrough gurope

~:;~;:1w;Jdllfe

Photog>'aphy

New Mexico Cookery
New Mexioo's Brown Trout
New Mcxfco'sWild Trout

Painting, Beginning and
Continued ~
1".-rcnl Effcd:ivenes:s Training
i
Palcfn\:orkPiandQuilting
:
Peop1em aces
:
Photography F'undamentab
!•
1
h
''Tl'
P Jot~grap. y: Pnnhng ec 1mques 5
P?ys1cal F1biC5.!1Program
'5
P1ano,
•
,
5
PlumbmgandEied:ncalRepaus
:•
b'' d
Prc~Colum 1anArtan
5
Archoology
:
P"ublicity and Promotions
§
Ralru
Recorder
5
Residential Landscape
•
Architecture
Ru«ian
l
5
·SCUBA Diving
:
Small Foreign Cat Mainlcna.nce •
SolarEncrgyintlu!:llome
5

5

5

ThcSoutl• 1 wcstMul~-Ethnic,.

_;

SpMlshi,U,IIJ,IV. V'

5

5

SoCiety

- -•
d
Speco Rca ing
Stalncd Class Workshop
The Story of Albuquerque
SWimmlngi,II
Th<SymphonySca$()11

'

E

i

:•
5•

~,,· Ch'> Ch'uon

:5
1

J.

Tennis
Tracing Your Family Tree
Wea\'ings and Walihangings
Welding
'rheWorldofWine

i
•

,

5

E

~~~~: ~:~~lioatk>n•:.i,

Writi:ngPoetry
Writing Skills Development
'Yoga,Hathal, l1

Free Community Colle;'Bulletins are.available at 805 Yale NE
and all branches of the Albuquerque Public Library
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are allowed to check out a book for 1:;)
one month, faculty for one ~
semester and outsiders for two '<
weeks.
b'
Renewals may be made in per- .8'
son, by pniine and by mail.

l

l

i
I

19th & 20th Century
prints
posters
·postcards
photographs

The
Silver Sunbeam
505 - 268-8658
3409 Central N.E.

Albuquerque, N.~. 87106
t

1

Framing Services Available
2320

10% off on framing through Auguot
wlth thl• coupon

Central
Ave. S.E.
268-4876

· "The parks don't give the im-.
pression that they are added as an
afterthought, but instead are an
important part of every neighborhood," he said.

's

Hoppenfeld has been with UNM
since 1975. He earned his master of
city planning qegree from the
University of California at Berkeley
in 1956, and has held urban
planning and design jobs in

Mon. -Fri., 10·9
Sat., 10·7. Sun. 12·5
Phone 294-2411

'I

$KENWCCC

IT'S STILL
NOT TOO LATE!!

KR-9600
NOW AT DILLARD'S

!
5
5

Fitness Program

1

§.

Perfect for booke •••
8 oz. w•terproof DJI'•
loa ••• Baet, blae,
greea, or red!
·reg.$9.50 Now$6.98

i

North Valloy Physkal

French I

i Communi~y111eatre

• Salad Combinations

~l

Hartford, Conn., Washington and
Philadelphia. He has taught as four
other universities.

5

5 Archery Eundamcntah
5 AssertiveTrafning
i Astmlogy
Automobile Maintenance
• (I de ackin

5

1
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The penalty for. not pa,ying the
fines is said to be the University's
holding back on a student's
We know how they feel. But the transcripts and not allowing the
ones who abide by the rules and get student to register until the fines are
their books back on time. We will settled: But it· has been the exbe re-evaluating the system before perience of several members of the
next January."
LOBO staff that this is not so.

A request for leave of absence for
UNM architecture Dean Morton
Hoppenfeld will be made at the
next regents meeting, said UNM
President William E. Davis.
Hoppenfeld has been asked to
plan a capital city in Alaska. Davis
said he did not know who Hoppenfield's replacement will be.
The Alaska Capital Site Planning
Commission asked Hoppenfeld to
plan a city to be named Willow. It is
to accommodate 30,000 persons by

I

i

i

!

*s::
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· "We wou1d like to hear from
students," Clark said. "Not the
students who have overdue books.

Architecture Dean Heads North
To Design f!tlaska Capital City

members'' starting from scratch.

Common Cause representative,
Perry Newport; said "This
organization is not going to deal in
the area of personalities. We are an
issues group." The federation will
not work to support any political
candidate, he said.

Thick Square Sicilian Pizza

system was suggested by a task
While the library has been · Several staffers who had fines
force appointed by Paul Vassallo, sending fine notices, the actual
graduated, and many others
library dean.
collection.of the fines has been very registered with library fines.
lenient. Students are allowed to
The task force consisted . of work off what they owe, and many
The fines are 50 cents a day to a
faculty members, students and of the .fines are reduced or waived
$10
maximum per book. Students
members of the library staff.
altogether.

'

The meeting will be open to any
interested groups or individuals
who want "to make their needs
known to the group", Mel
McCutcheon of the National
Alliance of Businessmen said.

•IZZB

Before the present system,
students were allowed to keep
books for an entire semester
without paying a fine.
The fine system was initiated to
improve the book flow at the
library, said Alice Clark, assistant
dean for Reader's Services. The

•

Prescription Eyewear Since 1935

~
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Zimmerman Fines an .Experiment

~

By D.M. Flynn
'LOBO
Staff Writer.
;:g
A new citizen's watchdog group
calling itself the Albuquerque
Federation has been formed with
oo" the purpose of providing a forum
~ for citizens and interested groups.
~~ The formation of the federation
""' was announced at a news con-

i

60 Super Watts Per Channel With 8 ohms, 20
to 20,000 Hz at 0,08 Total Harmonic Distortion

Excellent room choices
still available
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•
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Rates competitive with dorms and aparhnents
Plenty of parking, walk to classes
Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
Weekly maid service
Commons building completely refurnished
All rooms bathrooms, hallways repainted
Quiet flo~rs, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live for the serious student
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303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

$

Power Banowidth 5 Hz to 50.000 KHz
Dual Power Supply
Power Meters
. .. .
. dbf (1 5 V)
FM Tuner - Usable Sensitivity ·8.7
, . u ·
Weight 52.9 lbs.
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Duffey ForsakesASUNM
By D,M. FLYNN
Lobo Staff Writer

shook the conservative c-ommunity six senates that I've been on, this
in Albuquerque and gave her one is the most conservative.
national exposure.
They're not progressive."

ASUNM Senate meetings will
lack much of their color with the
resignation of P.M. DuffeyIngrassia, a fiery Briton whose
vociferous diatri.bes challenged the
past three administrations.

She was the subject of articl.es in
New Times and two feminist
periodicals, Lesbian Tide of Los
Angeles
and · Pandora
of
Washington, D.C.

p..

After serving the ASUNM Senate
since the spring of 1974, DuffeyIngrassia feels disappointed with
the present senate and said she is .
resigning because she is "basically
very disenchanted with stupent
government."

Although her two ASUNM
presidential bids failed, DuffeyIngrassia rem.ained active in
ASUNM. She was chairman of all
three
standing committees:
Finance, Steering and Presidential
Appointments.
Her influence has been felt on
practically all the executive committees, particularly the 'Union
Board and the International
Center.

Often criticized for her politics
and her sexual attitudes, DuffeyIngrassia has been UNM's principle
spokesperson for the UNM gay
community. In 1975, she became
The present Senate Body is
UNM's first self•avowed lesbian lacking
in
initiative
and
homecoming Queen, an event that progressiveness, she said. "Out of

14ktGOLD

PIERCED
EARRINGS
$895

with this ad

Reg. *10" value
Imaginative Jewelry, sensibly
priced. We specialize In gold,

diamonds and precious
stones, mens and wofnens
jewelry,· watches and
line gifts.

Front Door
Parking
82D4 lv\lmaul Blvd., N.L
at Hoffmontown Contor
Mon,.fri. 9:30.S:30 Sell, 9:30.$100

Majority Rule
Near in Rhodesia

In her last term, she recalls, "I
was able to do a lot of things for
individuals. l didn't have to be a
senator to them.'' Last semester she
worked on making the
newly
renovated SUB accessible to
students in wheelchairs.
When asked why the present
senate was "not progressive" and
"conservative," she responded that
it was due to the "USDA garbage"
referring to the United Students for
Direct Action, an ASUNM political
party. "They are reflective of the
sororities and fraternities on
campus," she said of USDA and
admits that Damon Tobias, exASUNM president, is "an influence.",
Lobophoto

Presently she feels "there is a
lack of issue oiientation" and that
"a lot of minorities are not being
given a fair crack by student"
government."

Boston to campaign for Elaine more progressive actions of that
Noble, a Massachussetts feminist body, she said.
who will be running for a seat in
Washington.
ASUNM
President
Tom
. Williams said that _DuffeyIngrassia's resignation came as a
Reflecting on the past three years
Before coming to UNM Duffey- she spent in student government, shock to him. "Duffey was cerIngrassia served with the Royal Air Duffey-Ingrassia said, "The worst tainly a very good senator. She
Force from 1%1 to 1968. "It thing we had to deal with was that provided the balance that the senate
needed," he said. ·
seemed like the normal thing to do ghastly impeachment of (Ernesto)
for an English orphan brat," she Gomez. Ghastly not because of the
With Duffey-Ingrassia no longer
recalls. During her seven year stint impeachment, but because we got in student government, Williams
with the air force, Duffey-Ingrassia no support from the administration said, "It wil! take the Senate a while
was stationed in Yorkshire, or the Regents."
to gel. Someone like Duffey helped
Scotland and Aden "when the
it
quickly."
Ernesto Gomez, an ASUNM viceArabs g!)_ve us the boot."
president, was found guilty of
election tampering .and impeached
Williams said that although he
She came to the U.S. nine years by the ASUNM Senate in 1974 and didn't always agree with her, "She
ago after falling in love with an was reinstated by the UNM spoke out very loudly and took a
strong stand on things. She made it
American woman in London and Regents.
easier
to agree or disagree with
later went to UNM "to learn about
her.;,
the American scene," she said.
Now 33 year old, Scottish born
Duffey-Ingrassia plans to graduate
with a B.U.S. degree and go to

Malter Charge
BankAmorlcard
Convenient Credit

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enrole in Bible
Registration at Christian Center
StartingAug. 17
Classes Begin f\ug. 22

Fall Semester
Greek 1411 BeginningNewTestament9:00-10:30 MWF
Bible 4366 Book of Revelation 11 : 00-12: 00 MWF
Bible' 4365 General Epistles Games, Peter, John, Jude) 1l:0012:30TT·
Bible 1302 New Testament Survey 6:30-9:30 pm Tues.

Her reflections are not embittered by the bad moments,however, as she recalls some of
the better times. "The fact that the
Rape Crisis Center was funded
through senate" was one of the

•

i·,
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Duffey-Ingrassia said she will
miss the Southwest. "I for sure will
come back, because New Mexico
has been very good to me.''
She views the future of the state
very
optimistically.
"It's
progressive" and will soon become
affluent.
·

·,.

To enrich my understanding of God's word.
·To strengthen my faith as a Christian.
To understand my role as a servant of God.
To understand the value of my soul.
To obtain the proper philosophy of Hfe.
To balance my academic diwelopment.
To use my electives where they count most.
To set a good example for others foilow.
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Be ore you get be in in your
reading this semester, do
something about it ... Come to a
free spe~d reading. lesson where
•
you can Increase your reading
speed 50 to 100 °/o on the spot

on Thursday, Augustl8 1 from 4 to 6pm in the Hcanh
Lounge, located at ihe norlh end of the SUB. The
first meeting will be held Tuesday, Augu~t 23, from
J 1:30 to J :30 In the Hearth Lounge.
The last day to vote in the Albuquerque 'mayoria1
electioil is Tuesday, August 23. To register, oonlact
the county clerk or 1hC registrar In your district.
Students desiring to take Flash French, an intensive
one-semester 15 hour' French CoUrse, should contact
Jruett Book at271·3708 before signing up
'The New Mexico Public Interest ReSc.'uch Group

Monda'y. August 22 at 7:30pm in Ortega HaU, room

America."
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FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON

~ Evelyn Wood

This Sunday, August 21
4:00p.m. and 8:00p.m.
430 Mesa Grande SE
Phone 266·7322

'I

l

Dynamics Institute

®EARTH is the registered trademark of KalsoSSystemet, Inc.

01976, (als0 Systemet, Inc.

BUY THE EARTH® SHOE NOW,
AND YOU WON'T HAVE TO
FOOT THE WHOLE BILL.

e·a,rtti
shoe

(NMPIRO) has moved iu o{riC"es to Jj9l-Jarvard SE.
Or. Carmela Mcsa·Lago, Director o( the Center (or
Latin American Studies at the Univ-ersitY of Pitt·
sburgh, will deliver a public I~Xtun: entitled "ihe
'Economy of Cuba, Past, Present and Future 11 on
335. On Tuesday, August 23 at 9:30am in the same
room, he will present a lecture entitled "Alternate
Models for Economic: Development tn Latin

::;

Does Evelyn Wood really work?
Come and see for yourself.

AccEPJW HERf'

...: A complete line
of equipment
for the true
Backpacker

*

Learn to read text books at least
three times as fast as you do now!

~RGE'

The returning Students Association will hold a
reception and orientation for new students who have
been out of school for a long or short period of time

....
....'

Evelyn Wood can help!

For every walk of life:'
Style 180
for men & women
regu Iarl y $24.50

sale price

S15.50

A special three hour course on math models in
biological sciences Will be orfered this_ fall semester.
Prerequisites: arc Math 180-181 or the equivalent.
Contact Professors Griego or Sanchct in the Math
Department for inrormalion.

'

..
STYLES FOR MEN & WOMEN ON SALE!
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE ON SALE ITEMS.

sale ends soon

!
b

Ear-th Shoe·
2421 San Pedro NE

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

Get Be~hlnii·--- ·
Your Readi"rlg

WElCOME TO
CAMPUS

Fees- $1000 Per Course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class
meeting
Alternate scheduling available
Eight Reasons for E~rolling
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance said the
Anglo-American plan for majority rule in Rhodesia by 1978 is now
complete, and will be made public once it has been presented to Black and
White African leaders.
Vance; speaking to reporters as he crossed the Atlantic after a two-~eek
tour to the Middle East and London, said the package would be presented
by British Foreign Secretary David Owen and the U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations, Andrew Young.
The Secretary said the plan, which includes a proposed detailed constitution plus "annexes," was finally completed in talks that involved
Vance, Owen and British Prime Minister James Callaghan.
Vance gave some details to Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere and will
lay out the plan today to Joshua Nkomo, leader of the patriotic front-one
of the leading Black Militant organizations in Rhodesia.
The plan has been under negotiation for the past six months and replaces
a British initiative rejected at the Geneva Conference of 1976.
Vance refused to make the details of the plan p1,1blic until it has been
presented to the Black and White parties to the negotiations. But he said it
was "an evo.lution of earlier plans."
_The Secretary listed some of the broad principles, among them:
-The plan will continue to focus on a constitution after independence,
rather than on the transitional arrangements.
-Majority rule, based on the principle of one-man one vote is to be
achieved during 1978,
'
'
-It will require a ceasefire by all parties and an end to the guerrilla
action before the elections of the new government take place.
"We believe the plan should commend itself to the parties and to international opinion," Vance said .
The package was explained to South African Foreign Minister R.F.
Botha during a five-hour session in London. Owen said later he felt the
Anglo-American-plan had the continued support of the South African
government.
Vance explained the final details to President Carter at the White House
Sunday in a meeting scheduled for 2 P.M.
Vance returned Saturday, a day later than scheduled, after an 11-day
middle eastern trip that covered six countries and quick return trips to
three of them.
Although he did not succeed in creating a framework for a Geneva
Middle East conference, he did get the agreement of the Arab and Israeli
governments to intensify the, negotiations during the U.N. General
Assembly in New York in September.
Officials aborard the Vance plane said Israel is apparently willing to
negotiate on the Establishment of a West Bank Palestinian state. Despite
public statements portraying Israel as opposed to such an entity.
But the U.S. officials said the Israelis were apparently not willing to
compromise on the presence of the Palestine Liberation Organization at
the negotiations with the Arabs. The Arabs have said they will not
negotiate without the PLO.
Vance said in Jerusalem he can not predict how that dispute will be
·
settled.
Vance looking slightly weary after his trip, remains in Washington for a
week du~ing which he will focus on U.S. relations with China. He leaves
for Peking and four days of negotiations there on Aug. 19.
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THORENS TD-16!;)C
Swiss precision goes on salol
Thorens TD·165C· belt-driven 7 lb.
platter is connected to super quiet
16 pole dual syncronous motor, full
gimbal pivot for errorless tracking.
Was $200.00, Now only:

$115.00

.

SANSU I SR-222 .
GARRARD 440M

PIONEER PL-510A

Belt·driven turntable using San·
sui's patented power/speed select

This Garrard, fully automatic
turntable, comes with base, dust
cover and Pickering cartridge. Was
$1 15.00 50% off

.

You save $55.00 on this direct·
drive, high quality, . very quiet,
highly accurate turntable that nor·
mally sells for $200.00

lever saves wear and tear on pre·

cision finished belt. Tripod mount
cuts noise and assures accurate

speeds.

$57.50

;lt.i

.

.

$145.00

$69.95

.'

Robby Benson plo.ys bo.sketbo.ll o.nd music when he's not o.ctlng
Suso.n Howo.rd on Hollywood Sto.lrs.

[¢:1·~·:

Sue HowQtd ·Spe.Qks Out

.,:, ;· ® cj -~SANSUI SC-2000

$219.75

Comes with Dolby noise reduc·
tion system, full auto-stop opera·
tion, Sansui's own independent cap·
stan drive for precision tape per~
formance. Comes in custom wood

cabinet.

front·loading cassette deck.
Our biggest selling front loader,
featuring Dolby noise reduction,
DC servo-controlled motor, dual

PIONEER CT-7272

position bias and equalization select9rs, timer control function,
lighted cassette compartment, digi·

detection, vertical cassette hold,

$230.00

SHARP RT-1155

Front loaded stereo cassette deck
with Pioneer exclusive Auto·chrome

Features

Dolby and lots more

ness meters.

Below dealer cost
No dealers please.

Automatic

$155.00
Program

Search System, full auto-stop,
Dolby system, large VU meters and
all of it up front.

tal tape counter, two VU·type loud·

Lists for $310

Suggested retail $350.00
You save $120.00

Only $159.95
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$124.95

SANSUI SP·1500X

ULTRALINEAR 66
Ultralinear is big on small speak·
ers and they prove it with this
brilliantly clean 3-way system using
an 8" woofer, 4 1/2" mid· range and

,... ...

-..-....

- --

.

a 2 1/2" tweeter. A definite $90.00
value, we'll save you $30.00 this
week.

.

-- -

$60.00

ROTEL RX-402
Best buyl

A strong 3-way system with a
high 93dB efficiency and 70 watt
power handling capacity. Sounds
as beautiful as it looks! Suggested
Retail price $180.00. You pay only

$120.00

AUDEX AS-600P
You save more than you spend!
This is a two-way system. A 10"
woofer and a 2" phenolic ring
tweeter give you smooth, wide-fre~

quency response. You'll be amazed
at the sound for only

$55.00

$210.00

AM/FM stereo re·

ceiver can handle two sets of speakers, has FM muting, tape monitor,

and easy to read and tune. You
save $90.00

"One on One," directed by contamsparksofhumor, one of the develop between Steele and the
Lamont Johnson, now shown at the funniest being Steele's first coach resulting in the coach finally
orientation with illegal drugs.
Coronado Four.
as~ing for Steele's scholarship.
By WENDELL HUNT
The film then takes you through Determined to succeed in college b·
way, we have got to be that way,
By George Gesner
Robby Benson, the handsome co- the unbelievingly easy enrollment ball Henry refuses.
Susan Howard has opened the and up to date the only thing people
or
women
star
of the movie, Ode to Billy Joe, of a college athlete. What unfolds
have
been
interested
in
The movie from this point on
door to Hollywood and is gradually
have
been
interested
in
doing,
it
along
with his father, Jerry Segal, a before the viewers eyes in the next could very well be titled "Me and
marching up the stairway to the
stars. Her first major step was seems to me except for Barbara professional writer, has turned to 90 minutes coUld give the NCAA You Against the World" as the
marked "Maggie Petrocelli" where Streisand and Faye Dunaway, is writing and has created the movie Rules Enforcement Committee . coach declares war against him and
she rested her feet for two years on decorating the sets with their nude One on One. It is the story of a ulcers' and headaches for several initia: :s several attempts to drive
.
Henry off the team.
the TV-series Petrocelli. Her next bodies, which I'm totally opposed small-town high-school boy going years.
to.
off
to
college
to
play
basketball
and
The
director
quietly
gives
the
The classic act of defiance by
step was the action-packed film
"It has nothing to do with your become a man.
viewer a hint of things to come, as Steele occurs in a game in which the
Sidewinder. She landed the leadingOne on One marks•the first time Steele arrives at the Athletic coach is forced to play him. 'Benson
lady role in the film starring with acting or your acting ability, and 1
· •s d egrad'mg us to the point · that Benson has ventured into the Department before a secretary with wins the battle and claims victory
.m k 1t
h
t
such notables as Michael .Parks,
that that's what we've become in realm of screenwriting. Produced an insatiable sex appetite (Gail later ir. the coaches office. During
Marjoe Gertner and Bud Cart.
film. Now who's going to write a by Marty Hornstein and directed by Strickland), and a coach with a bad the game, Steele becomes a on~
Moving even closer to the top,
Lamont Johnson, it is an idealistic memory(Cl.D. Spradlin).
man show. If Benson can act ln the
Howard said she will star as George film about a sex object? They can't hero story, which seems to have a
The
film
shows
that
many,
if
not
future
as well as he can play
speak. Who's going to pay $3.50 to
11
11
hi
d
f
Hamilton's girlfriend in the NBC see
a nude body when you can see it certain simila. rity to th,e , movie, a , co egc at etes nee tutors or basketball, he may go far in
Movie of the Week in September
their. basketweaving and basic 101 Hollywood.
at the 'Pussycat Theatre' and see R. ockY· I t . IS H or~s tem s fiIf~ t
called Cruise of Terror. "It's one of .,>i-Jf¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥:>f..¥¥
As a whole, the 'acting comes off
feat~re. project, while. Johns?n s courses, and Steele is no exception.
those films where everyone gets one i(
i ( cred1ts mclude The Last Amencqn However, Steele has the misfortune
well: However, there are weak
of those dread diseases and dies.
iC Hero and That Certain Summer.
of getting a tutor who along with moments that occur when Benson
Thank God, I don't," Howard iC
""
;:,
iC Benson portrays the role of her boyfirend, do not like athletes says lines that seem too strong for
said. Also starring in the picture iC
Henry Steele, a socially naive and and the benefit-filled lives they live. his innocence,
will be Academy-Award winner for iC
Visually the movie is not strong,
iC solitary college basketball recruit However, not to be put down,
Besi Supporting Actress, Beatrice iC
;:1
-+c from the hidden mountains of Steele conquers her and her mate not weak. It appears to be shoot in
Straight, Patty Duke, Murray ~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥lJl¥¥¥¥¥:>f.. iC Colorado. After. turning down the · (in different w:"ys of course?, a~d the made-for-television style, and
Hamilton, Claude Akins and Frank more and enjoy it more1 We've favors of such b1g name basketball makes her beheve that. he.~~ dlf- may very Well appear there in the
Converse.
.
done it to ourselves. Nobody schools as Arizona State and ferent than the ~est. !leIS ~~mg to future, The movie is one that the
On acting , Susan Howard said, twisted anybody's arm and said Nebraska, Steele chooses to go to learn . Moby D1ck m add1t1on to family will enjoy, and I recommend
"I know it's hard. I don;t think 'take your clothes off'. It's a matter the perienial power Western U. athletics. .
its viewing.
.
there is any occupation in this of choice. So when women start (who?). Of course, Steele doesn't
The coach res~mbles an ~drmd,
world that you'd attain success in lambasting producers, they better make his decision before being III!d ~as been afflicted by ~he JOYS of
It is unfortunate that Benson
without it being difficult. It has its start looking a little bit closer. to persuaded by' ~ertain tangibles wn;mmg. and the consequences of chose to show the athletes as being ·
drawbacks, but I think it has more their own insides.
,
offered by the recruiting coach.
losmg _m the coll~ge. basketball the all-brawn, no brain-mannerless
rewards in it than anything else."
"It's really weird what's hapBenson departs for college in Los professiOn. He m~nt~ns a wat- individuals they appeared to be on
Quoting producer Elmo Williams pening, I don't knoW what the end Angeles, where upon his arrival, he chful ere from th~ Sideline, and ~as the screen. He does try to show that
she said, "The day it ceases to be will eventually be. 1 know what's is immediately schooled in the evils ~n assistant wh? runs the practJ~es there is more to Steele's life than
fun, get out of it, because you'll get happening to men right now in film of picking up hitchhikers.
m a conservative fashion, wh1ch just basketball, as he dribbles off
nothing but heartache out of it."
is not so terrific either. All the men
Although somewhat superficial Steele can not seem to a~opt to. .
into the sunset saying, "I am not
Howard called acting in film, as are macho, which is a one- in certain scenes, the film does
A style and personality conflict ··jock".
·
·opposed to TV, a luxury. She said, dimensional figure. Don't tell me
"If
you
don't
like men don't cry and feel and are
something-change it! Work it out. sensitive. They (audience) want to
You can't do that in television, see people three-dimensional."
because you don't have the time.''
Howard said, "I would like
When asked about when the people to consider me a versatile
around the adventrues of Digby little overdrawn.
leading .ladies would make a actress. You get that respect if you "The lost Remake of Beau Geste, " and Beau · in and out of North
Feldman,
a f'ilmmliker, delves
breakthrough in getting sound and pick roles that are different. I want directed by Marty Feldman, is Africa. The breaking of cliches into· the Mel Brooks ·.brand of.
currently showing at the Louisiana
established roles, Howard said,
proved to be a bittersweet deed in cOmedy which often provides zany .
to be· a star. If in 'TV, I want to do Blvd. Cinema.
.
"Before they can look at us that my own series."
this
film. It supplies some of the comic relief,. but little plot subBy GEORGE GESNER
Have you ever seen .an overused best laughs in the film, bu~ also stance. As an actor, he is loveable
Hollywood movie cliche and makes a relatively short film seem a as the underdog.
Generally, the acting is good,
wanted' to make fun of it? Marty
considering
the limitations of super
Feldman does.
acting talent in this sort of film.
With screenplay, story and direc"Happy in Hollywood" opens up the Registration issue Arts
York, as usual, displays his cool
ion by Feldman, the classic tale of
section, but serves only as a window to the special •features inside.
English
charm Ann Margret, as the
Beau Geste falls into the crafty
On page 14 we have the debut of "Classics" a look into the music of
bountiful
babe of the mother Oeste,
hands of this zany comedian.
romantic, impressionistic, baroque, renaissance and classical
showed
a
casualness
in her role as if
Feldman casts himself as Digby
composers. Page 15 opens up Robert Spiegel's epic interview witil
she
was
doing
her
lines
just to get
Oeste, brother of Beau (Michael
poet-Leslie Silko.
through
them.
James
Earl
Jones, in
York), They are both adopted as a ·
On page 16 appears the review of a concert that featured Tierra
the
style·
of
Jackie
Gleason,
was
. package deal by the senior Geste
Eddie Canto; J.P. Morgan and the Originals and an opinion on the
and
Peter
Ustinov,
a
ebullient
(Trevor Howard). Beau is raised to
concert which had scheduled Charo as the headliner. Bandstand
at
any
character
style
was
wizard
the the hero and Digby is raised to
features hot Albuquerque group Traveller in an exclusive interview.
forceful as a tyrannical legion
be the hero's inferior brother. The
Also included is a preview of the Dave Brubeck quartet concert
commander.
likenesses of the children to their
and record reviews of Chuck Mangione, Dillard Hartford Dillard
The movie has its inspirational
corresponding
adult roles is unand Nutz. And in our "B'' section on p.12 and 24 we have the SUB
moments. The thought was good,
believable.
filmgui~e.
but the execution wasn't.
The rest of the film centers
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SANSUI 221
This AM/FM stereo receiver gives
all the features you'll need to start
a great sound system and you'll
save $55.00.

'One On One' Coutts mediocrity

~ WAREHOUSE SOUND PRICE GUARANTEE:

~.

IF YOU FIND EXACTLY THE SAME SYSTEM
AVAILABLE FROM AN AUTHORIZED
DEALER SELLING FOR LESS IN NEW

'

~
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~ RIGHTEOUS
~i{lj~g~~~'g~F~~~~~~~~L~~~
10%. {applies
models)
~

to new
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.Feldman's Parody of Beau . ln Jest·
as

PrONEER PROJECT 100-A
Advanced high power AM/FM
stereo receiver with tonal quality.

Oriented .design features. The 750
delivers an astonishing amount of

state·of·the-art perfection.
$1 00.00. Only

Save

You save $50.00 on Pioneer's
best project. The 1 OO·A is a bass
reflex type cabinet using a 1O"
woofer, a 1 1/2" dome mid-range
and a 2" tweeter. A $125.00 value
now only
75 _00

.. .Inside the Arts...

$

$325.00
INSTANT CREDIT
Inquire for details
'"Indicates mlninum monthly payment on ou(
revolving Ctlarge plan. Annual percentage rate
IS 1a% APR billed monthly at 11h%monthly.
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Soldlet's Tnle Gets Ftench Tteotment

OQ

A TQik With Leslie Sllko

Rachmaninoff Revived

Stravln3ky 'if L 'Histoire Du
Soldatl Leopold Stowkowskil
Vanguard VCS10121 ·
By JANE QUESNEL
Leopold Stowkowsld conducts
this complete, French text version
of Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du
Soldat" (The Solider's tale) with a
flawless instrumental ensemble and
a distinguished cast.
·
Madeleine Milhaud, wife of .

composer Darius Milhaud and one time theatrical work requiring only
of France'~ finest actresses, simple staging and a small group of
narrates th1s 1918 story of a actors and instrumentalists, the
"Rachmaninoff
TranSoldier's encounter with the Devil actual production _soon proved
ifr-riptions
"!Garrick
Ohlsson/
and his subsequent adventures. impractical and the bulk of
Angel S-37219
the 'more clearly recognized conJean Pierre Aumont, star of stage L'Histoire's performances have
By
BQB
LAWRENCE
sidering
some of the .sugar plums
and screen, plays the Soldier and been confined to concert . perincluded in this Angel ster~o- Martial Singher, principal baritone (ormances of the .music in suite
As Rachmaninoff has stamped a quadraphonic
recording: Kreisler's
of the French opera during the form.
.
broad
range
of
musical
c_omScored
for
seven
instruments
"Liebesfreud"
and "Liebesleid,"
1930s, portrays the Devil.
positions from diverse composers Rimsky-Korsakov' s "Flight of the
(violin,.
double
bass,
clarinet,
. . Conceived as an inexpensive warbassoon, trumpet; trombone, and as well as himself, so has Garrick Bumblebee" and Tchaikovasky's
percussion), Stravinsky's music is Ohlsson brought them alive in a "Lullaby."
s,
vividly reflective of the era: pianistic style reminiscent of the
If anytiJ,ing, Rachmaninoff
or-sad times,
raucously- dissonant at times, with
himself emerges as the principal
gay marching tunes, fragments of
force, particularly in supplying a
a fine guitar iS a friend'
ragtime and pop music of the
new
left-hand theme for Bach's
We'd lik'l l.d.he/p 'fOU seleafone
period,
a
Lutheran
chorale,
and
familiar
"Suite from the -Violin
ihal is rlghf 7or you.
haunting lyrical melodies, such as
lind, B/leaktitg of friends 11JI:'re
Partita in E." The contrapuntlft
are a -few of O{)rfi ~ ••
"Airs by a Stream," which in .
addition is distinctively that of
frequent recurrence take on the
Rachmaninoff, but is logically an
MARTIN, GIBSON, GUILD, ARIA
quality of leitmotifs.
uss1an
master
m this collection of extension of what Bach might have
PIMENTEL, MAD,EIRA, YAMAHA
Stowkowski' s fine control of the .transcriptions.
done, given today' s keyboard. The
ensemble enables you to be carried
Both have a crisply romantic , transcription does not merely
to the highest degree of personal keyboar<j style, free flowing but embellish- it adds.
Also
involvement. ·
never fulsome. Th~ distinction is all
It is in re-tooling Mendelssohn's
Scherzo from "Midsummer Night's
Dream" that Rachmaninoff shows
HIWATT,
his pianistic understanding,
preserving a fidelity to the orPEAVEY,
chestral theme and translating it in
the full, chromatic voice of the
SONAX
keyboard instrument. It approaches
Beethoven's "Eroica" variations
Amplifiers Jn stock'
although obviously lacking the
scope of the latter.
All the transcriptions are
designed to display a virtuoso
recitalist at work, undoubtedly
what Rachmaninoff had in mind
after leaving Russia in 1917., He
wrote most of them after his
departure, pro]?ably with one eye
72" X 108" •••••••
~2.98
on filling recital halls without the
90" X 108"
$3.98
need of hiring an orchestra.
inc.
This is finally, a potpourri of
25%
Discount
on
Pottery,
Jewelry
&
Clothing
familiar
music in an unfamiliar
2212 East Central
vein.
Ohlsson
sounds particularly
F
exican Goods
266-2338
loyal to Rachmaninoff in some of
the Latter's music orginally
composed for piano: "Lilacs;"
''Daisies;'' ''Humoresque,'' Op.
10, No. 5; "Melodie," Op. 3, No.
3;
and
"Prelude"
and
Listen to the "Top-Rated"
"Fragments."
The album sound is brilliant as it
Avid loud speakers
ought to be in quadraphonic and
0
0
heard via four-speaker system. The
question yet remains whether quad
recording is really needed for solo
•
instruments
when good stereo does
Cassette
so well.
Deck
But given Ohlsson's incisive
75° 0 ea.
style,
it makes you wish for an
Specials
opportunity to hear him in any one
All have Dolby
of the Rach.maninoff concertos1 It
ought to be superb.

ByROBERTSPIEGEL
. poetry, "Laguna Woman," and
Once you see the small town'of her first novel, Ceremony, which
Laguna, NM; it is not difficult to was released late last spring by
understand why Leslie Silk a Viking Press ..
contipues to live there, even though
She said 'that Laguna has
she has to drive 50 miles to UNM changed very little in her lifetime,
three days a week to teach creative This community and the vast
writing
and
Southwestern surrounding area of hills, arroyos
literature.
and little-traveled roads is the
This is where .she grew up, and setting of the novel. The bulk· of the
where she recently rebuilt the large book was written during the two
two-story house where her great- year~ (1973-74) she spent in Ketgrandmotheriived, an adobe chikan, Alaska, her husband,
building originally constructed in John's hometown.
the late 1800's, The house sits
She said it wasn't difficult to
across the street from her. father'g write from Alaska: "It was really
trading post, and Leslie herself was easy writing, so far from Laguna. I
raised in the house next door..
really missed the area, so in a sense,
Leslie Marmon Silka is of mixed I was recreating the world I wanted
ance~try-Laguna
Pueblo, so desperately. I had spent a lot of
Mexican, and White--as she time in Gallup before moving to
describes herself. She has written Alaska, so Gallup figures strongly
numerous short stories, a boolc of in the book. It y;as easier being far

The
CIQsslcs

L~
" .,p-.1,...~

• A-

away. You don't have to write
about this when you're here; you
just look out thewindow."
The first year was spent .on what
she calls "still-borns," attempts at
novels which did not work. She
said, "The first still-born was about
40 pages. It was about a woman
who was just too close to myself. I
didn't have the distance I needed
for fiction. The character became
limited by my experience; she was
young and of mixed blood; too
dose. I loved the process of writing
what I wrote, so the time wasn't
wasted; but there's a point where it
isn't working out anymore and you
have to end it, It's like ending a
relationship to. a degree; and
whether it's a relationship with a
person or writing, the end should be
seen as a positive thing. The time
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Stereo.
Clearance

WE
Care!

440M Garrard
with base
dust cover
magnetic
cartridge

6495

Check out this
Stereo System
JVC
Pioneer
Garrard

$

14395
16995
229 95
18995

Compare these
with any Qther
JVC KD-35
Aiwa1250

Only

Stereo Lovers- You'll
get more at Hudson's Audio
Better Sound- Better Service

•

379.
12495
includes cartridge

Only
Centrex
by
-Pioneer

$KENWOOD

$16995

KR 2600 Stereo Receiver

KD·11
PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER

• Automa'lic Level Control
• Automatic Shut.Off {play_ & record)
• Built-in Con~enser Microphone

3 Way Power
-, Cue and Review

• Uses four DCell Batteries ror
Longer Life

Now on IY.

5495

S<;ive on accessories
Blqnktape,headphones
Stereo needles, record
care products

·'

Check these exclusive and selected lines: Advent, ADS, B.I.C. Bose, DBX, Garrard, Hatachi, JBL,
JVC, KEF, Mcintosh, Micro-Acoustics, Nakarnichi, Ortofon, Shure, Sony, Teac, Yamaha, and more.

Register forr FREE *50 cERTIFicATE
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and we'll give you a FREE Dustbuster Re-eord peaner vdth br:1sh

Hear
Here
"like no 6the'r"
ALL models in
stock .. ,

Audition 'the

New6(h

.JVC

VICTOR OF JAPAN
SINCE 1887, YAMAHA HAS BEEN MAKING SOME OF TilE
FINEST MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN THE WORLD. W!TII
YAMAHA'S UNIQUE MUSICAL HERITAGE YOU KNOW
THERE'S A SINGLE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

ONE OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES OF ITS KIND - BUILT
THEil\ lsi, TURNTABLE 50 YEARS AGO ANO HAVE BEEN IMPROVING EVER SINCE!

Look for a low .05% distortion
in even the least expensive receivers.

CASSETTE DECKS - with 5 LED Penlc Jndleator, SA (SEN
ALLOY) HEADS, ANRS noise reduction systems, and ·more, high
perrormance decks from $200 to $500

•

ENJOY YAMAH STATE-OFTHE-ART EXCELLENCE

RECEIVERS - with built-in room equnllzodon •
five graphic
equalizers to adjust total sound from lowest bass to highest treble to
suit your room -your ears! from $.200to $600

Pierne Lives

TURNTABLES ~ dtnx:t and belt-drive - auto-off • famous JVC
more-£or•your-money quaHty im:luding the Incredible Quartz-Locked
turntable absolute accuracy feu the mwical truth, from $100 to
$1,100

"Cydaliife et le Chevre-Pied"
Gabriel Pieme! Angel S-37381
By JANE QUESNEL
Gabriel Pierne, a contemporary
of Debussy at the Paris Conservatoire and a recipient of the
Prix de Rome at age 19, is most
remembered for his theater music
and his work for the Opera
Comique.

FETPreamps
Power amps
Tuners
$4,600 the system

BOSE"

_
-

=

• Stacks Electrostatic
Headphones $185
• Accoustat Electrostatic
speakers $2,QOO a pair
KEF -unusual speakers
from $185 to $900
• Mcintosh • JBL
• Nakamichi • Supex
• Audiopulse • DBX
• Audiopulse • Bose
• Micro-Acoustics • BGW
• harmon/kardon CITATION
• YAMAHA - Berylium dome
Speakers $1,000 a pair
• YAMAHAseparates
• VIDEOBEAM® TV projector
and 6ft. screen by Advent
• BETAMAX video cassette
receiver by Sony

= •

=
_

2

2

THE Model301, the 501, the new 901 Series m, an~ now:
THE NEWEST BOSE- MODEL 60I's
with six speaker floor model speakers with Direct/Reflecting sound
COME IN AND HEAR THIS!

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll111111111111111:!11111111111111111111111

His famous ballet "Cydalise et le
Chevre-Pied (goat' s-foot, or
faun)" premiered in 1923,
choreographed by Leo Staats, and
in 1926 the music was organized
into the two orchestral suites found
on this recording.

SPECIALS

Conducted by the Algerian J canBaptiste Mari, Pierne's music lives
and breathes with a surrealistic
quality. Romantic, and lightly
impressionistic, Pierne' s music
vividly describes the fleeting
rmnance of the young, impetuous
falU_, Styrax, and the ballerina with
w11¢m'he falls in love, Cydalise.
'

....

,.

z
0

FOllowing the second suite is
Pierne' s first suite from the Play ·
Ramuntcho by Pierre Loti. An
overture on Basque themes opens
the suite, which through the use of
folk themes, particularly those of
the Basques, attains a mixed quality
of the mortal world with the
unearthly fantasy of Cydalise.

HEAR PURE DEFINITION OF
. ALL THE INSTRUMENTS
• 2 JBL - DECADE L26 SPEAKERS
• harmon/kardon 430 receiver
• JVC JLA-20 belt-drive,
.
'auto off w/.Shu::e Hi-track cart. ONLY

$679

HI-FI House has been serving New Mexico's sound needs for over a quarter of a century. We have the
equipment, knowledge and experience to give you the best sound for your money (as in satisfaction
guaranteed). We arrange financing, accept trade-ins, provide for layaways, have special bargains and
package systems and believe in SERVICE·

c:

'

SAVE $126 FOR RECORDS

HEAR ALL 10 OCTAVES INCLUDING THE
DEEPEST BASS
"Hard to get at twice tile price"
• 2 Smaller Advent Speakers
only
• JVC -JRS 100 Stereo Receiver
• JVC Turntable- belt-drive,
auto-off w/Shure Hi-track cart.
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ADVENT 10 OCTAVE SYSTEM
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Sharp
RT-2500
Teac
A170
Pioneer
CT7272
Teac
A 150

make an At on your stereo purchase
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GIVES YOU MORE

Indian Prints
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FOR28YEARS

Special Until Sept. 1st
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Joseph's Has Moved
From 2222 Central SE to

-~

IN-HOUSE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT
TRADE-IN'S • F1NANCING • CREDIT CARDS

3011 Monte Vista NE·

255·1694

FOR OVER 28 YEARS east of Central & Girard near UNM
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The Orlglnnls ended up being the hendllners

It Could Have Been A Good One
By GEORGE GESNER
They got the ici!ig, but they
didn'·t get the cake.
The GI Forum and the Joseph
Schlig Company brought to the
Kiva Auditorium in the Convention
Center a concert billed as being
headli~ed by Charo.

Aftr dehiy, the concert, which
was more like a night club revue,
was opened by Tierra, a group
specializing in Latin-rock, funk and
disco. The group played real tight,
sounding at times like Earth, Wind
& Fire, Malo and Chicago.

Concert ToJk
The Charo concert last· Thursday, August 11, ·bordered on the
realm of advertising fraud and had
the makings of the most
unorganized event I have attended.
Herewith lies the facts.
The GI Forum had originally
scheduled Jose Feliciano as the
. headliner although it was already
apparently known that the musician
was scheduled to perform in Aspen
Colorado that same night for the
President of Mexico.
The forum also made blind stabs
at advertising that the Supremes
and Edwin Hawkins Singers would
appear. They didn't. The worst
advertising maneuver was billing
charo as the headliner of the
concert.
People had paid $7.50 and $25 to
essentially see Charo. perform.
After all, publicity said that Charo
was changing her image, bending
toward her music\~~ interests which
have proven worthwhile. So when
she didn't perform, people were
hurt and some felt robbed.
Just like a used-car advertisement, Charo was used as a
teaser at the concert. She appeared
at the start of the show to assure the
crowd that she was there ·and to
make it possible for them to enjoy
the show. If they had only known
she wasn't scheduled to play, there
may have been a bad scene.

Opinion by
George Gesner

The excellent musicianship was
hampered by a poor sound system
and an older crowd which didn't
quite understand what Tierra was ·
trying to do.

Zarathustra'' which was pleasantly
augmented by freelance conga
player Shondu, who emoted an exciting energy throughout the evening.
The originals proved to be the
real headliners of the night. The
Motown recording group was
indeed a cormed "You Are a
Blessing," "Bells," "Baby I'm for
Real," "Six Million Dollar Man,"
"Down To Love Town," and "My
Way . " The Originals proved to be
the strongest in their slow R&B
ballads as their fast numbers lacked
inspiration and cohesiveness. The
group received a standing ovation
for the best version of "My Way"
I have ever heard. The harmonies

proved to be the inspiration that
kept the show from being a 'dismal
failure.
J.P. Morgan, a talk show
celebrity and Gong Show panelist,
would have gotten the gong if I had
one. A girl from Wyllming, who
· was sitting next to me, asked who
J.P. Morgan was, and judging by
her performance I'd have to say "I·
don't know."
It came as a complete shock to
the crowd when Charo who had
appeared as a part-time emcee
throughout the show, "did not
appear for her performance. After
paying for $7.50 and $25 tickets,
the crowd seemed at a loss. The
feeling wasn't good.

..

The older set got their joy with
piano player Eddie Canto, who
tickled the keyboards with Stevie
Wonder's "You Are My Sun
A dismal sound system and Shine," "Taste of Honey" and
atrocious stage lighting and lighting "Cotton Candy." He ended his set
technique hampered the concert's quite strongly with "Also Sprach
aesthetic possiblilities. The issuance
of duplicate tickets also caused
uneasy fellings in the crowd as
people argued with each other,
Most of all, the concert gave
Albuquerque, GI Forum and
Concert photos
Schlitz a bad name. There were
people from all over the country
attending this concert and what
they saw was sad.

::cJ
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by W. T. Hunt
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Records
And
Tapes

Dnrlus, Chris, Dnve nnd Do.n Brubeck

The Srubecks Are Coming
By JANE QUESNEL

Mention the name Dave
Brubeck, and a series of diverse
images come to mind: a very young
pianist
belonging
to
a
"revolutionary" octette in 1940's
New York; the famous Brubeck
Quartet of the 50's and 60's that
included the late Paul Desmond,
the alto saxophonist who wrote the
Quartet's biggest hit, "Take Five;"
serious works ranging from the
sacred oratorio "Light in the
Wilderness," to the more recent
"Truth is Fallen" dedicated to the
Kent and Jackson State incidents;
and, finally, "Two Generations of
Brubeck" on stage together in a

A gong for Jnye P. ffiorgnn

Happy Hour 4·7
Live Happy Hour Entertainment

5:30· 8:30
listen And Qance to
the Colorado Sound of

KEY
9-1:30

Sandwiches Served
live Entertainment
1 Nights a Week
6825 lomas NE 266-6605

New
1977-78
FALL-SPRING
RATES

MONTH
·, OnCampus

•

new and better-than-ever quartet.
Dave and his sons Darius (29),
Chris (25), and Danny (21), will be
here August 21 at the Kiva
Auditorium. Brubeck has a penchant for unconventional time
signatures exceeded only by that of
Don Ellis, and you can expect an
evening which merges the old with
the new. Dave is still an imposing
figure at a grand piano, and son
Darius handles the electric
keyboards. Chris alternates bass
and trombone, while the youngest,
Danny, holds the group together
with his strongly supportive
drumming. I can't think of a better
way to spend my last night of
vacation. Join me?

..

•

Sale Ends

Inc I

• Meals
• Telephone
• Utilities
• Reduced Parking
Rates
• Linens
··And More--

.ROOM AND BOARD

'·

Aug. 30

Hours:
10 to 10 M.on. Thru Sat.
1_2 to 9 Sunday

*$1 ,490/year, based on Double Occupancy, 7 Day Meal Plan

UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall
277

''

Mere Steps Away
From UNM Campus

119 Harvard S.E.

We Buy & Sell
Used LPS & Tapes
Across from the HIPPO ice cream parlor
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... Sil ko Lives A Poetic Rituol. ..

Rebirth of Bondstond

(cot~t. froM

A special ~rts feature called Bandstand will run regularly in this year's
LOBO. It Will consist of Band-dates, which is our local guide to the
musicians playing in and around town. It will serve as a means to help' the
re.ader pick an entertainment spot when loneliness creeps up on them, and
Will serve as a boost to those who own such entertainment spots and most
of all offers a little publicity to the bands:
'
Bandstand will also include interviews with local b;mds, a look into what
makes a band tick, their dreams and goals. The feature will also include
from time to time, spot coverage of local music eveqts when they occur. '
The local group Traveper kicks off our first Bandstand interview.

ffianglone and AU Stars
''Land of Make Believe"/Chuck Mangione/Mercury SRM-1 -684

. .
By J.ANE QUESNEL
Chuck MangiOne and his quartet gave a concert in Canada
everybody came-even a Philharmonic Orchestra
·
The album follows a fantasy tou 1 d b M · .' .
.
the Hamilton Ph'lh
·
r e · Y angiOne mcludmg his quartet
I armomc Orchestra the Hors h d ·ch
b
. · '
·e ea s am er Smgers,
Esther Satterfield and cellist Cathie Lehr
The highlights of the album tho h
· h
Satterfield. In "Lullab f Nug ' are. t ~.superb cuts featuring Esther
Y or ancy Carol, she showcases her fl 'bl
d h eXI. e
range and extreme sensitivity to what is happening ar
er mstrumentally at all times.
oun
The final band,
. which is the title .cut , hints at a message you may not
ca tch th e fiust time .around. · Satterfield st'ngs that "Dreams are really the
h·
t hough ts you have hidden m your heart " then tells us of K'
. dm
·
1 d h
·
'
a mg w o once
I1ve
our an , w o srud "I have a dream "Th lb
1
1 ·
with a little more than fant~sy to_ think about.
e a urn c oses eavmg us

:; ·==============~
i

Arevou
Invited?

The person that decided mexican food should
bring tears to your eyes, and have an overabundance
of seasoning· to hide any flavor the food might have,
is politely not invited to our restaurant. To those
of you who desire a tremendous taste experience
in mexican food, you are cordially invited.
We mildly and expertly season our food to enhance
its natural flavor. Come see us for lunch or dinner.
Find out how great mexican food really is.

-tllandido
~
... <@;>

. THIRD FLOOR DILLARDS 294-2411

Ttavellet cooks and plays well, too.

Joutney With TIQvellet
By GEORGE GESNER
All local bands have dreams, and
one of Albuquerque's best,
Traveller, is no exception.
Traveller, in their present line-up
of Tom Bird,· Peter Pamegg, Tim
Pierce and Doug McDonald, have
been together for a mere 13 months
and in that short while have gained
the respect of jazz and rock
listeners throughout the city.
The group had just finished a
two-day recording session before
this intervie~. TI!eY were testing

'
HEW BRUBECK QUARTET
L~vc ~n concc~v

DAVE

-

.. .

BRUBECK

'.

.
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ELEC.KEYBOARDS

Expires Aug.
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• Men & Women's Wear
• Affordable Price!!
• Gifts
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HAIR DESIGN STUDIO
UNISEX STYLING
FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
WITH THIS AD

.

10 ~o Disco.unt On Any Service
ASK ABOUT OUR LINE OF NEW FALL STYLE.S

D iII a r d-Hartman-Dillard/Flying Fish FF 036

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
material is varied, containing a
What a line-up, Doug and Randy broader ran,ge of music than any of
Dillard with John Hartford.
these men have previously attempted.
· 'I would like to see these me~ stick
How could they miss? Well, for together for awhile; I'm sure more
some reason many musical alliances fine music would follow.
of. this nature are surprising
failures.
Dillard
-Hartford-Dillard
is
a
delightful exception·,

1419 Central N.E.
~WO BLOCKS WEST OF GALLES

4019 4th N.W.

344-1621

243-1746
OFFER GOOD THESE TWO LOCATIONS ONLY

The production is clean and
clear, with a sparseness that allows
these musicians and their wellchosen back-up people to sound
natural and uncontrived. The

i1
'.

Hard Nutz
"Hard Nutz "/NutzlA&M SP-4623
By GEORGE GESNER

•

Entertainment
Seven ·nights

a week.
by

Perfect for book• •••
8oz. waterproof ny•
lon •••• ru•t, blue,
green, or red!
'reg.$9.50 Now $6.98

• Imports
• OrigiJJals

255-7792
2312-A Central SE

2320
Central
Ave. S.E.
268·4876

I

-· _....
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Wilderness
Experience •••

BUHIP ENTERPRISES. INC. & jllUE.~J.,Tit PRODUCTION

-~- ~----·- ·--·~-----
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LOL-LA-PA-LOO-ZA

A Folk Colloboto.tion

Aroomy

[LQ []JQ Cl)CJ)CJ)(J)fDQJtf

g,

6"

The group does fine original
material in the vein of Styx or Uriah
· · Heep, but the best number on the
album is a startling version of Bob
Dylan's "One More Cup of
Coffee" which Lloyd sings with
phenomenal range and emotion.
Best cuts include: "Seeing is
Believing," "I Know the Feeling"
"Loser, ' '-' 'Berast of the Field" and
'
"One More Cup of Coffee.''

A Boutique Shop

fD(JJ1f00

~
~
~
3::

221977

$2Coupon
Good Only Toward Any
Purchase of $6 or More.

A~IDWCJJQ 1rO~U!~11 ACJ.l~~cttt CORONADOCENTER

been in drunken fights and
~bandoned buildings where he had
hved.
.
"Well, it took awhile "she said
"I started out with a Hopi the~
changed. him to a Laguna' and
that's a big change. Then ru'1 of a
su~~en ~ recognized him, For me,
wntmg IS a .process of recognizing
~ll of a sudden I knew th~

. Nutz, from Liverpool, plays their
mst~uments with a flair and expertise that has been buried in the
swarm of hard-rock bands. They
counterattack their fine instrumental style with excellent
vocal~, including dynamic lead
vo~aii~t D:;.ve Lloyd. Lloyd and
gu!t~nst M1ck. Devenport write the
ongmal matenal.

TROMBONE & BASS

~O<tU![C~~ A~Q

While I visited, we drove through
the area south and west of Laguna
where the majority of the novel
takes place, and where the central
character, Tayo, roamed the rough
hills, searching for all he had lost
during the time he spent overseas in
Wo.rld War II. Leslie talked of him
as 1f he was a friend. She continually pointed out places he had
the night, bars where he had

Hard rock units, much too often,
are categorizeq simply as a group
that plays their instruments loud
with a passion, but low on the
creativity scale, and sing like
laryngitic patients.
With the onslaught of power
rock. 'n' roll bands today, one has
to sift through the record pile to
find the group that destroys the
hard-rock myth. Nutz is one of
those groups.

PlANO

DRUMS.

spent was good, With this novel it
was necessary.
"The second attempt rated as a
short story. It's about an old
":oman who remJlmbers as a little
?Irl an escape by Geronimo. But it
JUSt got too far-fetched to carry it
the length or distance of a novel
I'm still working on it as a short
story."

O

their original material on tape, the to present that sort of music in a
first time for the band to judge their commercial environment.''
Tom Pierce, the youngest in· the
potential capabilitlies in the studio.
I first asked the group how they group and considered by some to be
compared themselves to other one of the best guitarists in the
musicians in town. Bird, guitarist, southwest, said, "There's a lot of
pianist and wit, said, "Since we pressure though to keep people
don't know any bluegrass it's really dancing, but we want to get away
hard to compare. There are good from that as soon.as we can."
I asked them if they thought
musicians wherever you go. The
there
was a way to get out of the bar
trick is to get a band formed of
good musicians because usually you circuit system in Albuquerque.
will see a band which has one good Parnegg said, "W.e have to be able
person and· three people who are to play a lot. Bar dancing bands are
limited to exactly that, bars and
definitely not into the band.
dancing.
We ·need to be good
Traveller has been one of the few
enough,
need
to have a record
bands to be successful at crossing
contract.
We'd
be happy if we
over from rock to jazz. "We do a
could
do
that.
We're
not really
Return to Forever medley that no
now,"
Pierce
said.
happy
right
other band in town can touch,"
McDonald said, "Either you play
drums specialist McDonald said.
your
own stuff and make lots of
On crossover groups, he said,
money
doing that or you play other
"other bands in town can do it."
people's
and make money doing
Bird said, "1 think it's a hard thing
(cont. to p.:i!l)
to do successfully in Albuquerque,
-'
....
.
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come to Ned~s.

Som~ places get to be famous just because it's f~n to be there.

South Station is one.
Ned s IS another. People have known about Ned's for years. Famous for sandwiche
good bands, supe~ drinks~ rea~onable prices. Ned's has an inside full of cozy booth~;
and ?ow an outsid~ paho with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain. And
there s Wednesday mght at Ned's. And Friday afternoon, too .
Ned's is a ~ood time. ;\ll the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
you. There s no place like Ned's!

4200 Central S.E.
255-0462
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LOBO Phqto by Rober! Spfegol
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one of 13 productions dealing with doing this screenplay because of the
character, 'knew ev~rything, about N~tive-Am~ric~~ history. T~e history. Ilike trying to dramatize
him, even what he would eat. It was e~tsode she 1s wntmg t~kes place m the characters when I'm bound by
maybe on the second or third • !J~ when Coronado mvaded the historical facts, supposedly ironrewrite of a section that 1 knew Zum Pue?lo.
.
. . . clad "facts. I'm beginning to
what he would say. Then I had to .. She srud she enjoye_d wntmg ,tt: recognize some bf these characters.
go back over each section to get it I feel really happy Wtth V.:hat I ve It'll be interesting to see what
where it felt f:j.llliliar. 1 worked on it don~,. but I ~eep. havmg the happens, because films are really a
till I got it and that took 12 ·or 14 • susptc1on that 1t mtght be com- collaboration, and ideally, if
months." '
· plete!y off, from what they're everyone gets along, it could be
1 asked her if she had planned out Iookmg for.
.
really nice. But, generally, that
I asked how she felt ab~:>ut domg . doesn't happen.''
the book before she.started writing.
She said, "I had no idea; no way of a screenplay. a~~er .workmg on a
Silko earned a degree in English
knowing wha\ characters would novel. She sa1d, _W1th a scr,enplay from UNM, then spent a semester
come up; no way of knowing where they change t,hm~s around .. A in English ·graduate school and
it would lead to; no idea at all. It screen play won t gtve you .as much three semesters in law school.
was an act of faith that it was goiing through the years as a novel, but I
In regard to ihe future, Leslie
to turn out. About three quarters of got . pa~ed more. for d<;!ing the said, "What I'd like to do is teach
the way through, 1 saw that it was a outlme, m approXImately stx weeks, on campus one semester a year and
ceremony, and at that point I could than I'll make ~ro~ the novel. It's. t?e rest of.the time ~'d like to write.
back-track and tie the opening to real crummy. It s like the way they I d even like to wnte screen-plays
the ending. Until I had the whole 1 pay elementary teachers less tha.n for low budget movies like The
picture,, I wrote like some pr.ople they pay college prof:ssors, In thts Van. ~he rate.s are good, so I
get up every monrning· not because culture the finest thmgs and the wouldn t have. to grade papers. I
there's any hope but 'because you most important things don't ·pay:
love teaching , an~ working with
can't do otherwise. Then at some
"But it's really been enjoyable s~udents, ~ut,! d like to have more
.• ...!'!lle to wnte.
point, about half way through, the
... , •
idea of loss occurred to me; lost
mother; lost deity, But, mostly I
just wrote and the structure just

'

She said she never felt the book
was finished: "When it was done,
my editors had to take it away from
me. I was a year past the deadline
. on the contract, and I would have
kept rewriting it forever. I probably
could have misused or mishandled
it by continuing to rewrite it. I have
a short story like that. It's gotten
perverse; I'm now on the 15th
version.
"When I finished the novel it
never really felt finished, so I
couldn't say 'let's break out the
champagne and celebrate.' At
points I was happy. I was amazed
and gratified that the structure
worked, but ·it never felt really
done.''
This past summer Silko has been
working on a screenplay to be
produced by JackBeck in
collaboration with Marlon Brando
and Black Elk Productions. It is

I

Traveller Lives Out Their Dreams
(can~.1(0M

that, but you can't play your own
stuff locally and support· four
people full-time."
When asked about leaving town,
McDonald said, ''We have offers
to, but we don't like doing that
because you're still into playing
other people's music and you make
about the same money," Bird said,
"You end up in the same place
somewhere else."
Parnegg said, "Half the game at
this level is to put something
together that sounds good, because
the people in .the bars are not
scrutinizing in the terms of individual musicianship and musical
interaction. They're very critical in
terms of what they call energy and
they really like to see people
cooking, but if you're cooking and
not playing real well, that's better

The group's happy with their
improvements .. Parnegg said,
"We've got a lot more equipment,
we're doing 25 per cent originals
now, which is a direction we have to
take, and we have a sound man,
Kevin Davis, which is a step up, less
worries for the band."
The band says they are· very
responsible to each other and
comraderie is very high. McDonald
said, "The main thing about being

'

'
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LOBO P11oto by Koron Panagakos

Tom Sltd

Doug mcDonald

that getting to here takes a very
Parnegg said, "Everybody wants methodical approach. You have to
to make it big, but some people are pace yourself. It may be a five-year
short-si11hted. They miss the fact process, 10?"

They say they're going to stick
with it, as long as possible. Pierce
said, "We're all totally COII\mitted
to the band." the band is Traveller.

We've checked out competitors and we feel
we've done the impossible by offering a stereo
system with a combined component value of
502.65, for 299.95. Highly acclaimed in a recent electronics magazine, the LR-3030 receiver regularly sells for $300 alone. It has 30
watts per channel (minimum RMS, both channels driven into 8 Ohms from 2o-2o,ooo Hz, no
more than 0.5% THO), Phase-Lock-Loop FM
Multiplex, an overload prevention system and
more. It's combined with 2 Criterion 3-Way
speakers and a Garrard 440 3-speed turntable
with P/ATE-1 cartridge, base and dust cover,
to give you top performing stereo at an incredibly low price. The LR-3030 system, now
through August 24th at Lafayette.

!. ,.. !"
ti.t'flf:J L L '

/:

Sale

299.95

0

Cut 202.70

T·4000 Semi-Automatic
Turntable•
Our finest belt-drive turntable
combines super specs, a DC
servo controlled motor, adjustable pitch control, strobe and
more with attractive state-of-theart styling. Includes base and
dust cover. Reg. 179.95.

We.lcome To. LoboLand

Auto Burglar Alarm
System
Loud police siren, pickproof lock switch, 6
switches for door, hood
and trunk protection.

With faD and enrollment here, we at the only
Albuquerque exclusive unisex hair salon, The Total
Experience, are inviting aU UNM students to enter
the semester ·with the latest hair fashions.
Featuring the internationally famous Carri and her
halrcutting team, we are offering 20~ off all ser•
vices as we did in the past to aU UNM students with
aniD.
.

Reg. 24es

...........Cut7rn
~--

1788·

Signed
Carri

Mon•Sat 10·8 ·
Sun12-6

2222 Central SE
255-2225
Mon-Sat 10-10
Sun12-6

s::

Lafayette's LR-3030 System, One of Our
Best Deals Yet

"

limited quanities available

~

;;:

ereo. • • •

20%
Off
Buy an album or tape and
get a pipe FREE

~

p

than playing real well and not in this band is to have fun and if we
cooking," "playing real well and make money at the same time,
not being hired," Bird added. we're pleased, •• Parnegg said, "one
Parnegg said, "They (audience) are of the key things to being able to ·
real discriminating about it in play and feel good about it is to feel
another sense in the material you good about yourself at the time.
play. If your material get~ too far You listen to some people who are
out o[ very familiar settings for· technically very accomplished, but
them, they very much ridicule you dry, cold."
and quit seeing you."

·'

"Gettin' better all the time"
RELAXATION SPECIAL!

~

P• 18)

-

came."

·;
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•

Unisex hair
Designs According
To Your Lifestyle

American Southwestern Plaza
2403 San Mateo Blvd. N.E.
268-4301

First Plaza Galeria
243m7771

STORE HOU

~ll(!X~!!~

.
SANDIA PLAZA 1G-6 t.lr:Jn..Saf.
FAIR PLAZA 1Qo9 Thura.·Fr1.1G-6 M,T,W, Sat
MONTGOMERY PLAZA 10o9 Mon.-Fri. 1G-6 Sat.

. MONTGOMERY PLAZA & FAIR PLAiA
OPEN SUNDAY 12·5

ALL

PRICES
GOOD
.

SANDIA PLAZA MONTGOMERY PLAZA FAIR PLAZA
Candelaria & Juan Tabo

San Mateo & Montgomery (lower level)

Lomas & San Pedro

294-4422

881-6111

255-9933

THRU
AUG.

24
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GRID FEVER
I.N THE AIR
,•

Feature: Don McGuire ••••••••••• a 24
Cheerleaders and Chaparrals • • • A 24
Cross-Country .................. A 26 -Skiing .....•..•.• .......••.•••. A 26
Footba II •••••••••••••.••••.• A 28·29
Golf ...•.••••.•.. ~ ••.•••••...• A 30
Rugby • : ••• ~ .
A 30
Comment ..........
A 30
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McGuire Has Hands Full With Press

:f

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
office helps them (the press) get
~
Putting
out
team
brochures
on
interviews,
and helps them get into
. ~
Lobo athletics is only half of what the events. My second task is to
3 UNM Sports Information Director work with the public, through the
~ Don McGuire's job consists of.
press and thro11gh promotion.''
~
If you've ever wondered where
"~
McGuire may be considered a
all those Lobo posters· and humber
public relations man, but P.R. men
~" stickers come from, wonder no
more. They come out of McGuire's are supposed to give out only the
office,
good publicity. McGuire gives his
~
information
out straight and to the
McGuire
said,
"My
primary
task
l},
point.
is
to
work
with
the
local
press
and
•• help them cover UNM sports. My
"My job isn't to make UNM

i

~

1977 NEW MEXICO

look good, McGuire said. "My job
is just to give out the information,,.,
about each team."
He said the biggest problem his
office faces is the continual adversary battle between those who
cover and those who are covered.
At other schools, McGuire has
seen definite problems between the
coaches and the writers. This is a
problem no SID can avoid .
"The problem between coaches
and writers at UNM isn't that
severe, McGuire said. "In fact,
some coaches prefer the press to be
cheerleaders."
McGuire's job as SID constantly
keeps him on the move, ·and he
doesn't seem to mind travelling.
'lin this line of work, travel plays
an important role in getting out
information to other schools the
Lobos are to play on the road," he
said.
·
The one element McGuire
stressed about travelling is what is
known as the "advance."
The advance is· McGuire or
Assistand SID Johnny Gonzalez
going into a town four days prior to
a game and supplying the press with
_
information of the Lobos.
"Sometimes," Mc(luire said;
"the advance can be a degrading
experience. For instance, if I supply
a cities' press with information and
they don't use it, I guess I have

McGuire said that put him in a bad
situation.
"I had to travel to all the away
games and that took me away from
my office, he said. "I'm .still feeling·
the effects of that.''
·
·

Hllllt

UNM SID Don McGuire
wasted my time.· I ~ould rather
spend time behind my desk than in
some hotel room. The Advance is in
the contract and it's got to be.''
McGuire said Gonzales will
advance the first Lobo football
game, against the Univ. of Hawaii,
and McGuire will do the next three.
"Johnny and I share the load,"
McGuire saaid. "We are sort of
Co-SIDS. We make decisions
together."
Last basketball season, McGuire
was asked to broadcast Lobo hoop.
games when KNME-TV received '
the television bid to air the games.

'

i'

'
;

r•

!
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The cheerleaders are hoping they
will be able to attend every away
game in addition to all of the home
games. ·They are trying to raise the
funds to attend the Lobo's first
game in Hawaii.
Geissler, a new member of the
squad and a sophomore at the
University is excited about the 1977
cheerleaders and said, "We're
doing a little of everything this
year. We're going to do more things
to get the crowd in":olved.''

an.-· get acquainted
with all we have to
offer:

Championships.·~.

Overall, McGuire's office runs a
tight shop and keeps the local press
well informed on UNM athletics,
Although many people don't realize
the importance of the SID's office,
McGuire, Gonzalez and their crew
keep Albuquerque and the rest of
the state well informed.

By CAROL!. PAVLETICH
Riggleman, Roy Dennis, Russ
The Chaparrals, like the
LOBO Staff Writer
Peterson and Robert Nance. cheerleaders, have been active this
The UNM cheerleaders and Lovato
and
Nance
were
Chaparrals have been 'busy this cheerleaders in 197 5 and Riggleman summer raising money. The
summer preparing for the 1977 is a returned from the 1976 squad.
Lobo football season.
The cheerleaders have been Chaparrals have held garage sales,
•
involved in several money raising sold Avon products and served as
The cheerleaders have ten reg1,1lar projects
this summer to help hostesses for some of the
members on the squad; five men
McDonalds non-profit functions.
and five women. The cheerleaders finance some of their expenses. .
concentrate on double stunts, They were involved in the Superstar
The Chaparrals consist of eight
gymnastics and yells to get the program held at the Westside
Community Center, a fashion show regular members and four alternate
crowd involved in the game.
sponsored by Goldwaters, and a members. Returning Chaparrals are
baseball game between radio Susan Churchill, Shelly Durkin,
The 1977 cheerleaders are Cindy stations KQEO and KRST given for Dana Miller and Michelle
Geissler, Martha Lovato, Warrena the Police Athletic League. The Thompson. New members are
Padilla, Jocelyn Vallegos, Yvette cheerleaders also held a clinic for Annette Burwinkle, Kathy Isburgh,
Griego, Roger Emond, Dave over 130 high school girls earlier in Kelly Kemper, Luanne Lash, Celia
the summer.
Lucero, Carol and Pam May and
Linda Synder.

MISS

',
'
'

Student
·Bookstore

McGuire said he puts out team
brochures with equal emphasis on
all athletics at UNM. McGuire said·
it's the local press that gives the
emphasis on which sport attracts
the most fans.
"My office devotes a lot of time
to every sport." McGuire said.
"The biggest problem with putting
out these brochures is the athletes
not giving me enough information
on themselves.''
McGuire's office is not only
limited to UNM athletics. McGuire
said the Sports Information office
acts as clearinghouise for statewide sporting events.
"We receive about 20-30 calls a
week that don't pertain to UNM at
all. Our office sullplies the press
releases and statistics for most of
New Mexico's High School State

Lobo Cheerleaders, Chaps Prepare

,'

Drop into the new

3

The Chaparrals' main emphasis

i~ on dancing, but the Chaparrals

and cheerleaders work together at
promoting spirit. -The idea by
having both squads is to provide
spirit and entertainment from a
variety of talent, to please a
diversified Lobo crowd.

• official UNM new-used books
• art supplies
• calculators
• study aids
• xerox coptes
• sweatshirts
• Hallmark cards
• large selection of general reading books
• sporting goods (backpacks)
• complete section of Law books and Law
•

aids
• we also buy back textbooks year round
• complete stock of all school supplies

The Chaparrals and cheerleaders
are partially funded by the UNM
Athletic Department. Both squads
practice three times a week for
several hours at each session.

s
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Cross-Country Tryouts To Be Held Aug. 22

'

By GILBERT BUSTAMANTE
LOBO Staff Writer
Anyone interested in trying out
for the UNM' s cross-country team .
c:1n meet August 22 at 3 p.m. across
from Head Track Coach Bill
Silverberg's office at the South
Campus Complex.

A roomy

Wilderness
Experience •••
Perfect for books •••
8oz. waterproof ny•
lon •••• rust, blue,
green, or red!
reg.$9.50 Now $6.98
MOUNTAINS
AND

The cross-country team has yet to expects the team to do better than it
begin team practice, but Silverberg did last year. It finished fifth last
expects it to begin as soon as all the year in theWAC,
runners are back in town.
~;~i~~t;_~ expects the up coming
The team's first meet will be
S<
but
against defending Western Athletic
Champs and defending NCAA
Champs UTEP in El Paso Sept.
24.It will be in Colorado Oct, 22
competing in one of the two invitationals the Lobos were invited
to this ye&r. The Colorado
,University Invite will be held· in
Boulder., Col. The ·other invitational the team will be competing in is the Oklahoma State
Invite, which will be held the first
week in October. "This one will be
a real big one," Silverberg said,
"All the Pac 8 schools will be
the~e."

The harriers. first ho~e meet will
he Oct. 8, agamst the B1g-8 champ
Colorado. Their only other home
meet will be Oct. 29 against WAC
and NCAA champ UTEP.
..,~"

Charles Dramiga

-Pipes
-Cigarettes
-Cigars
-Blended Tobaccos
-Rolling Papers
-Magazines

·'

August ,l977,

Jeremiah Onnwae

Cl1ooseyourseoond
calculator first.
Choose the new HP-29C
from He~lett..Packard.

The new HP-29C could be the last calculator
you'll ever need. Because it has the programming
power of calculators costing much more-and it
has Continuous Memory.
Saves your programs and data.
Switch the calculator off, then on and your pro·
hlems are still there, ready to solve your programs
day after day. The HP-29C's Continuous Memory
retains the data stored in 16 of its 30 addressable
registers and in the display register.

This Is
PIRG

Powerful programming features.
The HP-29C gives you conditional branching,
three levels of subroutines, indirect addressing,
relative addressing, labels, incrementfdecrement
conditionals, pause, indirect storage register
arithmetic, and more.

The harriers will be without the
The district this year will consist
services of Lobo great Lionel ' of 16-20 teams that _will be com· Ortega who graduated last peting for four spots m the NCAA
semester. Ortega was UNM's championships. The Big Sky, WAC
topdistance runner last year. and independent conferences were
Returners include sophomores all joined together.
Peter Butler, David Segura, Mark
Romero, Jack Anderson and junior
Silverberg said the team will
Jar_ Quade.
begin practicing as soon as
everyone gets back into town. He
said
the team usually begins
Freshmen Sammy Kipkurgat,
practicing
around 2:30 oi 3:00p.m.
Harrison Koroso, and Jeremiah
evey
day
of
the week.
Ongwae will also join the team this
smester. All three ran track for
"We will start practicing on the
Silverberg last spring semester,
South
Campus and then end at
Ongwae was consider the best 600-•
parks
or
on the mesas, averaging
meter runner in the world last year.
ten miles a day," Silverberg said.

Ski Course In Fall
A course designed to train health, . physieal education and
recreation stpdents to become professional ski instructors will be
taught th!s fall by UNM Ski Team Coach George Brooks.

The course will cover skiing equipment, style and technique.
Safety on the slopes will also be a major part Of the course.
The three c~edit-hour class will be held Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 8 to 8:50a.m. The course number is P. Ed. 293, section
001.

BOOTS

20o/o

•

Off

Don't sign that lease until you've read
PIRG's Remer's Guide. Avoid all those common landlord/tenant hassles by knowing the
law first. This 20 page booklet is packed with
valuable information for every tenant/landlord.
New Mexico law gives citizens many important rights to protect them from those
tenants and landlords who may be unconscionable. Our handbook spells out these
rights in question-answer format. It covers
what to look for upon moving into a new
place, tenant and landlord obligations and
remedies, leases deposits, what to do upon
leaving a place and going to court. It also offers a list of emergency housing locations,
legal services and sample letters of various
types of notifications. A model lease and
apartment condition checklist are available
to those who want them.
Save yourself possible future grief by picking up the Renter's Guide today. It's free to
UNM students and $1.00 to others.

lobo

Come in and see the new HP-29C Advanced
Programmable with Continuous Memory today..
Only $195.
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Solar Class
Solar energy is here today and PIRG is
teaching a course on it. This fall, Jim Feeney,
our researcher, will be the instructor for
Energy: Renewable Resources- a one credit
course in the Undergraduate Seminar Program,
Tfie sun offers a new path from the
dangers of more atomic power plants and
may release us from the grip of the multinati6nal oil companies. Its energy is available
for man's use today through solar radiation,
wind, tides and bioconversion. Our course
surveys these renewable sources of energy
that are increasing in use every day. The
body of this course deals with direct solar
radiation and its use by solar batteries, solar
panels for hot water and space heating, and
photovoltaic cells for generators of electricity. Discussed also is the national policy
which has delayed widespread use ·of these
forms.of.energy.
Tours of solar facilities will be scheduled
and guest speakers will address the class on
their specially. Classes will be held Wednesday, 3:00-3:50 and is offered as Hum. 144.

SAMPLE

roadway Piggly. Pigqly
carlisle canJuan
'l'abo

Safe~o:ay

Old
TO\>~ !I

Saf'~way

Lomas

6.79

6.84

G.ao

7.36

6.51

6.13

1.25

4.18

4.26

4. 37

4.37

3.26

6.82

7. 34

7.29

7.09

1.06

7.05

7.90

8.61

a~61

8.60

9.36

f. 4 6

8.38

6.95

lS.li

6. 15

Piqgly Globe
Lomas tomas

6.27

6-.16

J'.ss

4. 18

4.07

;,jJ

7.33

6, BS

a,gj

8.25

1.41

1.5~

7.48

1.51

"'.51

7.27

7.22

1.51

3.64

3.64

).98

3.99

3.57

3.51

3.93

3.53

lB.lS

JB.lel

38', 97

~a.

79

:iS- 74

J·G .. io

JB.7S

36~21

10.9%

10, 4i

1.7i

J.U

10 .Ji

3.21

8,6,

8. 5' .

. Sample NMPIRG Market Basket Survey taken May, 1977

.--·

---..

s.c.
Teachers
St,

Gov.
EmployoQs

$300,00

$300,00

$100/
$3.00

8¢/check

$~00{

$1.00

+

$2.00
$300/
$1.00

$300(
no charga
$200.00

$50,00

$5.00'

$7.50

$5.00

$1.00 +
50¢/month

$3.75/
$3.51

yes

Vot'ics
yo•

June 1977

PIRG Grows Again

dclili'ia

•u"•.,oou TOtal

2120 Central SE

save Foodway

Wea~;:ern

Bank

Number of

MARJCET_IlASI<tT SURVf!Y
Daq &

Ask Holman's
about
student
discounts

2&5-7!181

(505) 277-2757

A sixth staff member was hired in July
when David Miller joined NMPIRG. David
received his law degree in 1974 and has worked with the Legal Aid Society and the New
Mexico State Legislature.
His involvement with PIRG began in 1972
as a volunteer researcher. David says, "The
PIRG group has offered me the opportunity
to work on projects that I believe in- working for the public interest."
Besides having experience in public interest
law; David has worked on projects on environmental concerns and political reform.

"I will continue to work in the. environmental field, especiaJJiy in the areas of
conservation, nuclear and solar power, and
utility company reforms." David is currently
working with staff and student volunteers on
food and nutrition, day care centers, and a
study of agribusiness.
"I look forward to working with all of you
in the year ahead," says David, "your student years are a great time to begin your pursuit of the public interest. If we don't meet
each other on campus please stop by either of'
our offices."

Come Join Us
New at UNM'I Unsure of where to pur- you with these and any other questions you
chase the best buys in food, how to find might have.
health care and insurance, or the proper proIn the offices at 139 Harvard, S.E., and
on the second floor of the SUB, Room 248
you can find the Renter's Guide, Solar Renter's Handbook, food buying information,
Taxing N.M. Uranium, Land developing in
New Mexico, and other valuable pamphlets
produced during the yeax: by our staff and
volunteers.

to

Perhaps you would like talk to the staff:
Jim Feeney - Energy - Nuclear
Disposal, Renter's Guide
cedures for moving into a new apartment?
Well, whether you're an incoming freshman
David Miller - Child Day Care Environment- Bikeways
or a seasoned student, New Mexico Public
Interest Research. Oroup would like to help
Richard
Moore -· Food
and
Pharmacy Surveys "'
Debra Shead - General InformationVolunteer Organizer
These people can discuss their research with
you and/ or help you define a research project of your own.
You need not wait around for PIRG to
The New Mexico Public Interest Research define the issues. We want and need your
Group (PIRG) has completed four market
ideas .and input. It is possible to get univerbasket price survey's. Albuquerque residents
sity credit for looki,ng into· a community
could reduce their food bills by up to 13 per
problem or doing research on a project that
cent. "We plan to make sure consumers
could have local or state\\'ide impact. This
know which stores qive the lowest prices by
could be done on a Problems Course basis. If
repeating our survey every three weeks,"
there's an issue you feel Strongly enough
says Richard Moore, coordinator of the about to devote some time to it and at the
market surveys. At present we have been
same time earn credit, ¢peck out the
surveying nine stores throughout the city. We possibilities with NMPIRG. ·.
would like to continue this survey lind are
Whether you need information, assistance,
asking anyone who would like to volunteer or would like to volunteer,
would be haptwo to three hours every three weeks to py to talk with you. Com~ .Jn and meet us
please contact NMPIRG at 277-2757 or come Monday through Friday from.-9-5 or call at
by the office at 139 Harvard SE •
'277-2757.
.

Market Basket Survey

Sooner or later, chances are you're going to buy
a Hewlett-Packard calculator. And the sooner
the better.

401 WYDMINCi BLVD. NE

Bank

Free
Renter's
Guide

"This class will provide qualified instructors needed in the skiing
profession," Brooks said. "The class is designed to increase interest
in skiing and ski instruction for those who are interested in a
professional occupation in the ski industry.''

Review your program quickly and easily and
insert or delete operations as necessary. You can
even run your program one ;tep at a time and
check intermediate answers.

also available a! UNM Bookslore

87106.

17
8
11
New Mexico PIRG is an active, full-time
1
4
17
1
Unconditional St.
force representing student concerns and the
s.c.
s.c.
s.c.
s.c.
s.c.
Free
Checking
s.c.
s.c.
s.c.
s.c.
Churches
1 year~
public interest. It is funded by over 15,000 ..
U.N.M. St. St,
·
Ret,
H.s. Grad, Civic
l yearA.P.s.
stl)dents at UNM and controlled by a board
A,P,S,
Non-pt'ofit
Dis.*
Univ. Grad, Groups
H,S, Grad. ~ctired
Org.anizn ..
Free Checking
composed of elected student representatives
Univ. Grad. Med. St.
t;lons
with Minimum $400,00 Varies
at UNM. PIRG employs a full-time staff of
$400,00
No
$500.00
$300.00,
Balance
$300,00
$300.00
$300,00
attorneys, scientists and researchers to work
in a number of environmental, consumer and
Monthly Ser- $100/
$100/ Minimum Balance.~l.OO +
$100 Bal,/ $1,00 +
vice Chat:"ge
human rights areas.
$3.50 $1.00 +
$100 Bal.
$3.50
8100/Sl.OO& 6 ¢ 8¢/check
$2.50
fot:" non-f't'ee
6¢/checl<
$300/
6<r/check
/$2,00 or $1,50
$300/
This newsletter is a brief look at an active
$100
Bal,f
$200 Bal./
Accounts
$3.00
15¢/check
$3.00
S200/,?>¢ & G¢ 30¢/ck,
social change organizati<;m working on your
$1,50
(balance/
$400/
$200 Bal.
$400/ S300/.50¢ &. 6¢
charge)
$2,50
behalf. We are opposing two attempts to
/$1,00 or
$2.50
$400/.25¢ & 6¢
15¢:/chcclt
make New Mexico the nation's radioactive
S500/
6¢
waste garbage heap. We have published the
MinimUm
Renter's Quide and soon will publish more
Initial
$1.00 $50,00
$100,00
consumer guides and surveys on banks, in$50.00
$100,00
D,eposit
$50,00
$200,00
$100,00
$50,00.
surance companies, fireplaces ana firewood,
Bounced
solar equipment buying and home buying.
Check
$7.50 $5.00 ·
$7,50
More aid is given the student consumer by
$5,00
$5.00
$5.00
$5,00
$5,00
$5.00
our grocery store food price survey and our
$5.00
Stop Payment $3,00 $1,00 +
$2,00
$4.00
prescription drug price survey.
·
$2.00
$3,00
$1.00
50¢/month
$1,00
1 weekOur researchers are working with students
$2,50
C!!ECJ(S
to find solutions to parking and bicycle prob200 Personal•
lems on campus and to meet child care needs
izcd, Scenic/ $3,35/ $3.24/
$3,28/
$3,29/
$3.24/
$3,74/
non-sccn~c
$3,10
$3,01
of the IJNM community. Students may ob$3.30/
$3.45/
$3,01
$3,50/
$3,09
$3,01
$3,51
$3.10
$3.20
tain college credit in the courses we teach or
$3,25
Free Line
for work on one of our projects. We are
Checks
no
y ..
no
no•
no
working to solve many of today's problems
Y••
no
concerning students.
* St.-student, s.c.-Benior citizen, Ret.-retired, Dis.~disabled
Stop in to see how you can combine your
enthusiasm with the expertise of our staff to
achieve constructive social change.
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group Bank Survey taken

The course, "Theory and Practice of Ski Instructors," will enable
students to be certified as a Professional Ski Instructor of America.
The University offered this course last fall for the first time. The
program originated at the University of Utah where it has become a
success.

Easy editing.

..

Fir~:~t

State

Branches

Write programs of 175 keystrokes.
Each function-one, two, three, orf<lur keystrok.;s
-requires only one step of program memory. And
with 98 steps of continuous program memory,
that means Y<lu can easily write programs of 175
keystrokes or longer.
·

Post Office Box 4564, Albuquerque, New Mexico

-------~------~--------------------------~----

By Ski Team Coach

l07B Cornell SE

•
Paid Advertisement

Harrison Koroso

IVERS·
2320
Central
Ave. S.E.
268·4876

Paid Advertisement
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Mazzone, Williams Anchor Lobo Offense

By PETER MADIDD
LOBO Staff Writer
,t:l
Losing only two offensive
:>. starters and five defensive starte
~ football team is looking ahead to a
A great season under fourth year
0
." coach Bill Mandt.
Returning on offense for the
"
'Pack
~
this year are two time AllWAC
split end Preston Dennard,
z~ guard Tom Ryan, strong guard
oo" J a)(e Gonzales, strong tackle Steve
Lindstrom, tight end Chris Combs,
~ All-WAC fullback Mike Williams,
~ quarterback Noel Mazzone, flanker
Ricky Martin and tackle Mike
Andrakowicz.
Returning defensive starters for
Coach Mandt are Academic AIIWAC right tackle Robert Rumbaugh,
linebacker
Marion
Chapman, monster man Roark
Shirley, cornerback Tim Wescott,

0

'
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~

r
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cornerback Max Hudspeth and
safety Mark Koskovich.
. .
Coach Mandt lost All-WAC
quick guard Tom Morris, All-WAC
center Dave Green and tailback
Kevin Thompson. All three were
seniors .
On the defense, UNM lost All
American and two time All-WAC
defensive end Robin Cole, left
tackle Andy Frederick, middle
guard Bob Shultz, right end Don
Block and linebacker Dave
Thompson. Also lost was punter
Scott Grady.
Part-time starters for the Lobos
who returned this year are quick
tackle Kevin Stark, strong tackle
John Petter and tailback Don

'

'

'I

; -

'.,

'

Barnes on offense. Back for the
defense as part-time starters are
cornerback Smokey Turman and
linebacker Gabe Chavez. Also
returning for Mandt is placekicker
Jim Haynes.

Hudspeth Qefends; Dennard Catches

The Lobos, having lost only 14
lettermen, will return 35 from
1976's 4-7 squad. The Lobos final
WAC mark last season was 3-4 ..
The team tied for fifth in the
conference.
The 1977 home season for UNM
doesn't get under way until October
8 when the Lobos play host to
WAC for Arizona State. The 'Pack
is on the road for the first four
games of the season playing in
Hawaii, Lubbock, Tex., Boulder,
Colo., and Provo.

'
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United Campus Ministry
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Hamburger Fry
Lobo Quarterback Noel Mazzone
IJNM Safety Max Hudspeth

..

days, Central United Methodist Church, one block west of.U.N.M.

Join us!
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for Keith Ellis to make some t:i
spectacular catches. Also, a very
talented Ricky Martin will aid the '<~
Lobo passing game.
~

\j
-~,,

!

C"

Rushing should be 'the key to p
UNM's offense this season. Mike E"
Williams is a devastating runner,
and accompanied by West should
.....
terrorize Lobo oppoJ)ents.
.<:Jl

~

~

.....
The rushing defense is' also a ....,
"'
....,
question mark this season. Three of
the four linemen are going to be
sophomores. How they develop will
determine a lot for the Lobos.
The passing defense arc all
veterans. The new secondary setup
should prevent some of the
problems they experienced last
season. ·Experience this season is
much better,

Tools·* Supplies·* Classes
* Special! 4 square feet of clear glas~ (at

*350 value)
·
. .
Free (to practice glass cutting) with
purchase of basic tool kit for
stained glass work Good thru Sept. 1
* Complete selection of glass, lead
came, copper foil,
books, tools, supplies
* Mini-classes and one day workshops
Stained glass Co.
sto.i11£d. GiQ.s8
of New Mexico
~.,. ~

by

Wilderness
Experience •••

Central
Ave. S.E.
268-4876

5319 Menaul N.E.
883-1110 Mon.-Sat.I0:00-6:00

!i--~

-4&'.tv Jltet.i.I..O

.... .

Stock up now at Dan's-your
back-to-school headquarters.

•••••••••,,,,,,,e
What's New?
~

~,,,,,,,,,,,

~
I

Campus Coin-Op Laundry
&Dry Cleaners
·Invites you to enjoy

~

I!
~

~
~

=

=

~

eDrop-off laundry

!IIi

!

::;· • Friendly Service

ji!!!!

~
~

2

~
~

~

2
~

• One day ~rvice
• Free coffee for
our customers
• Professional
cleaning of
leather or swede

Mon-Fri 8am-10pm
Sat & Sun 8am-7pm

2106 Central SE-

NOW there is a way to buy, in advance, all thosll;dinners
before your Wednesday night lab, and for many other
meals you need to have while on campus_. .
Use ENTREE card ($9.00) for $10 worth. of any

'

=.

·

combination of meals at La Posada

~~ ·

Bring Thi"S
Ad For One
Free Load Of
washing
E

·

Xpires
9115177

LEVI'S$
SalePriced

50
I\

Men's & Student·sizes. Choose from:
• Denims ...... .
• (entire inventory)
• Cords ...... .
. (entire inventory)
• Brushed cotton . .
• (entire inventory)
Nuvos Hopsack jeans (entire inventory)

I

{

'

f

Plenty' of free parking Just a few feet from the front door.

~

(wash, dry, folded 25c lb.}

t:_;nl,.fe 'fiaul.

The new ~onvenient way for Npn·Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and ~6rkmeals.

~
~

the new game room.
You can play pool, ping pong,
and pinball while you wait
for your laundry
%O•n

!IIi

f1!a f¥roada ~

D.Dis
Boots
•
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Expect us to serve you better/

,,

I
·.

6909 Menaul NE I 6903 4th NW

~~~·············-···-~\~'~
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, Stained Glass

MO'UNTAltNS

United Campus Ministry
Who are we? We are a group of students and young career
people who meet every week to share in the strength and
love that flows to us and through us from the Lord Jesus
Christ. Most of our people come from Methodist,
Presbyterian, Disciples of Christ and Congregationalist
denominational backgrounds, but many of our folks are
from other or non-denominational roots. We worship, we
discuss everything from B.F. Skinner to Campus Sex to the
Gospel of John, seeking the Christian perspective on all
these things. We enjoy recreation through volleyball,
movies, t.v., backpacking, touch football, and other things,
believing that these ·are good for health and good
fellowship. And we serve the campus and the world-this
year we enabled a U.N .M. professor who is working on
wind and solar powered irrigation pumps to get a
$15,000.00 grant in the belief that his research might lead
to hope for a lot of hungry people in places where gasoline
and electricity are not readily available. Our attitude rejects the despair and cynicism that hangs heavy on the hearts
of so many people today. We believe· in hope, because we
believe that God through Jesus Christ has a plan of
liberation, freedom, and power for people. We believe that
in joining together as a group of searching, progressing,
creating Christians we can join in with that great and good
Force that created all good things and continues to do so.
We invite you to join us in our mission. Our "Home Base" is
the United Ministries Center, located one block north of the
administration building on Las Lomas Road (also three
houses West of the Newman Center). Our staff includes Dr.
Ed Williamson, a United Methodist Minister, and Rev.
Harry Johns, a United Presbyterian Minister. Right now we
have two group activities:
POWERGROUP: 6:30p.m., Sundays,
United Ministries Center
UNICAR SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS: 9:15a.m. Sun-

The passmg game will be good.
Noel Mazzone appears to be imporoved over his sophomore year.
Mazzone's receivers are excellent.
Preston Dennard and Chris Combs
are his primary targets but watch

reg.$9.50 Now $6.98

,

.i

Kick returning this season will be
consistent but not spectacular. Max
Hudspeth was steady all year with
the exception of one fumble. West
will be back with Hudspeth this
yeat returning kicks, and added
flash that might improve that area
of Lobo olav.

Perfect for book•··.
. 8oz. waterproof ny•
lon .... ruet, blne,
green, or red!

·At the United Ministries Center
18.01 Las Lomas NE 247-0497
.Positive, Joyful and Christian
i
i

A lot of rookies are expected to
fill the vacancies in the front
defensive line. As far as strength
goes, this year's lines are a young
group and will not be as physically
overpowering as last year. Overall
team strength is good, however.

roomy

Sunday, Augtist 21 6:30 p.m.·

"

'

breakaway speed and the rest of the
backfield is good,. The receivers
have excellent speed. The defensive
backfield is also expected to boast
some speedy defenders.

Overall speed on the team is
considered good. The offensive
ba~kfield has Greg West with his

For new and returning students
(Free while they last)

(,,

;.

This season the UNM football
team will have excellent d~pth in the·
offensive backfield and at receiver.
Probably the most depth-shy area
this season will be the defensive
line.

The kicking game, which was
inconsistent in 1976, still remains a
question mark for the 1977 season.
Placekicker, Jim Haynes had·
accuracy trouble on field goals,
hitting 9 of 20. On the other hand,
Haynes was true on point after
touchdowns as he hit 19 of 21.
Punting was also inconsistent, This
too will be one of New Mexico's
biggest question marks.
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·j Golf Coach Sets Team ·Tryouts
Under new Head Men's Golf

>- Coach Dwaine Knight, once a
~
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standout golfer for New Mexico's
1967 WAC championship team, the
golf team will begin hold tryouts
{or walk-ons (non-scholarship
players beginning Aug. 22.

. Interested· students can contact
the UNM South Course if interested in trying out for the team.
Knight said there were 2 or 3
positions still open and that 72holes will be played to decide who
will gain a berth on the team.
In the past; the team has had 1820 players but Knight plans on

cuttirrg the size of the.team.down to
12 golfers. He said that in the past
such a large roster caused
problems. He. also said that only sill
golfers are allowed to go on road
trips.

was in Knox WHght of Denver.
Wright was Colorado's High
School State Champion as well as
State Junior champ and State
Amatuer Champion. He Wf\S offered a football scholarship to

"This way .(the qualifying round)
everybody will have a shot at
getting on," Knight said.
Knight has already done heavy
recruiting all around the country,
something that resigning head
coach Dick McGuire, New
Mexico's golf coach of 21 years
never concentrated very hard on,
Knight's biggest recruiting success.

Do Not Be Disenrolled!!II
All new transfer or UNM re-admitted
students entering the College of Arts &
Sciences must take and pass the Communications Skills Test the first
semester of their enrollment.
Exemptions from taking the CST are
scores of 25 or more o~ the English portion of the ACT, 45 on the English subject test of CLEP or a Verbal Score of
552 on SAT. If you have any of the
above scores bring them to
201 Ortega Han:

The next test is August 15th,
6:30 pm in the Kiva.
,

Dwaine Knight
Nebraska and a baskeball
scholarship to Indiana, but chose to
come play golf for UNM.
Knight expects this year's team to
be a strong contender for a national
title. A new rule limiting
scholarships to 'five will also aid
New Mexico in their bid for a
championship. The new rule allows
each school five sc!Jolarships.
Bei·ore schools with more
scholarship money available could
go out ans sign more of all the top
golfers in the country and leave
. schools such as New Mexico at the
bottom of the barrel.
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LOBO Sports Editor
Welcome back to school, welcome to my first year behind the
wheel as sports editor and welcome to Loboland.
Athletics at UNM should be more exciting this year with the
addition of two new coaches and many fine recruits in many of the
sports.
·
The Lobo football team will sport an explosive offense this season
· behind quarterback Noel Mazzone, running back Mike Williams and
split end Preston O:ennard.
The Lobo basketball team is a pre-season favorite to be one of the ·
top three teams in the WAC.
The UNM women's ski team will be hosting the national championship at Red River, N.M. and Angel Fire Ski Resort.
Lobo golf team mentor Dwaine Knight is recruiting heavily and
making competition of the squad tighter by reducing the size of the
·team. ·
,
·
Track coach Bill Silverberg will be back at full strength with many
fine young returning runners.
. Now who's to say athletics at UNM will be not exciting?
In this fall's l,.OBO. sports section, I will' run every Monday·; all
WAC football scores and all WAC standings. Wednesday's paper
will include the previous weekends Lobo of the week. Friday's LOBO
sports section will list where and when UNM teams will be.
On occasion, I will run an opinion or comment column on the
football team entitled "Inside the Huddle," or cross-country, "The
Inside Lane." As the year develops, I will come up with other 'clever'
names for my columns.
•
With help from my senior sports writer Carol Pavletich, Ed
Johnson, and Marty Zimberoff, 1 should have a very good staff
along with any new reporters that would. like to get a taste of the
newspaper world, a little bit of notoriety and a small check every two
weeks. ·
So for now 1 bid you all good luck in your studies for this coming
year and, prepare yourselves for an exciting year at UNM with the
Lobos.

Rugby Clinic Set
The UNM Rugby Club, a
member of the Rio Grande Rugby
Union (RGRU), will hold a clinic
for all interested in playing the
sport August 27, at 12 noon in
Room 154 of Johnson Gym.

An exceptional music system
for about $1000.

.,....;>-

Welcome To
Lobo/and

UNM Rugby Club President
Richard Brown said, "There are
going to be films, experienced
players from the Union talking
about the sport, lectures and open,
discussions. There will be field
sessions if these players bring rugby
gear. The clinic will rap up at about
5 p.m. and there will be a $5 fee
charged."
Brown said the main purpose of
.he clinic is to improve play in the
Union. Teams from all over the
state and Colorado and Texas will
attend.

GENERAL

"We want to get more players,"
Brown said, "and get more p~ople
interested in the sport. Right now
there is not enough information
about the sport and we want to
make people aware of rugby's
popularity."
.
.
T~e R10 9rande Rugby Umon
consists of eight teams: Durango,
Colorado, El ~aso Tex., Santa Fe,
Socorro, Farmmgton; Las Cruces,
the Albuquerque Aardvarks, and
the UNM Rugby Club.
Brown said, "We have a
championship tournament every
fall, and the -spring season is an
abbreviated one in which an all-star
team from the RGRU competes for
the national title.$
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open Monday and Thursday evenings
until 8:00 pm, and other days until 6:00
pm, closed Sunday.

Sounoloeas
1624 EUBANK NE 505-292-1188
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. f r Music Majors, Fine Arts
10.00 a.m. OrientatiOn o
.
(;enter 1111
. n for Art Majors,
OrientatlO
10:~0 aArls Center 2018
Th atre Arts Majors,
Ftne
0 'entation for
e R m
11·00 a.m. Il KellerHallGreen ooHalls
Fine Arts CenterNear Residence
Dance,
ro
Oop
9
6:00- :
. .

G PARTS

..
1 Activities
d
Ad ItlOUa . d Ministries Center

5·30 p.m. Unite
sun., Aug.H2l - I801 Las Lomas NEh House Open
Open ouse,
9. 00 p.m. Lut er
.
24- 7:00- '
Wed., Aug. 1805 Las Lomas NE b
Chapel Open
House,
10.00 a.m. Canter ury
Eucharist
sun.Aug.28-foliowing 1~:00 a.m.
.
Ho~se, al) 425 Univermty NE. Student Center
(Ep1scop ' 7 . 00 p.m. Bapt1st
Thur'o' SeXil_;~~. 4CJ1 University ~nter Potluck,
pet.-4 -5:30p.m· Newman
.
. sun.,1S8el5 Las Lomas NEOO .ro Career Servtces Onen
3·00-5: P· ·
Thur., S~pt. ~es~ Vista 2131
W en's Studies StutatlOn,
5. 00 p.m. oro
ll
Wed., Sept. 14~0 -0. en House' Marron Ha '
dent Assoetatlon p
.
n Chicano Stud1es
2ndfioor, east
12.. 00 noon ~ o '
Fri. Sept. l6I:l- ~e 1815 Roma NE
Women's Center
Open o _'12:00- 2:00p.m.
'fhur., Sept. 22 1824 Las Lomas NE
Open House,

-?:

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW
Complete Volkswagcin Mo.chine Shop

.

Information Booths

h n Gyro, Open
No.1. South oflo ~ru August 19.
8:30a.m. to 4:30 P·~~chell Hall, Open
No. West o! Ml thru August 26 .
8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m•

z.

Parents Orientation

.campUS Tours

0 NK.YO® L$0Nl..1Sj® MICRO s,:IKI®
MAGNEPLANAR®

.
UNM: Ser-

N

'

The Sound Ideas listening rooms are

First Week of Classes

22 - 10:00 a.m. & 2:00p.m.
Mon., Aug. '
L'b ary Tours.
,,
Zimmerman 1 ,; .
of the Beetles,
.
Orientatlon
10 ·00- 3:00p.m. H1story
.
_
10:00
a-~:.
. SUB Ballroom
16
.Videotapes in SUB . roent SUB Cafeterta
Tue., ~ug.,u· bts ResponslblhtleS, f Education In
Live Enterta1D
l'History of the ; in
vlCes, n1g '
ro College o
.
2 . 30 P· ro.
1.
23-10:00-3:~0p.m·
Wed., Aug., 17- 1 :0~ P·a Conference Room,
formation Nanmng
.
Tues., Augl. "Videotapes 1n S';TB Pl rs Mime, and
Beat es,
Breadhne aye '
H alth Center Open
ducation Building
1·00- 1:00 p.m.
. .
· E
Student e
·ng Students AssoCiatiOn
1 Drama, the Mall
1:00-3:00 p.d., t Health Center 2~0
UNM: Serge
ro Returm
House, {i~ 1~~00 a.m. ?~i~ntat~; ~~llroom
11· 30 - 1 : 30 P ·
th Ballroom Loun
£ the
~eeting, SUB, or
3·00 p.m. "History o
Thur.,.Aug~·ghts Responsibthtl~ds, Sl formation and
- 24 .1o~oo- ·
v1Ces, l-'1
' .
ial A1
n
11·00 a.m. Fmanc
SUB Ballroom
Wed., Au_[' "Videotapes in SUB SUB Cafeteria
Beat es,
. Entertainment,
. dgeting Your Money\,
s Mime and Drama,
B
u
Breadline p ayer ,
12:30p.ro. Llve Orientation for
12:00 noon
· Nanthe Mall
Ed cation Inforroatl?n
2: ODO~;bl~~ ~t~dents, SUtB 2M5~~ng SUB; 2nd floor
00
p.
ro.
College
of
u
Education
Build~ng.
.
ASUNM Sena e
'
1·
C f renee room,
. Open House,
7:00p.m. Dance, SUB Ballroom
"History of the
. ninga one
College of Nurstng .
Floor
8:00p.m·
_
:00-3:00
p.m.
10
1:30- 4:00p.m. ac
Bldg.,
Matn
Thur. Auf ~\rideotapes in SUB
M tchbox: Circus,
Nursing-Pharm YFolksinger, the Mall . and
M'chael
Anthony,
a
.
Beat
es,
2:00 p. ro. Don Eato~~rning Student Recepti'OU
12:00 Noon, 1
.
4:00- 6:0~ p.msJ;NorthBallroomLounge.
the-Mall
3 .oop.ro. ActivitiesFalr,
Orientat1on,
"
. "ug 26-10:00- ·
,
. Aug.19- 10:00 a.m.
Fri.,~ ~ .r 11.
.c The Beatles,
F rt.,
the m.aH
"History OJ:
•
10·00 - 3:00 •p.m.
.
Videotapes;
t rtaim:nent, SUB Cafeterta
12:30p.m· Live n e

. Week
TblS
·

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
., PARTS FOR

We asked our entire staff at Sound Ideas to come up with their
suggestions for a "Best Buy" system in the $1000 range. After considerable
thought, this system is the unanimous choice of our staff.
We could have·skimped on amplifier performance, and we could have
used a promotionally priced cartridge to lower the price a bit, but we
. wanted an exceptional system, not just an average system.
·If music is important to you, and you want one of the finest systems
around, stop by Sound Ideas and audition our exceptional $1000 system,
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DaUy through
2:00p.m£
Information
August 19, ro~rtega :Hall.
booth near
_

ts of New Students,
Forparend Hall l:OOp.m.
LaPosa a
•
Aug.16,18,19,

2935 Monte -Vista NE 265-3681
Coord!natedby Office of the Dean of Students
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.A. Fine Dririkitig Establislttnent
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5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250
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Admission qExplained
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A program to help students meet admisskln
.S requirements at UNM will be offered begiwlng All.\l,
22.
The College Preparatory Program, sponscmi b:r
8 UNM Continuting Education, will assist students v.ilo
might be denied admission co UNM: because of
;:s academic or subject matter deficiencies, students who
> , have been out of school for a number of years and
~ wish to take refresher courses, and students who feel
"1,' their academic skills are insufficient for a sucessful
iXl experience at UNM.
<>
Courses in natural science, social science, math and ·
English will be offerecl. Dr. Eloy Romero, program
specialist for UNM Continuing Education, said the
program is placing special emphasis on the natural and
social science courses. These two courses, he said,
''could provide an individual with the difference he or
she needs for a successful experience at UNM. ''
· "The social science and natural science courses are
unique in that they concentrate on helping the participant improve his or her reading comprehension,
problem-solving skills, critical and evaluative
reasoning skills and study and test-taking skills," he
said.
Placement tests for the program Will be administered Aug. 18 and 19, beginning at 6 p.m. in
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ll:oom 1:22 oftlml's Mitchell Hall.
A$'$ registration fee is required for the placement
test. Romero said the placement test will be given to
each student "to place the student in an appropriate
class, sequence his learning experience in the most
beneficial manner .and provide the instructor with
some diagnostic data on each student in class to assist
in developing the most beneficial instruction program
for the student ....
Classes are scheduled to end December 17. Tuition
for each course is $60. Students who enroll in two or
more courses may be eligible for financial assistance,
Romero said. Applications and information on
financial assistance can be obtained at UNM Student
Financial Aid and Career Services in Room 1154 or
Mesa Vista Hall.
Persons eligible for Veterans Administration
education benefits may qualify for these benefits in the
program.. These ben.efits are in addition to regular
G.I. Bill Benefits. Interested ·persons should contact
the Veterans Guidance Office in Room 2108 in Mesa
Vista Hall.
Romero said persons interested in UNM's College
Preparatory Program should contact UNM Continuing Education, 805 Yale NE, before Aug. 18.
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During one's student years, the time in life is devoted to
gaining .knowledge, it is now possible to have complete
knowledge and to systematically expand one's consciousness
until an enlightened stat'! of life is enjoyed. This complete
·knowledge is the basis of fulfillment in life; it involves the
roraJ Knowledge of the knower.
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For information cal1265-5296
Local Center located at 231 San Pedro N.E.
Advanced lectures: Sundays at 7:30.
TM practioners call &
get put <!n our mailing list.
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
""-J\nttnup olo!JJ. Economics, History, Political
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Another View of
Community College
be to transmit a ·body of
By ROBERT ALMY
knowleclge. The community college
Lobo Sj!Jff Writer
·The ·idea for an Albuquerque will be process oriented rather than
area community college has been subject-matter oriented as UNM.
·discussed for about 15 years, but
He said, "The community
now is an opportune time for its college is a different kind of ininception, Dr. Robert Huff, stitution. Many people do not know
executive secretary of the Board of what it is. The national community
Educationll Finance, said.
college movement is the most
Huff, also chairman of the important movement in postgovernor's task force on the secondary education."
development of a community
With the task force formally
college in the Albuquerque area, thanked and clisbanded by the
sa,id, "This is a:n opportune time governor Huff said that its main
for two reasons. The University of worthwhile effort was to get all the
Albuquerqur is ready to sell at a key issues on the table and lay out
good price, and the governor, with the mechanics for each route. The
his leadership and interest in task force !aiel out the imeducation, is the one person who plementation steps ancl focused on
can pull people together to· get this the problems so that people can
done.''
take a look at the central questions.
Huff said there is nothing sacrecl Huff said, "The issues now are
about approaching the control of larger than the task force."
the community college as either an
Huff described the beginning of
independent college or as a branch the college by saying an important
of UNM. He said the governor has time for the creation of the comheard that the Albuquerque munity college begins now. The
community wants an independent governor and the Albuquerque
college. "It could work very well or community has to come up with a
fail either way," Huff said. "It is· plan they can get behind and sell to
the people who will make it work." the legislature. A referendum will
An issue central to the com- have to be taken at the Iocallevel to
munity college has been the theme decide upon the creation of the
for a blend of vocational and college and the mechanism for
academic courses. Huff said the funding. The stat~
pick up •
academivmvoi:ses will be available more of the cost for the college and
for students who desire an thereby allow the reduction of the
Associate of Arts degree. It is local mill levy for the Technicalhoped this will offer the student Vocational Institute (TVI) from 4
better chances for employment, mils to 2 or 3 mils. The state usually
.success, and advancement in their pays two thirds of the cost. Its
careers.
increased contribution will bring a
Huff said, "The community larger measure of equity since 50
college will be a second chance for a per cent of the students who attend
lot of people. It will accept all TVI come from high schools
people. It is a different breed of outside of the Albuquerque· area
animal from UNM. The com- taxing districts.
munity college will have an openHuff said, "We tend to forget
door policy."
that the community college is not
He said one of the arguments in for Albuquerque alone but also for
favor of the community college has t):le surrounding communities."
been the 40 per cent drop-out rate
He said the first years of the
in the freshman class at UNM. community college will. be a
"This has not been fair to. those transition that will have to be
· students or to UNM," Huff said.
worked out before September of
The emphasis in instruction will 1978. Expansion and growth will
also be different from UNM. Huff occur in later years. To make the
said, "It is hoped that a lot of transition smooth, such important
instruction would go on at night concerns from TVI ancl the
and many of the students are ex- University of Albuquerque will
pected to be part-time. Instructors have to be worked out. Programs to
will be hired for their classroom which
the
University
of
effectiveness and interest in Albuquerque has legally and
teaching. An instructor's task will
(Cont. on 8·25}

will

August 15 - August 26·

Applicants should be college
students wllb a minimum of two years college
Spanish (or ito equivalent) and a 2.5 GPA (B-)

11-6

2616 Central SE
(across from UNM) ·
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Let the Posh help
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good
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Histocy ofthe Bagel

(Required Reading Bage/201)
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Most people recognize a bagel on sight and connect it
with lox, cream cheese, jokes and Jewish menus. Few
know its real, inside story. We hope this flying survey of
the bagel informs and amuses you, whether the bagel we
offer you is your first or your habitual one. And by all
means, read at the table.
Inquiries into tl;le origin of the bagel's name and appearance generally run something like this:
"Why is it called a bagel?"
"Because it has a hole in the middle."
"Why does it have a hole in the middle?"
"Because without the hole it wouldn't be a bagel."
The origin of the bagel, is a nice, straightfoward story,
based on .authentic sounding facts supplied by an
authoritative-sounding authority. It went as follows:
In 1683 the Turks attacked Vienna, but were driven off
by John Sobiesky, . King of Poland, and his rescuing
army. Thousands of sacks of green coffee were part of
the booty left by the fleeing Turks, and a Polish ad·
venturer, familiar with Italian coffeehouses, asked for
and got the unroasted coffee beans. He founded the first
Viennese coffee house and, with his coffee, served small,
half-moon sha(Ied breads called "kipfel."
When John Sobiesky entered Vienna, grateful citizens
clinging to his stirrups, the .enterprizing coffeehouse
owner reshaped his bread to look like· a stirrup.
("Beugel" in German. There's an almost . circular
Austrian sweetroll today called a beugel.)
After the second partition of Poland, many Jews left
Austria and Germany for Galicia bringing with them
their now-circular Beugel, or Boege!, or Bege1, depending
on where they were from. After that, it came to New
York, but, our authority stated, "there is absolutly
nothing original Jewish in bagel except their use at break·
fast."
Who would question such a likely, logical story? Not
Travel Editor Horace Sutton of Saturday Review, who
q1t0ted it in his column (Nov. 21, 1964), and in all good
'faith. To our surJ?rise the story of creation, bagelwis~J is
wildly controversial-about as wild as these versions cuued
from SR's ensuing Letters to the Editor:
@
A professor or Semitic
Semantics writes that the
square legab (left-to-rightreading
archaeologists
inaclvertently changed the
spelling) was a favorite of
the Essenes, a· Jewish sect of
the 2nd Century B.C. The
Greek mathematician·
Archimedes created the
legab's present perfect
shape, but square devote:s
still exist, for, as thetr
present manufacturer
From. ancient Egypt
advertises, "A Kaufman comes the ·legend of
square bagel can't roll off Bhagelramesis, a member
your table."
of the High Court with a
fondness for unsweetened
doughnuts,
though
petrified, proved to be
surprisingly edible. At least
for bagels.
·
· are referred to the Biblical story of Abigail, and to
the Negev desert as the real crucible of the bagel. When
Abigail fled King David's amorous advances, she piled
200 loaves of dough on the backs of asses. The hot bumpy
ride across the burning sands formed and baked the first
Abigails,·later called Bigails, now known as bagels.
According to the authors of Essen und Fressen,
Neanderthal man used a
cement-like small ring as a
weapon. When hurled at
the enemy, it either (a)
- .,,
killed him, or (b) stunned
him, or (c) so intrigued him
by its aroma that he had to
stop ancl taste it, makin.g
capture inevitable. Thts
stone-age ring was called
"the pacifier." (For current
usage as such, please read
on.)

\
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2910
Central SE

Through labyrlnthian reasoning, one histori!ln W!'rked
out the tale of Bagelus, a baker of Crete who liveq m 381
B c E Bagelus suffered from gout, and, followmg the
app;o~ed remedy of his time, encased his toes in warm
dou h and sat in the sun. One dax he awoke fro.m a nap
to rfnd his dough toe-rings baked brown and shmy, an,d
all the animals of the neighborhood .attracted by the1r
delectable smell. Whether Bagel us ~on!tl)Uecl to make to~
ring rolls by foot or transferred hts bakmg to the oven IS
not known.
. .
· h'd d h' b k rfor
AnotherearlyGreeklssmdtohav.ec t.e ts a e
the hardness of his bread by sendmg htm a doughnu~
shaped meteoric specimen. In return the baker presence d
him with an unsweetened doughnut t.hat comp~e
favorably in firmness ,with the meteonte. Very little
change has taken place smce.
· t 1
· .
References to the "bagel occur frequently !n 0 nen a_
literature (if you know whert: to look). In ~hts e~~ple,
·the ·bagel represents the core of anctent
mese
philosophy.
.
'
. . h t f'
Once grasp the great form ~tt ou orm,
And you roam where you Wtll
With no evil to fear,
.
Calm, peaceful, at ease.

, at great prices
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starting again and you can't get f:~~~~:l!~~::~~~,~>.

Science, Arl Histoijl;11oelologx
AND LITERATURES-OF --peadllnes for application: ...pril':ib for l'ell8omeelor
.
-- ·
_
October 15th for Spring Semosler

Mon-Sat

•

(North Mall)

Feet in rhe sand make footprints.
Feet in Birkenstock footwear do the very
·same thing.
The Birkenstock footbed is heat and pressure
sensitive, to mold to your foot, and become
your footprint.
So walking in Birkenstock is a lot like walking
barefoot in the sand, with one very convenient
difference.
You can walk in Birkenstock all
long.

SALE
O%off sandals and clog

of lhe University of New Mexico in Quito,
Ecuador offers upper division and graduate
courses related to Latin America In:

Winrock Center
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The bagel's hole is in e.sthetic co"ntrast to the encircling
dough:
So advantage is had
From whatever is there;
But usefulness rises
From whatever is not.
Gonfusing, isn't it?
·
On one thing, however, all theorists agree. Bagels are
universally, timelessly tasty. Subscribe to whichever
theory. makes you happiest, but we suggest you take any
of them (including ours) with a heavy dash of cream
cheese.
·
Not all the letter writers were historians. One was an
attorney, representing Mr. George F ..Bagel, greatgrandson of Zhelleck P. Bagel, who invented the bagel in
1893.
The first of Mr. Bagel's bag~ls were sold at the
Rivirrgton Street Bakery in New York on or about
February 10, 1893, and Mr. Bagel was granted a
copyright on the name in March, 1894. We are grateful to
Mr. Bagel IV for not pressing suit.
The first of Mr. Bagel's
bagels were sold at the
Rivington Street Bakery in
New Y ark on or about
February 10, 1893, and Mr.
Bagel was granted a
copyright on the name in
March, 1894. We are
grateful to Mr. Bagel IV for
not pressing suit.
A more heartwarming
letter came from an ex-GI,
who during action in Korea,
was hit three times by
enemy
bullets.
Miraculously, each bullet
struck one of the. bagels
which his mother had sent
him and which he carried in
his uniform pockets. Saved
his life.
This whole to-do, which raged most of the winter of
1964-65, led one reader to suspect ulterior motives.on the
part of the Posh Bagel. The Posh Bagels real rum, he
aJieged is to place a bagel in orbit around the earth as
part of a larger campaign to make them food for space
traveJers. In this, Posh BageJ i~ already leading the way.

We will be happy to pack a little snack for any space
traveler, any time.
. We suspect that traclition i~ not tl!e only rC!Ison for the
bagel's hole Can you imagm'l' eatm,g a sohd bagel? It
would take ieeth like a crocodiles:. Bakers say t~e ~ole
makes the bagel easier to work wtth. Eaters say tt gives
them a better grip. Babies don't say much but t~ose !hat
get baj1;els clearly prefer them to any other teethmg rmg.
Kids like to catch the butter melting throu!lh the hole.
Maybe they have the answer; the bagel's hole ts for fun.
We suspect that tradition is not the only reason for the
bagel's hole.
·
To purists there is only one true bagel, handmade
(from white wheat gluten flour, salt water, malt and
yeast) and simmered in hot
water for two minutes
before baking. It is this
~"'
simmering process, shared
~
_~:;_,.¥~by the pretzel, that gives the
~
bagel its rightful name- ·
~.
water bagel. A few flakes of
, ~~~~~~·~~
onion or a little .J~arlic are
~
grudgingly permttted as
signs of the times, but
pumpernickel, rye, whole
wheat, raisin and poppyseed varieties are merely
rolls with holes, sincere
forms of flattery, but not
bagels.
.
A non-bagel that· does meet wi'th the bagel set's approval is the .bia'ly or. bia'lyst9k, !lamed .a~ter tts
sometimes-Russmn, somettmes-Pohsh ctty of 9ngm. Not
as dashing or elegant as the bagel, th.e btaly slopes
bumpily down towards a center. depre_ss1on and floury·
finish is a real hazard for clmers m dark cloth!!s·
Nevertheless, its solid, bagel-type ancestry and solid,
bagel chewiness make it first runner-up in lox and cream
cheese circles.
Bagel baking is big business
Bagel bakers came to the
United States from Russia,
Poland and the · Balkans
around the end of the last
century. They established their first basement bakeries
illong New York's Lower East Side and across the bridge
in Williamsburg, Btooklyn. A weeks wages for a bagel
baker in those days might have been $5 .00, and his
customers all lived in the neighborhood. To~ay, many of
the old ways still prevail in the face of mass pr~duction
and distribution. Bagels are still shaped by hand and,
unless packaged or ready-to-bake, qe_livered. the day
they're bakecl. Arid each baker and deliverer shll gets, as
part of his day's pay, two dozen bagels. In other respects,
bagel baking has fopowed t~e A!llerican·legend, pattern
and is now Big Busmess-nattonw1de, non-sectanan, and
llnjonized.

Modern bagel bakeries are bright shining plants. In and
around New York City, 36 bakeries turn out nothing but
bagels•about 250,000 every day and three times that many
on Saturdays and Sundays, when 60. of all bagels are
sold.
A bage I baker wtt
· h SO
year's experience told us,
"Without bagels they
wouldn't sell any lox." Be
glad
there're bagels,
because lox-smoked Nova
Scotia salmon is true
gourmet stuff. The Nova
Scotia salmon fulfills its
purpose in life, not when it
finally gets upstream, but
when it doesn't-and instead
is smoked, sliced thin as.
paper and laid to rest on a
cream cheese'd. bagel.
<
Lesser bre~ds, known ·as
"belly lox," can keep you
thirsty all day and awake all
night, but Nova Scotia
never.
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A bagel baker with 50 year's experience told us,
"Without bagels they wouldn't sell any lox." Be glad
there're bagels, because lox-smoked ~ova Scotia s'!lmc;m
is true gour·met stuff. The Nova Scotia salmon fulftlls tts
purpose in life, not "Yhen it f}na!ly gets u~stream 1 but
when it doesn't-and mstead ts smoked, shced thm as
· paper and laid to rest on a cream cheese' d bagel. Lesser
breeds known as "belly lox," can keep you thirsty all
day and awake all night, but Nova Scotia never.
At the Posh, it's afways Nova Scotia salmon. . · .
The famous and delicious combination, bagel, lox and
cream cheese, is the result of·years of tasting a!ld experimenting. To bring out th~ best of these delicately
balanced flavors and textures, t:1e bagel should be toasted
orheated.
•
•
To slice a bagel for"toas.ting, hold firmly m left h'!Jld (tf
you are righthanded), bemg careful to hav~ no fmg~rs
poking through the hole unless you want no fmgers. Wt!h
a very sharp knife (if yours isn't, for!let it; ~arm bagell!J
oven and see pull-and-twist abov.;) slice honzontally unttl
about !12" from other side. Reverse bagel and work knife
through. You now flav!' two of the world's finest loxlaying surfaces. Cover w1th cream cheese, lay on lox.
Bagel etiquette
It's polite to break your
bagel and eat it in pieces as
you were taught to do with
bread. To break a bagel,
grasp it firmly with both
hands and pull apart with a
twisting motion. Now pull a
little harder. A little harder... Bagels can, of course,
be eaten whole or even
Bagel slicing
is a highly personal thing dunked.
and a dead givaway to the
true character of the slicer:
~=.~~·'~~':\
The Strong man saws
,~ ~
·:,\
back ancl forth determinedly with tight grip and
~"
lips; ends up the victor over
two (slightly flattened) half
bagels.
6
The Sneaky Jabber attacks with knife point at the
bagel's weakest spot- the
pale little patch on its rim •
(He may not know it, but to
slice from there is definitely
, the hard way.)
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The Viennese Siclesltepper
0 •
feigns nostalgia for
half-moon shaped rolls
"!----~"
slices vertically·an easy way
out but useless for cream·
cheese and laxing.
Horatio Alger starts from
the bottom and works his
way up, aiming the knife
Z
blacle at himself. The
r((
bandage marks him as
either a clumsy shaver or a
very poor bagel slicer,
The Helpless Type should
have a bagel slicer. There t{.[.!.J;U:.W:"""""'"'"""''"""""""'--'-,
are two kincls to choose
from• one a hinged plastic ~~.¥t_J..,,.....:;:C::;;l:--;,~_J-J
bagel-holding device, the
other a Strong Man.

P.S. While you were gone,
We Had a Baby.
Our New Location is on the
north mall in Winrock Center.
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Moscow Rumor;
Nixon on Moon

Dialysis: Health Care On Trial
By Robert Almy
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two to three weeks, to cleanse the
blood of a drug overdose, or if the
''i'
is chronic where the
condition
The future of dialysis should be
kidneys
have
permanently ceased to
monitored becuase it is now the
function,
trial balloon for national heath
Two methods of dialysis are
care, said Dr. Richard Goldman,
possible.
Hemodialylsis is most
clinical director of the renal dialysis
common
and
involves pumping
unit at the Bernalillo County
of
the
body
and back into
blood
out
Medical Center. (BCMC).
200
cc
per
minute using
the
body
at
Goldman said, "There is big
15
gauge
needle.
The
blood passes
a
money in dialysis. There are
through a filter and in a process of
doctors now who make over
osmosis, waste products and waste
$100,000 a year soleiy from their
water pass through a membrane
dialysis patients. How the future of
and are carried away by deionized
dialysis is managed with financing
water. The hemodialysis paitient
and watchdogging will contain
must
sit or recline during the four
what will happen with the future of
hour
procedure. Newer model
medicine in this country, I'm sure
machines have reduced the old time
·of that."
of six hours. Most hemodialysis
Goldman said national helath
,
patients
must be 'dialized three
care will be patterned after the
week. The current price
times
each
federal government's initiatives in.
at BCMC for hemodialysis is $168.
financing this exp~nsive medical
A hemodialysis machine costs more
treatment for kidney failure
d than $5000. BCMC services 30 to 33
through Medicare and the hospital units for dialysis treat- treatment, and they will set the
.
.
an
patients · per week with 7 to 8
mechanisms it uses to watchdog ment, units operated by private pattern for national health care,
waste water. !h1s serv1ce .c,an ~e paiients on each shift. BCMC owns
private industry and their profits in companies, or training for home Goldman said.
called upon 1f the condition JS • seven of these machines and one
this lucrative field. Whether the dialysis or a combination of these
Dialysis is a medical treatment acute, when the funct!on of t~e portable model.
federal government chooses to fund are central issues in dialysis used when the kidneys fail to
kidney is expected to Improve m . · A second method of dialysis was
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · developed six years ago'but had not
been widely used until two .or three
years ago. Peritoneal dialysis is
gentler
and
safer
than
hemodialysis, however, it is just as
expensive and takes longer. The
· patient can sleep at home during the
eight hours a peritoneal dialysis
machine pumps two liters of water
in and out Of the stomac!l through a
six inch catheter surgically inserted
t11rough the abdominal muscle. The
process is the same with the
An Air Force way to give
. stomach lining acting as the
more value to your college
membrane between the water and
life and college diploma.
the blood capillaries. A peritoneal
dialysis machine for home use costs
more
than $6000. The patient must
• Scholarships
be dialized four or five times a week
• $100 a month tax-free allowance
for eight hours each time.
• An Air Force Commission
A person with chronic kidney
• A responsible job· in a challenging field, navigation ...
failure now faces three choices:
missiles .•• sciences •.. engineering
dialys,is, a kidney transplant or
• Graduate degree programs
death. "Most patients· die two to
• Good pay • •• Second lieutenants recei,ve an annual in·
five years after they start dialysis,"
come of more than $10,000 including tax-free allowances.
said Barbara Root, a psychological
consultant to the dialysis and
Upon promotion to the grade of first lieutenant after two
transplant units at BCMC.
years, the Income rises to $13,000, and after three years
"However, there are patients at the
total service It Is over $15,000. A captain with four years
Veterans
Hospital who have been
total service receives an income of approximately $18,000.
on dialysis nine or ten years. It
' varies so much with each patient."
The transplantation of a kidney
from a living donor or a cadaver is
not a panacea but a prolongation
oflife, Root said, "Most patients
get transplanted more than once
... enrolling in Air Force ROTC and a
because they reject their first kidney
commission as an Air Force O'fficer.
At the most a patient
transplant.
You'll find .Air Force facilities among the
will
keep
the
new kidney up to ten
finest In the world; Its technology the latest. And
is only a
years.
Transplantation
you will find the people professional, the work
temporary
reprieve
from
dialysis.
challenging, the sal9ry excellent. You will also
Some people will have to wait a
have graduate edu;:;atlon opportunities
long time for a kidney donor,
as well as opportunities to travel. And
others not so long. It depends upon ,
you'll receive 30-days of paid vacation a
matching the blood and tissue of
year, medical and dental care, a $20,000
the donor with the patient. A Jiving
life insurance policy for less than $4 a
family member will not necessarily
month, and Of!e of the finest retirement programs in the
match well with the patient.''
nation, shoul9 you decide to make the Air Force a
Root said, "We need kidneys
career.
badly as most of our patients are on
Take that first step today and enroll in Air Force ROTC.
a waiting list. So get your kidney
donor card. There has been success
in Salt Lake City artd Seattle where
' Contact:
these
communities have gotten
The DepartmeRt of Aerospace Studies
behind
their kidney donor
1901 Las Lomas N.E.
_.-'program."
'Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Root said there are many
Telephone: 277·4230
psychological complications to
either dialysis or the transplant of a
kidney. "Those patients who do
well on dialysis don't like to be
thought of as sick. However, many
patients do not want to live a
normal life," said Root. Patients
fear that their lives will be cut short
by an untimely death, and, if they
live, they fear their lives may not be
acceptable.
The quality of life for a person
with kidney failure is severely
curtailed. Spending all. morning or
afternoon three times a week at the
hospital's hemodialysis unit makes
it difficult to hold down a job or to
gain employment. However, Root
said one of the hospital's patients is
an elementary school teacher that
needs only one weekday afternoon
and Saturday morning to be
dialyzed, Another patient is a
doctoral student at UNM. Andra
.
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MOSCOW (UPI)-Veronica
Brauns thought she· was ready for
just about anything when she
· signed on as a guide for an
American photo exhibiti<;>n touring
the Soviet Union.
But she was shaken to the soles of
her sneakers when one of the locals
in Novosibirsk asked her if it was
true that Rlchard Nixon was on the
moon July 4th.

..
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"I couidn't believe it," she said.
"There was a rumor here that
Nixon was going to fly to the moon
on July 4th to wish America· a
happy birthday. I felt like I work
· for rumor control."
Veronica, 22, who left the
. University of California at Berkeley
to join 21 other young Americans
as guides for the tour, has oeen on
the road in the Soviet Union for
five and a half months.
She and her friends say the
U.S.S.R. is everything you have
heard it is. Then again, it's not.
They have found a land of warm
people and cold ·climates, of
comfort and contradiction.
"I think they read a little item in
the newspaper about the United
States and then they blow it all out
of proportion. They are fascinated
about the United States and they
want to know about it."
She anq Kathy Rose, 27, of
Washington, D.C., and Robert
Taylor, 25, of Manhattan Beach,
Calif., took a break from setting up
the exhibit to talk about their
experiences in the Soviet Union.
The exhibit, sponsored by the
U.S, Information Agency, is a
movable feast of American
photography housed in a large
geodesic dome. It is scheduled to
open in Moscow Wednesday for a
final one-month run, and already
has visited Kiev,. Alma-Ata, Tbilisi,
UFA and Novosibirsk.
"People here aren't as grey and
lifeless as we have been led to
believe," Taylor said. "They do
have good times and they are happy
with what they have.
·
"You have to understand that
they don't do things the way we do
them in the United States. They just
. can't run out and buy things ... they
are pleased with little acquisitions
other people would take for
granted."
The young Americans also have
seen the darker side of Soviet life.

*

"I like to invite people in for
coffee and to talk to them, but they
say no. I ask them why not, and
they say, _"you know why not,"
Taylor said.

"People are very very uneasy
about it. I have been sitting with a
friend when a stranger walks by and
looks at us. Later, the friend told
me be was questioned by the
authorities and told not to associate
with Americans."
Kathy Rose ran into the same
problem. She was working with a
"warm group" during one show
that w<mted to talk about the
United States,
"Suddenly, this person, middle
aged, came up and started
shouting, "why are you ·talking
about the United States, why are
you talking about the politics. This
is a photo eXhibit, talk about
photography"' she said.

*

.'

Protestants March
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UP!)-Thousands of militant
Protestants, guarded by hundreds
of troops and police paraded
tbroug)l
Londonderry in the <mnual "ap·
prentice boys" march com·
memorating a historic victory over
Roman Catholics.
Security officials said there were
no incidents.
The three-mile march with bands
and banners was steered clear of the
catholic section of the city.
Authorities drafted hundreds of
troops and police reinforcements to
bead off attacks from the outlawed
Irish Republican Army (IRA).
Catholics protested the march
because it was sanctioned after the
government banned a Catholic
parade to protest Queen Elizabeth's
.jubilee visit to Northern Ireland last
Wednesday and Thursday.
The demonstration marked the
288th anniversary of the breaking
of a siege on the city by the forces
of King Jarne s II of England, a
Catholic.
Iii. Belfast, leaders of the year-old
peace movement announced they

were considering nonviolent
protests against what they called the
British Army's over-reaction to
IRA violence.
Peace movement leader Ciaran
McKeown, who heads the
organization with Maired Corrigan
and Betty Williams, said they were
considering such action as 72-hour
fasts outside army posts.
In the strongest condemnation of
British Army tactics since the
·organization
was
founded,
McKeown called recent military

actions
"counterproductive to peace."
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"We have been conscious for tJ
several months of the way in which '<:::::
r~sponse
by troops after even
minor incidents acts as a recruiting ~
_'5
agent for the IRA," he said.
McKeown said the movement has >
received "reliable eyewitness GQ
reports of excesses by the military" l'+
following the killing of an army of· ,_.
ficer and the wounding of several ,_.
<D
others in Belfast's Catholic turf ...,
...,
lodge area Saturday,
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NUNZIO'S PIZZA
COMING SOON
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· On Sale August 15-21
~--------------~

fLEETWOOD MAC
RuJDours

Includes the Hit Go Your Own Way
Also Includes Dreams
The Chain/Don't Stop/Songbird

THE
TIM WEISBERG BAND
Including: Cascade
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LPs

$4.99
$5.99
Tapes

NEIL YOUNG
American Stars 'n Bars
Includes

Babe
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RACING DAILY 1=15pm

Coronado Center

.

9:30-9 Mon-Fri • 9:30-6 Sat • 12-5 Sun

(Coni. on B·11!
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Student
Activities
Center
,
The Beatles on Video Tape
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SOMerHING
VERY SPCC/Al-.
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The "New History of the Beatles" on Video Tape. From Their 1st. U.S. Concert through the
years of Beatlemania. Showing Daily from Aug. 22·26 in the MESA Lounge located in S.U.B.
· Basement North Side Across From Pronto's.
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TheASUNM
Speakers Committee
Is Looking For
A Few Good Ideas For
Its 1977-78 Series-

Fleetwood Mac
Bette Midler
Rolling Stones
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DayPacks
great for everything
from mountaineering to bicycling
to carrying books on campus
Mountain Chalet carries day packs from

·n1?rv .,.,n

N~

HAY A Y SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

00DITU®
SNOINBmDGE
' "tel'c

All day packs 10% off
with this add
offer good through Aug. 31,1977
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6307 Menaul NE. •
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OtJtinental Tro:ve\

ce-rt-"""0

INTERNATIONAL
CIIARTER FLIGIITS
(over 7 ,000)
Long Distance
Rides
Drivers File Free
Vortex Thcntrc

Events and
Information
Intercontinental
TRAVEL CENTRE
107 Girard Blvd. S.E.

255.a8ao
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Night of the Living Dead
Future Shock
Richard Pryer

-Student Information Center
Got a Problem?
Need an Answer?

i'

Try us, we may not have all the answers but we

will help you to find them. Drop by and see us at
the Student Information Center located in Main
Lobby 1st Floor New Mexico Union.
For Listing of Activities on Campus Call Tele·a-message 277·5243 for Events Tha.t
·
.
Are Happe_ning That Day.

Chartered Student Organizations on Campus: ·
There are many activities for students to participate in at UNM. :Below is a list of student
organizations which are active on campus. For more information about these organizations,
call or stop by the Student Activities Center (277-4706), First Floor, N .M. Union Building.
' Albuquerque Boycott Committee

Next Regular Meeting: Fri., Aug. 19
Room 230 In The SUB ... Drop In
Or Write Down Any Comments Or
Ideas You Have & Bring Them By
Room 242 In The SUB Or Call 2776435 Between 1-5 pm Weekdays

l

'

'

Look Forward in Future Weeks for:

I·

·:

Albuquerque Christian Fellowship
Alpha Delta PI
Alpha Iota D_elta
Alpha Tau Omega
Alvarado Hall Government
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers
American Nuclear Society
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
American Studies Organization
Ananda Marga
Anchor Ministries
Angel Flight .
Anthropology Club
Arab Student Club·
Arnold Air Society
Art Education Association
ASA Gallery .
Assoc. of Graduate Students In
Elementary Education
Assoc. of Graduate Students of
Modern and Classical Languages
Assoc. of Vietnamese Students and
Friends at UNM
ASUNM Crafts Area
A TM Business Club
Baha'I Student Assoc.
. Ballet Folklorico De Albuquerque '
Baptist Student Union
BIUt3 Key
Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Gold
Canterbury Chapel
Chi Alpha
Chi Epsilon
Chinese Student Assoc.
Christian Science Organization
Christian Student Center
Circle KCiub
Coalition to Help Ease
World Starvation
Coronado Hall Student Government
Danceworks
Debate Council
Delta Delta Delta
.Delta Sigma PI Fraternity
DeVarga-Laguna Student Government
Delta Sigma Theta
Disabled On Campus
Engineers Joint Council
English Graduate ~:tudent Msociatlon

EtaKappaNu
Exercise Physiology Club of UNM
Fencing Club ·
Gamma Theta Upsilon
German Club
Graduate Students for the
· Advancement of Art
Graduate Art History

· Student Association
Graduate Assoc. of
Students of Psychology
Graduate Students of Anthropology
Graduate Assoc. of Business Students
Graduate Student Assoc. of the
Chemistry Department
Graduate Association for Guidance
and Counseling
Graduate Student Speech
Communication Assoc.
Hispanic Engineering Organ.
Hokona Hall Residents Council
Hopa! Folkdancers
IEEE
Indo-American Assoc.
I nter·Fraternity Counci I
International Center
I nternatlonal Society for Hybrid
Islamic Society
J'esus Can Do Anything
Jesus Christ & Co.
Jewish Student Unlon·Hillel
SPJ-SDX Society of Professional
Journalists Sigma Delta Chi
Juniper
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Epsilon
Kappa Psi
KappaOmicron Phi
Ki.vaCiub
KUNM·FM
Labor Support Committee
Lambda C~l Alpha
Las Campanas
La Societe Du Cinema
Movimlento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan (M.E.C.H.A.)
Mesa Chicana
Mortar Board
National Society of Professional
Engineers
,
. New Mexico Dally Lobo
Navigators

NM Citlz.ens for Clean Air & Water
Newman Student Union
NM Alpha Chapter of Sigma Phi Ep·
sllon
NMNORML
NM Pirg
Nlchlren Shoshu Students
Omega Psi Phi

Organization of African Students
Orthodox Baha'I Club
Orthodox Roman Catholic
Panhellenic
Phi Alpha Theta
PhiMu
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Tau
Pi Beta Phi
PI Kappa Alpha
'
PI Lambda Theta-Chapter of Alpha Mu
Pi Tau Sigma
Project Consejo
Public Administration
Recreation & Leisure Society
Resident Hall Students Assoc.
Returning Students Assoc.
Roadrunners
Rugby Club
Santa Ana Dormitory Government
Santa Clara Dormitory Government
Shotokan Karate Club
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
SigmaNu
Slumber Party
Society for Creative Anachronism
Sociology Graduate Student
Association
Student American Pharmaceutical
Assoc.
.
Student Assoc. of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day SaiAts
Student Bar Assoc.
Student Council on Exceptional
Children
Students for Anthroposophy
Student International Meditation
(SIMS)
Student Member Section of the
American Home Economics Assoc.
Student Nurse's Assoc.

Student Organization for Latin
American Studies (SOLAS)
Student Union Basement Games Club
Students Voice Party
Symphony of Life
Tau Beta PI
The Uncertainty Principle
Town Club
Uhuru Sa sa Center of Performing Arts
United Ex-Offenders for Higher
Education
United Students for Direct Action
University Christian Council
UNM Ballroom Dance Club
UNM Boxing Club
UNM Chee.rleaders
UNM Chess Team
UNM Classical Guitar
UNM Cricket! Club
UNM Educational Foundations
Society
JJNM Frisbee Club
UNM Hangllding Club
UNM Health, Physical, Education
and Recreation (GSA)
UNM International Folkdancers
UNM Intramural, Recreational
UNM Judo Club
UNM Karate ClUb
UNM Mountain Club
UNM Music Societ.y
UNM OlympicWelghtllftlngTeam
UNM Pre-Med Organization
UNM Simulations Assoc.
UNM Skateboarding Club
UNM~Skl Club
UNM Skydiving
UNM Student Chapter of the Assoc.
for Computing Machinery
UN.M Student Veterans Assoc.
UNM Volleyball
UNM Young Democrats
Wagon Wheels Square Dance Club
Wardroom Society
Way Campus Outreach
Womens Rugby
Women Studies Student Assoc.
Young Socialist Alliance

I
~

II
i)

Temporary Charters
Students for David Rusk for Mayor

All Chartered Organizations Need to Recharter by ~ept.16
For information concerning activities on campus this fall, PEC concerts, speakers
committee programs, film committee, student in,ormation center, soro~ities,
fraternities sign posting and .all the organizations listed below-call 217·4706 or
,stop by and see us on the first floor of the New Mexico Union.·
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Health Fees- Beg 1n

KNME Schedules
. Fall Programming·

By Rachel Dixon
LOBO Staff Writer
Don ,House, administrative
· With the incrensed cos·· of living,
officer for the Student. Health this money will maintain the Health
The Student Health Center's new Center, said the policy. change was · Center at it's present level, he said.
policy calli~tg for students to pay based on ."budgetary conJohn Perovich, assoc. :Provost
for x-rays and other laboratory fees siderations."
for business and Finance said,
was called "inevitable" by
"The Student Health Center is
ASUNM President Tom·~ill!ams.
partially funded by students. The
House said that the additional cost of of health services increased
"I think it is a shame the service· reVel)ue from tile. charging ofxcrays while funding stayed the same.
"?. had to be changed, ·but either there and lab tests would bring ill an
"The policy change was
>Q
had to be a drop in the health estimated $80,()00 to $100,000 to proposed by the staff of the He~Ith
~ service or start subsidizing the the Health Center in a 12-month Center and the Student Affairs
&'! program," Williams said.
period.
Division,'' Perovich said. "If the
policy change- isn't working
·satisfactorily( we'll discuss the
possiblility of increasing student
health fees or charging for services
or a combination of the two." .

·STUDENT
HEALTH
SERVICES

~··

The UNM Student Health Center offers comprehensive medical
care to all undergraduate students carrying six or more credit hours
during the-fall and spring· semesters. Registered students need l)ot be
enrolled for classes during the summer term to be eligible for care.
Graduate students actively involved in pursuing post-graduate
degree requirements are also eligible.
Services"offered include general medical care, mental health ser.vices lab and x-ray, pharmacy, plus speciality clinics in dermatology,
gynecology.• orthopedics, internal medicine, allergy and surgery. An
inpatient infirmary is in operation during the spring and fall
semesters.
Fees are charged for prescriptions and infirmary meals. effective
July 1, 1977 fees will also be charged for laboratory and x-ray services. All other services are free.
An excellent optional student insurance. is available at low 'cost
and is. strongly recommended for supplimentary medical protection.
This insurance can only be purchased at the beginning of the fall
semester except for new students enrolling in the spring semester.

I

Building 73 • 505-277-3136

Marvin Johnson, assoc. prov. for
Student Developmental and
Alumni Affairs said, "It has been
my experience that this is a standard procedure for users to P<IY
some fee for special'services. The
' burden had to be shared with the
people who need the services. The
change was decided upon reluctantly."

Dick Cavett, Monty Python, and
a string of old movies are some of
the programs planned forthe fall
season by the Public Broadcasting
System (PBS) and KNME-TV
channel five in Albuquerque.
"We have several new shows to
offer Channel Five viewers," said
KNME Program Manager Carlos
Molina. "Two national PBS series
that we are particularly excitied
about are 'Fall of the Eagles' and
'Ten who Dared.' The first series
involves a dramatic presentation
about the great empires of the
world. The second offering is based
on historic expeditions and adventures and is narrated by
Anthony Quinn.''
Although the beginning of the
fall season is three weeks. away,
· KNME will air two one-time-only
specials later this month. "Harry S.
Truman: Plain Speaking" is
scheduled for Aug. 25 and a special
on photography called "The Image
Makers" will air Aug. 31.

Suicide's a Gas
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
"Their cases should be throughly
(UPI)- Public Health physician examined by doctors and
Ragrler Toss wants to open a psychiatrists. Then the decision
suicide. clinic for the 2,000 Swedes would be made- either they would
who kill themselves each year-not be allowed help in dying or their
to treat them but to help them do it. ·applications
would
be
"Those who are tired of their lives refused-precisely the same way it
ought to be allowed to decide was done before abortions became
themselves when to bring them to a free."
close," Toss said Friday, likening · One can easily sift away people
.the choice to women who decide to who sufffer from temporary
have abortions.
depressions,'' he said.
Writing in the Swedish Medical
Toss cited three categories of
Jamal, Toss said the elderly, the people wJto should be eligible for
seriously ill and other suicide help in killing themselves:
candidates should be able to die
Old people who believe they have
painlessly with the aid of special lived long enough;
- The seriously ill who.. are in
agony because of their sickness;
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such
as personal
do not
-Those
.who fortragedy
other reasons
want to live.
About2,000peopieareknownto
coimmit suicide each year in
Sweden, most by hanging or
shooting themselves or taking ratal
drug overdoses.

NEWEXPANDEDHOURS
.

M-Th 6:30am-8:00Pm
Fri 6:30am-5:00pm
Sat 8:00am-2:00pm .

Dick Cavett Show" will be
aired Monday through ·Friday;
"Meeting of the Minds" with Steve
Allen is back this fall, but as yet is.
unscheduled;
"PBS
Movie
Theatre'' will be seen every
Tuesday ·night; ''The Adams·
· Chronicles" and "Nova" will be
back on Wednesday evenings;
"Evening at the Pops" will be seen
on Fridays, and Saturday
programming will offer a healthoriented program. called "M.D."
followed by a show geared for
senior citizens called "Images of
Aging.''
KNME has purchased several
other specials which have not yet
been scheduled. They include "A
Tribute to America's Cup," a.
special on the annual yacht race
featuring music of the sea and
taped · on location . at the 1977
Newport Music Festival, "The
Edelin Conviction," a re-enactment
of the trial of Dr. Kenneth Edelin,
who was convicted of manslaughter
in the death of a fetus during a legal
abortion performed at Boston City
Hospital, and "Georgia O'Keefe,"
a portrait of the artist to be shown
'on her 90th birthd1!Y·
.
"Those Golden Years" portrays
the elderly in New York City.
"James Michener's World" will be
hosted by the Pulitzer Prizewinning author and will explore
different regions of the world, and
"Of Times, Tombs and Treasures"
is a documentary on the excavation
and discoveries at the tomb of
Tutankhamun.

Other specials include a series of
National Geographic Society .
presentations and a number of
programs involving the Boston
Symphony Orchesfra, the New
York Philharmonic, the San
Francisco Opera and the Minlleapolis Symphony.
·, · ,.

Lately it has also become very.
comnon for people to take their
lives in traffic. Suicide hides behind
many inexplicable, single-car accidents," Toss said.

Molina said that beginning
Sunday, Oct. 2, KNME will begin
broadcasting at 8 a.m. instead of
the present noon $Chedule. He
added, "We are expanding the
number of Sunday morning
children's shows this fall. Also
Sunday viewers can expect to see
"Firing Line," "Parent Effectiveness Training," "Julia Child,"
"The Life of Charles Dickens" and
c;Visions."

"Suicide candidates in traffic are
a danger for other travelers," he
said. I neard about a case of a man
who crashed into a train at an
unguarded crossing. He survived,
and a week later he shot himself.
He simply wanted tC! die.".

Locally
produced
shows
scheduled .to return this fall include
"UNM Voices," "Fifth World,"
"New Mexico Outdoors," "APS at
Work," "Latino Consortium,"
"Santa Fe Report" and "The
Governor's Report.''

Located on the first floor of the New Mexico Union
offers sbmething for your every
gastronomical whim. Start your day
with a round meal
The Wheel- Featuring breakfast off
Just
The Wheel·and breakfast to order.
(Breakfast from 6:30-10:30 AM)
for lunch we offer a large
selection of entrees, salads
YOU
and desserts.
'
ARE
The Sweet Shop.- With a wide variety
lf HERE
of ice -cream delectables. Soft
~
·frozen yogurt too!
The Deli - A full selection of cold
meat sandwiches and now
steaks and hamburgers.
.·
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The modernized clinical Ia w
facility is scheduled to be completed
early next year.
A $100,000 grant awarded to
·UNM by the Council on Legal
Education for Professional
Responsibility, Inc. (CLEPR) is
being used to equip the new addition with "the type of equipment
needed in a modern law office that
·. has education as its principal
objective,'' said Frederick M. Hart,
dean of the law school
The new f~cility is being built
adjacent to the east side of Bratton
Ha,ll, the central law. school
building on the UNM north
campus.
The heart of the new structure
will be a large open area with one
wall made of glass through which
Sandia Peak will be visible.
"Conceptually, this area is thought
of as a clinical . classroom or
laboratory," Hart said.
In the center will be space for an
office
manager and
four
secretaries. The area will be encircled by eight faculty offices. In
addition, 32 work stations for
students will be located around the
. perimeter of the room.
·The structure will also include
five interview rooms, a waiting
room for clients and a file room.
"The space is fully integrated into
other law school facilities that will
be used by clinical students," he
said.
Other features will include audiovisual carrels and microform
readers immediately available when
the library is entered from the
clinical wing. There will also be a
seminar room adjacent to the
clinical area and an audio-visual
classroom-courtroom on the floor
beneath it.
. "Although we believe that the
planned space is generous for our
present student body-and we
contemplate keeping our student
body at about 300 for the
foreseeable future-there is ample
room for expansion ·if the need
arises because there are 11 . additional offices on the clinical
floor," Hart said.
The grant from CLEPR will be
used to equip each of the interview

rooms with t 'elvision cameras and
each faculty office will have a
monitor with the ability to view
interviews or conferences in any of
the interview rooms witn client
consent.

"Our experimentation with this
procedure has demonstrated that it
is hightly desirable for training
students and for assuring a high
quality of service to clients," he
said.

'
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Facilities will be available to tape allow students to view their per,
any interview so that the instructor formance with the assistance of a
may review the tapes later with the faculty member in such courses as
st11dent. Video equipment will also trial practice, interviewing and
be used to offer mini-courses and · counseling and will drafting," Hart
review courses in law skills ''and to said.
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The CUltural Program Committee··
·
and
·
POPEJOYHALL UNM
The Soviet Georgian Dancers
and the Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir
Outstanding dancers, singers and musicians of amazing
versatility. Drew chllers and standing ovation on last appearance
here. ~ompany of 90.
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T~e Joffrey II Ballet ~ompany
The best touring classical ballet Company in the country. F~esh,
~timulating and imaginative. Ballets by Arpino, 'f.udor, Bewley,
Vesak and other exciting choreographers •.

-"Bubbling Brown Sugar"

World celebrated Guitarist & Lutenist

Bro~dway hit musical revue of Harlem, 1910·1940. The vitality

JULIAN BREAM

· and exuberance will dazzle you. The jazz and ragtim_e mus.ic is
irresistible.
·

$7. $6, S4

Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee
Royal Tattoo

Wednesday. February 8

l

'

~\

l
.!

.!.

S9, S7.50, $6

Featuring the Grenadier Guards and the Royal Scots Guardsbands, dancers, banners, precision drills. An extravaganza so
huge we arc producing it in The Arena.
Subscribers guaranteed prime chair scats. Wheelchair patrons
· use ramps at southeast corner.

Broadway Hit Comedy featuring two well known stars to be
announced.

Thursday, November 3

Sunday, March5

Children, Students, $5, $3
Fac/Staff '12 rice

{

S8,S7,S5

$9, $7.50, S6

Monday. Oetober 31

1

I

Friday, February 3

Saturday, Oct~?ber 29

!

5"

Present
THE 1977-~78 CULTURAL SERIES
11 EVENTS
FIRST SEMESTER
SECOND SEMESTER

I

i

"Same Time Next Year"

'

S7,S6,S4

"The Robber Bridegroom"
Outstanding Broadway hit Blue Grass musical comedy. Great
reviews. A foot stomping, memorable experience.

The Minnesota Symphony
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, Conductor

Tuesday, November22

$8,$7,$5

Les Ballets Trocodero de Monte Carlo
The sensation of New York this year in which an all male cast,
performs as ballerinas and partners.

(Fol'IDedy the MhmeapoiJa Symplloay)

One of America's truly great orchestras in an outstanding ·
program to be announced later.
Friday, March 17

$10,$9,$7

The Incomparable Travesty Dance Company
Monday, December 5

$9, $7.50,$6

Special Added Attraction
Celebrated Film & TV Star
VINCENT PRICE
Date to be announced

$7,$6,$4

'

'

I

All New - Full Production
America's Favorite Musical
National Tour

.

...,...

..

Broadway Smash Hit Revival

in his new stage production "The Villains Still Pursue Me.''

"My Fair Lady''

Wednesday, April19

$10,59,57

SUBSCRIPTION RATES-CULTURAL SERIES 11 SHOWS
Section
Public Price
..Pac/Staff Price
ASUNM/GSA Price

II
55.00
42.00
18.00

I
65.00
52.00
21.00

Ill
40.00
32.00
13.00

AND
THE 1977-78 CELEBRITY SERIES

Dublin's most famous hotel sends its nightly program, a
spectacular display of lris? Lor~-so~gs, dances, and st?rytelling-even the Scots will enjoy thts rare, first Amencan
appearance. Irish coffee available at intermission.

Sunday, October 9

Monday, January 30
The Queen of Belgium, Fablola of Spain
Sends Us

SS, 54, $3

One of England's most distinguished and honored actors in some
of the Bard's most memorable scenes .
Stinday, November27
$6, $5, $4

268·4876

Section
Public Price
Fac/Staff Price
ASUNM/GSA Price

One of Europe's most acclaimed modern classical dance
companies in an exciting and brilliant production. Subsidized by
the Belgium Government-First American Tour.
Monday, February 13

11
- 16.00
14.00
5.00 .

$7,$6,$4

4 SHOWS

lil
12.00
11.00
4.00

o/o Disc.
up to 25o/o
up to 33o/o
75o/o

F BULOUS OFFER

SUBSCRIPTION RATES-COMBINATION ALL 15 SHOWS

Section
· Public Price
Fac/Staff Price
ASUNM/GSA Price

.

I
20.00
16.00
6.00

S6, SS, $4

THE ROYAL BALLET OF FLANDERS

SUBSCRIPTION RATES-CELEBRITY SERIES

Perfect for book•...
8 oz. waterproof ny•
lon ••• Ra•t, blae,
green, or red I ·
reg.$9.50 Now $6.98

2320
Central
Ave.S.E.

JURY'S CABARET

(formerly titled "Great American NUT SHOW")
Michael Brown, perpetrator
A multi-media, historical resume of the most famous frumps,
frauds, conmen and eccentrics in our past. Satire in songs. If you
miss it you're a lunatic.

1R MICHAEL REDGRAVE
and Company in
"SHAKESPEARE'S PEOPLE"

Wilderness
Experience •••

o/o Disc.
+2So/o
+40o/o
+7So/o

4 EVENTS

"OUT OF STEP"

Copper is Quicker

A Real Selection In Hot Dogs

IJ:l

Modernized Lavv Clinic i'n Si'gh·t

5 Minutes from Campus
4201 Central NE

**
*'
*~
~

;p
~

I

78.00
65.00
24.00

II
65.00
55.00
20.00

FOR INFORMATION AND ORDER BLANK
OR VISIT OUR BOX OFFICE

III
50.00
40.00
15.00

o/o Disc.
+.:lOo/o
+40o/o
+75o/o

Tel277-3121
·.
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Anti-Drug Cof!~mercials Found
To Have A Negative Effect
.

.•
. . .
Anti-drug campaigns may be
having "boomerang" effects
among the young people they are
aimed at.
A UNM speech communi~ation
professor studied reactions of high
school ~tudents to anti-drug
commerci!lls usee! by radio stations
and found that negative attitudes
toward drugs lessened after hearing
the commercials.
"One possible reason for the
boomerang effect mav be the kids'
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reaction against the wholecanU-drug
movement," Dr. Paul Feingold
said.
He said the ·participating
students, all members of a rural
!ndiana community, were told the.
study concerned ·the effects of
different
types
of
radio
programming.
The students listened twice a
week to a 14-minute radio program
specially recorded by a professional
disc jockey. The orogram included

.

.

... )

~,_"f-

"After the experiment we·
debriefed the students,"· .Feingold ·
said. "None of them suspected that .
we were doing a drug study." · ,

~
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Judge Strikes Nazi
Murder Messages

Something New
·
Is Cooking At The Union

'

'

The Casa Del Sol

•~

Located on the top floor
at the New Mexico Union
Serving a variety of foods
for the New Mexican Palate.

~
•
•

•~
iC

•

~

~

BrandNewThisYear-Breakfast
at t~e Casa,
Featuring:
.The Breakfast Burrito
Breakfast from 7:30 -10:00
Lunch from 10:30 -12:30

·~
iC
iC

.

.
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"The Indiana kids we studied producing attitude change on tne
effective in changing students'
had specific knowledge of am- students' part," Feingold said.
attitudes
than implicit conclusions.
Types of "serious harm"
phetamines and barbiturates," he
One
explicit
conclusion used in the
said. "But local radio stations were . mentioned in the commercials
commercials
was that using amrunning
commercials
that included references to death, prison
phetamines
and
barbiturates can
discouraged the use of harder and hospitalizaiton.
lead
to
s.erious
trouble.
If you're
drugs. At the time, heroin, cocaine
"Minimal harm" was characusing
them,
stop
now,
before
it's
and other drugs were not a problem terized by references to loss of
too
late.
•:
in that area.
privileges or parental disapThe variables, which were pointment.
He said dialogue about drugs was
"There was a tendency, though .found
determined by the frequency of
to be not significantly more
their use in other anti-drug com- not a significant tendency, for effective than a monologue
mercials researched by the explicit conclusions to be more presentation in affecting attitudes.
professors, were the threat of
serious harm, threat of minimal
harm, explicit conclusions, implicit
conclusions, monologue and
dialogue.
"We found that a threat of
serious harm from drug use was not
significantly more effective than a
threat of minimal harm in

Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm

~
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CHICAGO (UPI)- The American Nazi party no longer can play
recorded telephone messages that urge people to kill, Cook County Circuit
Court Judge Raymond K. Berg has ruled.
A taped message that began "Wanted: Dead looters" constituted a
"Clear and present danger" to society, Berg ruled. He said the National
Socialist White People's Party cannot play that recording or any similar
message.
The tape, which played for ·a week when persons dialed a Nazi
headquarters telephone number, refers to the looting during New York
Gty's Blackout. It then offers $200 to "The first White man or woman
who will exercise his right to protect his life and property and blow one of
these Black criminal~way."
Berg told a party official, Cedrick N. Syrdahl, the party has "the right to
freedom of speech ... freedom of speech ... But you must balance that right
with the rights that other people have. If someone attacks you, you do not
have the right to kill him.''
Syrdahl said there was a "misunderstanding" and that the group did not
intend to incite attacks on Blacks.
"We were not inciting anyone to break the law," he said. "The message
urged White people to protect what is rightfully theirs."

"MOVID
. 0 ll''
Brushed
Corduroy
Tan, Navy,
Black, Brown,
Rust
Only

lobo $10.00
,

mens
.shop

H·e rba I Teas Deadly; .
warn •l·.ngs IS·S. U·ed

patients with kidney failure
are put.on an individualized diet .·.
that restricts their intake of salt,
potassium and liquids. ¥edications
ATLANTA (UPI)-three persons who drank herbal tl'as have died, and
can also affect a patient's mental the Center for Disease Control issued a warning that natural
state.
Seriods,
aretranspant
used to ~onsume.
food fanciers
help the
body towhich'
keep the
. ·should check out the chemical composition ofanyherbsthey
organ, can cause moodiness and
The CDC said four case of poisoning associated with consumption of
even psych!Jtic states.
teas made from naturally grown plants had been reported, three
of them fatal.
Root said, "It is boring to lie on
The CDC said two of the victims, both children, had consumed large
those machines four or five hours. arilounts of a tea known in Arizona as gordoloro yerba, made
We encourage patien!s t~ talk. to· from leaves of plants of the gnaphalium species.
"The tea is widely used as a gargle and cough medicine by the hispanic
each other. New d1alys1s um.ts,
wh~n they .are constru~ted With population to which the children belonged," the CDC said.
·
the1r. spec1al P.lumbm~ . a!ld
The CDC said an elederly Washington couple who died had attended a
m~chmes, are ~uilt to dlml~lsh health spa that recommended comfrey tea for their arthritis.
no1se ~d to mcrease
patient Comfrey is an non-toxic plant the leaves of which can be used as a food,
contact.
but the CDC said they mistakenly picked some foxglove plants,
which resemble comfrey, and made a tea from them.
Root said that government
regulations often push the dialysis
patient into dependency. Most
patients become eligible for
Medicare because they have paid
into social security. However,
Medicare starts on the first day
after the third month so within 90
days the dialysis patient ends up
with a $6000 to $9000 hospital bill.
Dialysis costs about $2000 a month
with medicare paying 80 percent.
The patient is thereby left with a
$400 monthly bill.

Following the study the UNM
professor concluded that a
"national approach" to anti-drug
campaigns should not be ~aken.

*****************************~
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LOBO Photo. by W. T. Hunt

(when your present bike is beyond repair, or if you
don't have a bike, stop by to look at our extensive
line of the world's finest bikes.)

Vale Blvd. SE 242-7888

c?mme~?ials

popular music and
normally heard on radiO stations.
The anti-drug announcements were
randomly inserted iit the program.

He also recommended that drug
campaigns not be introduced in
local areas unless they are really
needed.

Modern bikes have precision equipment, And precision
equipment calls for an expert when it won't work anymore.
That's us. Top-notch repair service at a price
you can live with.

Cannibal's ·Memorial Tasteless
'

WASH:ING'fON (UPI)-Aiferd: packer:s l},fe and .renaming .t~~ Secretary Bob Bergland.
Packer, the 191h century Colorado caf~tena. Alferd P!!cker Gn~
Friday, Bergland resolved the Asked. if it will once again grace the
(C<>ni •. F10in 11-<1)
'"
mountaineer
COnVicted
of .' Was removed from the W<!ll earli.er . matter, dismissing it as a "private cafeteria wall, Bergland saic!,
"It wiii.qot . .,this started as a joke
Mc<if~Jiii~d, ~eadnurse~t BC~C's devouring}ive ~en in 1874, will no this ·· · week·
inside joke."
·
hemodialysis unit, si!id; "The most longer
·
A brief battle ensued· between anti- . The GSA said the plaque was,in and. it remains that way." Packer
General
Services bad taste.
~ was a mountain guide convicted of
irritating thing is the attitulfe of. be memorialized at 'the ·U.S.' Packer·
patients who do not help with their Agriculture Deplll'tment Cafeteria. · Administration (GSA) officials ;md
·Bergland said there would be no · kiUing and eating five compaCIU'e.'' Getting .the patient invoved
.(\. plaque commemorating pro-Packer .aides to Agriculture·. mqre squabbling 'over the plaque. nions when their prospecting party
became stranded.
to ..

"I think you should find out
what the local drug jargon is and be
careful in choosing the types of
messages to · be used. Anti-drug
campaigner should find out what
kids know in a local area and use
that as a basis for planning so they
don't introduce information on
new types of drugs.''

Suppose
your
derailleur
de-rails?
Or yolf:r brakes
break?

109

. More_
Kidneys
. ..

"
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NATL DENTAL, BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Program• & Houra

trhere IS a differen&el!t
For Information Please Call:

(303) 893·541 ~

!

~~-

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

431 W. Colfax
TEST PREPARATION
Suite405
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Denver, Colorado 80204
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL fREE: 800·223·1782
Puerto Rico and lugano, Switzerland

The federal government decides
where dialysis machines go and who
gets them. Root said, "It has taken
us more than two years to get a
satellite unit in Roswell approved at
the Dallas level." There are five
units in Albuquerque: BCMC,
Presybterian, Lovealace, VA and
St. Joseph hospitals. Throughout
New Mexico there are units in
Clovis, Gallup, Rehoboth and one
schedule to open in Santa Fe orl
Sept. 1.

Dr. Goldman said, "This is one
major problem with dialysis: Where
should people on dialysis be
dialyzed?" The hospital unit can
give the patient a feeling of
dependence and loss of control, yet
there is the medical support close
. by. A non-hospital dialysis unit
(there are none in New Mexico) can
make the patient feel like he is not a
patient.
Home dialysis can be accomplished by training the person
and a partner as a backup. The
person can maintain control and
independance and dialysis does not
cut into the quality of their life.
[);, Goldman said, "The federal
government is not interested in
funding home dialysis perhaps
because some patients are weak or
can not find a: partner. There is a
portable unit now available for the
patient in good condition. You can
even go camping with it." In such
areas as Seattle there are active
campaigns which promote home
dialysis.

""""'' ,.,,r;d,;;r ''Barbers" fort he na:m<li ql
llllto\'af<>r $1i_Q.pu~restyou,

Tire $55 Haircut is available f.or a whole lot less at:

Dr. Goldman said, "Dialysis is
not an end all or complete cure.
These people must maintain diets
and be punctual about dialysis. It is
a very stressfullife."

10 % discount on
all cuts and
permanents with
· studentiD
through Aug. 15

Ill
A Unisex Salon
Exclusively by
appointment
7804 Central.SE
255-.0166
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NEW ORLEANS (UPI) - The
Mississippi River is trying to take a
right turn.
If it does, experts say, it could
change the life of millions living in
south Louisiana; destroy sections
of cities; turn New Orleans from a
p01t city into a ghost town and
overrun one ofthe country's largest
swamps.
The only thing holding it hack
right now is a dam-like facility near
Big Bend, LA., about BS miles
upriver from Baton Rouge.
But the series of. floodgates,
levees and· wat~:r basins called the
Old River Control Structure was
damaged in a 1973 flood.,-and
some researchers believe it may not
hold through the next big flood.

'

i
'

'"

Isch points out that some or all of
those things would happen in
varying degrees_;,depending on the
speed of the water flow, the advance warning, the measures the '
corps would be able to take to
reduce the flow and the level of the
river when the break occurred.
"Since the river was very low this people here are still skeptical."
silt backed up the current river Capt. Henry Boese of the corps
year ... The corps of engineers was
of engineers said the potential for
The structure was built in the late channel.
able to .do some patch-up work on 1950s, after a study showed that if
-Morgan City, Patterson, disaster exists. But, he saip, a fiveit," said Matt Isch, ·a Louisiana it were not built the Mississippi · Berwick and other south Louisiana part improvement program started
State University researcher who has .river would divert itself into the cities would face serious flooding, at the Old River Control Structure
bee11 participating in a study of the Atchafalaya River.
forcing evacuation of about 40,000 after the 1973 flood wiped out a
Old River Control Structure and its · The Atchafalaya branches off persons.
portion of a retaininf! wall is well
effects.
from the Mississippi at the Old
-Interstate 10 and u.s. 190, the under · way and should alleviate
"The corps of engineers, I River. Control Structure and takes a two major highways connecting some of the threat.
believe the words they used was more direct route to the Gulf of southeast and southwest Louisiana, "When we finish these five
'preserved the integrity of the Mexico. Waterways always seek the would be wiped out.
points, which is expected to be
structure,"' he said, . "But the most direct route as they age and · -Crude oil and natural gas complete sometime in the ·early
change course.
. pipelines which cross the 1980s, l think that will put us in a
By cutting through the Atchafalaya basin with about ~0 position to say 'what we've got we
Atchafalaya basin, the Mississippi per cent of the nation's natural gas can live with forever and ever.'Or
could save 173 miles of the 315 supplies would fail.
possibly by ihat time we'll have
miles it now takes between the ·
some (more) high water situations
structure and the southern tip of the
-Cities along the Mississip- which would put us in a position for
Mississippi delta.
pi-including New Orleans..:... would making a decision either further
rehabilitation or a replace
If the river were to change lose their fresh water supply.
-About 30,000 acres of replacement structure," he said.
course, these are some of the
possible effects, according to LSU agriculture and timberland would
The corps of engineers tries to
studies:
be flooded and fishing, crawfishing keep 70 per cent of the water
-New Orleans and Baton Rouge and shrimping interests in the flowing past the Old River Control
would lose their status as ~eep Atchafalaya basin would be Structure in the Mississippi river
water
ports, as salty gulf water and disrupted,
and allow 30 per cent to enter the
~n
Atchafalaya river basin.
"A'SAJ
'
If more than 40 per cent enters
the Atchafalaya on a regular basis,
the channel can divert permanently
'during
any high water period-and
MENTONE, Tex. (UP I)-The drinking fountain.
the
Mississippi
would move 80
latest birth in Loving County was in
The drinking fountain is next to
miles
west
of
New
Orleans for
1921. The most recent death was in the four book shelves that comprise
good.
1971. There are no doctors, t.he country's library.
Full Time Student Bus Passes
In 1973, heavy snow melt and
lawyers, hospitals, civic clubs,
Crime is virtually non-existent.
spring
rains in the 40 per cent of the
$28 Per Semester or $8 Per Month
newspapers ot cemeteries.
Mary Belle Jones, who minds the
Only two graves are registered in sheriff's, tax assessor and United States drained by the
Commuter Passes (Faculty &Staff)
the 648-square mile county. One collector's office for her husband, Mississippi caused severe flooding
$11 Per Month
belongs to a cowpoke who was simply locked up and left for the and high water.
At the Old River Control
dragged to death by his horse. It is rest of a summer day.
Structure,
turbulent water ~ore out
not known who is buried in the
This west Texas town-located
part
of
the
foundation. A wall
other.
four miles east of the muddy Pecos
collapsed
and
the
increasing surges
The water is too salty to drink. river and south of the New Mexico
Aug.17, 18, 19,22 &23
dug
a
hole
55
feet
deep around the
Fresh water must be hauled in tanks border-claims the distinction of
structure's
pilings.
_
from Pecos, Tex:, 25 miles away. A being the seat of the least-populated
9:00 am ·4:00pm
The corps of engineers rushed to
foyer in the courthouse has big county in Texas.
make
repairs. A rock dike was
glass water bottles lined up for the'
At last count, 112 persons resided
built,
mortar
was pumped into the
in Loving County, 42 of them in
hole
and
giant
rocks were dumped
Mentone, the only town.
into
it.
Eventually
the water slowed
. Entertainment
has
been
and
the
patchup
job
held. .
noticeably absent since Newt Keen
Old
River
Control
Structure
The
had the pool tables removed from
cast
$18.7
million
and
another
$20
his cafe.
million
has
been
spent
since
1961
to
"Everybody reads a lot," said
modify
and
repair
it.
The
corps
is
Edna Reed Clayton, the district
considering
work
costing
another
clerk. "and everybody works.all the
$100 million to improve and
time.'•
..
Mrs. Clayton, who served from stregnthen the s~ructure during the
1945 to 1947 as the state's first next few years.
However, Boese said untold
woman sheriff, also ranches with
millions
or billions of dollars would
her husband on the sandy desert.
have
to
be spent on levees for the
A deep well on the ranch furAtchafalaya
river if the Mississippi
nished water .to use in a washing
were
allowed
to change course
machine or bathing. But it is unnaturally.
And
the
LSU study said
drinkable.
millions
of
dollars
more in com"You get used to anything. You
merce
and
municipal
funds would
don't have to haul it very often.
be lost as a result of the drastic
(cont. 00 8·2 0) consequences.

Mississippi River
In For Wrong Turn

Cut Through the Red Tape ··Shop Late

University
Bus
Passes

. -~v~~
.:-

ltv• .

Put Sun-Tran On
Your Shopping List

..

A Nice Place to Visit

UNM Bookstore

l
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Gasoline bills
got you down!

,
_r
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Try a Honda

Special Saturday and Evening Hours

Civic® CVCC!®

When. your gasoline bill
comes in each month does it
look like you've been driving
a Sherman tank?
It needn't if you start driving
a Honda Civic CVCC.
Our Civic CVCC 5-Speed·
came in first this year in the
E!'Atests with 54 mpg on the
highway, 41 mpg In the city
and 46 mpg combines/
'
When you compare this kind
of ecol']omy with w~atyou may
be payrng now, swrtchlng to a
new Honda Civic CVCC may
really open your ·eyes/

Open Saturday 9·1 p.m. •• Mon. 8r Tues., Aug. 2 2 & 23, 'till7 p.m.
Regular Hours: Mon·Fri 8 to 5 Sat 9 to 1

One Stop for Art s·upp'lies, Stationery
c 1977 American Honda Molar Co., Inc.

~IOililll~@
.

New & Used Texts •• Compare & Save

1100 Rio Grande, N.W. at· 1·40/ Phone 765-1133
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·Atchltectutal .VQtlatlon on UNm Campus
~J
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UNM's Architectural structures reflect the mode of historical New
Mexico blended in the look of the future.
The nursing school (near left) is one of the newest examples of an ultramodern structure, lying in on the north campus. The Fine Arts Center
(bottom left) houses Popejoy Hail, ~eller Hall and Rodey Theatre. The
structure also includes classrooms, practice rooms, a library and an art
gallery.
Hodgin Hall (bottom) is one of New Mexico's historical sites as it is the
oldest building on the campus. It has served as an administration building
and now houses geogni.phy offices.
.
The Campus Police building (bottom right) is an important bl!ilding for
the UNM community, It seats the campus police .division and parking
services.
.
Zimmerman Library (right) is the most used building as students and
teachers study, read, sleep and get lost in the stacks (towers).
The five,story Humanities Building (far right) looking like a futuristic
pueblo, looms over the campus as one of the most unique and enormous
structures in the state.
The physics Lab and I,ecture Hall (far bottom right) is the only building
on the campus that you can jump on and off the roof of with the greatest
of ease. The underground building is yet another unique architectural
structure UNM has in its midst.
·
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IT'S STILL
NOT TOO LATE!!

FAT
HUMPHREY'S T~

• Rates competitive with dorms and apartments
• Plenty of parking, walk to classes
• Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
• Weekly maid service
• Commons building completely refurnished
• All rooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
• Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live for the serious student

·

The·

College
IDO

I

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

For W'etWi~ 'BRSka~, ~ework,
t.EvenintJlassc.s oitird~'Eulk..f)iscowtts

Surri.Us

2107 Chur-ch. St• ..f.w.' (in. OI.J._ er'own) 2A2-5500

COPIES3'hc

Excellent room choices
still available
.·

~~

Overnight

KINKO'S
No Minimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

roomy pack by
Call U • At 266-1981
3624 Central SE
dust East Of Carlisle
881·2212
. 262·1431
Montgomery Plus
515 Wyoming NE
293·5120
.Juan Tabo Shopping Center
duan Tabo At Montgomery
256·7484
5701 Gibson Blvd. SE

Telephone (505) 265·7721

.

2910C.ati'IIISE • 255-1122

Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry .
OLOTOWN

·'

~~ /L210 Yale, S.E. Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

WILDROSE
20.50" off summer
Clothing
Aug.l5 ·Aug. 26

Covered
VV'ago.n
'

!' .

Wilderness
Experience •••
Perfect for books•••
8 oz. waterproof nylon ... Rust, blue,
green, or red!
reg.$9.50 Now $6.98

..

POPEJOY HALL

~

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

$6.00 $4.50 $3.00
STUDENTS ~PRICE

1\IDtJ'N'1~A2:!1

2320
Central
Ave. S.E.
268·4876

TICKETS ON SALE AT
ALL TICKET MASTER COMPUTERIZEO BOX·OFFICES
POPEJOY HALL• UNM STUDENT UNION
RECORD WORLD •THE GENERAL STORE
L.P. GOOOBUY•OILLARDS •THE PEOPLES CHOICE
FOR INFORMATION CALL ACLOA 344·23170R POPEJOY HALL 277·3121

• Service in
Sheet Music
THE MUSIC MART is your headquarters for all your sheet
music and book needs- come in and browse through the
largest stock of music in the Rocky Mountain Southwest!
• Folk Music
• Pop Sheet and Books· all the newest hits!
• Music for UNM Piano Classes
• Music for your Lessons
• Music for Guitars, Recorder
• If you Play Brass, Woodwind, Percussion,
String or Keyboard Instruments, we've
got Music for You.
• Everything for the Vocalist
• Books on Music Theory, History, Biography,
· Method Books for Teachers, Etc., Etc.
• Music Manuscript Paper
• Study Scores
..
IN SHORT, We carry it all- everything from the latest pop
tunes to the heavy classcial standards.
WE'RE JUST A 5 MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS· On Yale,
a /;)lock and a half south of Central Ave. (across from
Whataburger). COME IN AND VISIT US~!_ _ _ __.
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The Kingdom and The Power

• •
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Virtually all UNM spending, acting and recom-

. All the King's Men

good to excellent. Calvin Horn recently resigned as

·a mendations must be approved by the five-member President of the Regents and was replaced by Henry

Q

.~

~

Board of Regents. A solid workh,1g rela\ionship Jaramillo. Mrs. William Jourdan is a veteran of the
between the President and Regents is essential and board which added Colleen Maloof and neurosurgeon
UNM's President-Regent relationship must be rated Dr. Phillip M11rtine;!: last year,

LEVIS
BRUSHED

JEANS
~~HFD JACKETS
SHIRTS
from $350 to$6°0
GALS TOPS
from $150 to $4°9
VESTS
$6oo
Short Sleeve Shirts
$250
DENIM

1
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JEANS·
ALL TYPES

UNM President William E. Davis
Provost McAllister Hull

California

In professional football, they say .
the game is won or lost in the
trenches-the offensive and
defensive lines. UNM's version of
the supporting c~:~st in tlie gridiron
academic game consists of several
vice-presidents and other high-level
officials.
McAllister Hull is •the newest
addition to the squad as pro vost.
Hull took over, replacing Chester
Travelstead, the veteran on UNM
affairs having been here since 1957.
When Travelstead retired, Hull
took over probably the most
demanding position at UNM with
the exception of president.
Assoc. Provost for Business and
Finance John Perovich controls the
purse strings at the university-no
easy task considering the myriad of
expenditures requests.
Former "movie star" Marvin
"Swede" Johnson from the
University of Arizona came to
UNM this spring. Johnson, who
has had several bit parts in movies,
takes over. as VP for student and
academic affairs.
Leonard Napolitano will run the
UNM School of Medicine this year
and Joel Jones serves a variety of
administrative functions.
Nathaniel Wollma~, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences is the
most widely-known dean on
campus, heading the largest college.

Fashion Outlet
. . 2318 Central SE 266-6872
Across from UNM
Open 10 am to 6 pm Mon. to Sat
We Custom
Print Yours
Or Our Shirt
Or T-Shirt
At .10 A Letter
Or Number

You Pay
Wholesale
Prices Or
Less

There Are'
No Gimmicks
In Our Store
We just Sell
A Lot. ,

/
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Meldco'amosl famo10 name lallmert~·• IIICMI

•

WANTIC&::a

) J

Pancho Villa tequila
•

••

NOW IS THE TIME TO

..

i

Business and finance chief John Perovich

TAPE YOUR
ROCK. AND ROLL.

'

Calvin Horn

Marvin "Swede" Johnson

Henry Jaramillo
r
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BJt senously folks: The full and heotic

And Much Much More.
The Finest Clothing
Casual Wear FQr Guys & Gals
You Can Find! I!
You'll Get
Check Our Prices
Hooked

schedule of Fall is almost upon us.
Plan ahead... record all your favorites
now on this exceptional auality tape
by 1 A~PE'XJ! Then when those leisure
moments do come around .... sit back
and enjoy your rock and roll !
Photo by Phillis. Kushner

Dr. Phillip Martinez
Joe/Jones

[Jltffftf'ff[f[f[f[f[ftf[ptf[pfftf'fffftf[fffty

~Ampex 20/20+
S-track
cassettes

NEW MEXICO'S

LARGEST SELECTION
•'
roomy pack

Wilderness
Experience •••

CAPEZIO
DANSKIN
GYM-KIN

e 90min.

Perfect for books •••

ON
SALE
NOW!

·s oz. waterproof ny•
lon ••• Rast, blue,
green, or red!
reg.$9.50

Now $6.98

MOUNTAI

•'

·'

Central
Ave. S.E.
268-4876

Ko""'iu.\~
. l\t.\&1 1l\t.X\~0

ORTHOPEDIC

$\ule.
•

..

.

S\\Gp

?t!'IESN
1
pm

60 minj$2.89

e EXERCISE

• DANCE

•GYMNASTICS
.

. 4121 CENTRAL NE opposite Hiland Shoppln.a
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and a ~mm;tr,. Fenumst

·~t. Perspectives
Q)• •

on .

tile .Family,

Philosophy 44VS41.002, Thursday

afternoon,2-s~

~- i>~~~~~~;{at'e~:ss·. :=::t~~J;
. Perspectives
on
Women,
" Philosophy 341.(106, is scheduled.
· Professo~ Charlene McDennott will
"include a focus oil the contributions of women to eastern
religions and to the ·mystical
tradition, East and West."
In Women in Sports, meeting
Tuesday and Thursday, 12:30-1:45,
Hollis Elkins, Instructor in Women
Studies, will examine "the implications of the recent changes in
women's athletics as well as the past
obstacles. women athletes have
faced." Readings include Women's
Athletics:Coping with iJie Controversy and current articles.
The purpose ofProfessor Helen
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m~t; Women and· the Law-the

·

TJ:i~.r,sday: . afte.rnoon,· 3:30-4:45, La
MUJer Ch1cana.

.

·

Women's rights,·past and present, will' highlight a
day of workshops and an evening really celebrating the
57th anniversary of women's suffrage, Friday, August
26, on the UNM campus.
·sponsored by the Suffrage Anniversary Coalition, a
group of concerned individuals and local
organizations, a s~ries "or 14 workshops will b~ held
from 9 a.m. unti15 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Topics
covered will include Crimes Against Women, Minority
Women, Men's Consciousness Raising and Women's
Health. Workshops are open to the public, with free
day care provided at the Women's Center.
N.M. State Rep. Ruby Appelman, (R-Bern.) and
Charlie Morrisey, leader of the National Council of
Negro Women, will.address the public rally at 7:30
p.m. on the UNM Mall. Various other local leaders
will also speak.

The new Sunshine Theatre Schedule

Women have long been involved in New Mexico
politics, ac~ording to local. researchers. Mary
Abkemeir, researcher on women, said women were
allowed to old -appointive state offices beginning in
1913.
"It wasn't until 1920 that. women were allowed to
vote," she said. "In 1921 aNew Mexico constitutional
amendment was adopted, pennitting women to hold
elective office." ·
"It was really a decade in which women were (first) ·
allowed to participate in the political process," said
·
Abkemeir,
Th~re was relatively little suffrage activity in New
Mecico, according to Jan Robbins, chairperson of the
Suffrage Coalition. "This was for several reasons,"
she said. ''First, it took a long time for New Mexico to
become a state-,-until 1912. Anglos were just starting
their settlement in a predominately Spanish region.
Evidence indicated there was racial prejudice aginst
the Spanish-their women were not considered
'ladies,' and weren't considered responsible enough to
vote."
"Second, unlike other states, our main church was
not Protestant: but Catholic," she added. "The
Catholic church did not advocate women's rights."
"Since many women involved in suffrage also

THE SUNSHINE'S BRIGHTEST
(plus selected short subjects)

Aug. 17 Thru Oct. 25
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Students* *Teachers

save-------------·--

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

COLOR 1946

Need Extra Storage Space?

Gene Kelly
Judy Garland
Fred AS1airo
PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS, "HICCUP PUP" & "NIGHT AT THE MOVIES"

The Storage Place

Wod, Aug 24 thru Tuo:s. Aug 30

THE PHILADELPHIA STORY
Katharlna Hepburn

Cary Gr41nt

19•o

5' by 5' by 9' locker. $8.85/mo.
5' by 10' by 9' locker· $14.50/mo.

Wed, Aug 31 thru Tues, Sept 6

GONE WITH THE WIND

'M

COLOR 1939

Trebilcot's appointment at UNM .
was made possible by a special
appropriation to support Southwest, Latin American and minority
and women's studies. The
allocation called for "appointment
of a distinguished young scholar in
some academic department but
with a concurrent involvement in
women studies,"

1934

William Powell

NORTH BY NORTHWEST

881·4141

COLOR 1959
Cary Grant
Eva Marie Saint
PLUSMOVIETONE NEWS & "NEOPOUTAN MOUSE"

Wed. Sept 14 thnJ Tues.- Sept 20

GASLIGHT
,

Ingrid Bergman

Student Discount Available

1944

Chadu Boyer

PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS, ''HOMESTEADER DROOPY,. &
"THE MOSCONI STORY"

Wed, Sept 28 thru Tuos~ Oct4

1" 4 9

I
I

Wed, Oct 5 thru Tuns, Oct 11

THE WOMEN

EVElY

I:

1939

'I

I.
I '

Rosailrn:i Russell
Joan Crawford
Norma Shearer
PLUSMOVIETONE: NEWS& ''CAT CONCERTO"

II'

~--~------------~
Wod, Oct 12 thru Tues. Oct 18

:I

THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE

1
:

John Wayne
James Stewart
Lee Marvln
PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS & "JUST DUCKY'"

I
I

Wed, Oct 19 thru Tueos, Oct 25

i

1962

JfANStSH-tR.ffi

:'
I
1
'

LEATHER_ COATS

1935

•

Cluk Gabl•
Ch1rln Leusflton
PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS & "CALIC(;l DRAGON''
. .

.

.

I

I

1
:'
I

-----------~-----------------------
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ON THE BIG SCREEN AT THE
. NSHINE TH

.
f.~

IALE.
IT:

... at a fractioVJ
of tVleit"'
R.egulav R-ices!

I
I

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

I
I

L
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Water Beds

Airbeds

We carry the Most complete
Have you tried the airbed?
selection of waterbeds! !I
The fastest growing floatation mattress in the bedding
Starting from a. floo! frame ,.--------~
through to the finest furni- I · Student · ·' market is:
ture frames. We specialize in
• Economical (starting at $59)
Discount
the best quality mattresses
Mobile
1
Coupon
1 •• Supportive
and heaters at competative
'Bring this *Ad For A
• Comfortable
prices. The Best For Less. · 10%
Discount On Any I

I

I

I1

I
I

:P\-\ONE ~2· 953~/0PEN. M•S (/•fi:?;O PM.
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THE SLEEP SYS
STO

Spencer Tracy
Katharine Hepburn
PLUS MOVIE:TONE NEWS, 11 FLYING CAT" & .,CRASHING THE MOVIES"

'-

The Air Bed
The Gel Bed
The Water Bed
The Bed of Your
Future Here Today

'-----------"",J I._________

1940

Clark Gable
Spencer Tracy
Hedy Lamarr
PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS & "POSSE CAT''

ADAM'S RIB

More Sleep In Fewer Hours
The Best Back Support fu Bedding
Great Comfort
Call It Floatation Sleep

Purchase Of Your Choice
Or A FREE Bottle Of
\
Algacide.
1 .""-""-----------'

Wed,Sept21thru Tues. Sept 27

BOOM TOWN

•
•
•
•

Trebllcot wtll teach "Feminist
Perspectives on the Family" and
"Sex and Value" in the fall
semester, Both courses are offered
through the philosophy department.

The philosopher is the author of
numerous articles in scholarly
journals including "Sex Roles: the
Argument from Nature," which
has been widely printed.

Wod. Sept 7 thru Tues; Sept 13

THE THIN MAN

.I.Q.e

A feminist philosopher will be a
visiting, faculty member at UNM
during the 1977-78 academic year.
Joyce Trebilcot comes to UNM
from Washington University in St.
Louis where she has been an
associate professor of philosophy.
Her academic interest areas are the
philosophy of feminism, social and
political philosophy, ancl ethics.

VIvien Leigh

Myrna loy

\l.e .·

Philosophy·
Professor
Pays Visit

James Stewart

PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS
"JOHANN MOUSE'' & "THAT INFERIOR FEELING"

Clark Gable

More information on any
Women Studies courses is available
from· the Women Studies ·office,
Room 235 Marron Hall, one block
north of Central at the corner of
Yale and. Re.dondo. Or call 2773930.

She earned a doctorate degree in
philosophy in 1970 at the University
of California at Santa Barbara. She
taught for two- years at Bryn Mawr
College under a National
Endowment for the Humanities
grant, and in 1974 reveived the
endowment's Younger Humanist
Fellowship.

Wed, Au1117 thru TuM. Aug 23

;
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We Carry

• an& :Ph~os()pllk;ali/and. ReliSlous
'';:>~}. ~ersF··.e.ct.)ves,onWo.men;Tlm.rsday
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tl!~:al!lns,
· tq,; Women S!u~es
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FACTORY

....

6113 ·Menaul' N.E.. 881~0799
(across from the Broadway, Coronado Mall)
'

Mon. & Fri., 9:30 a~m. -9:00p.m. • Tue., Wed., Thur., & Sat., 9:30- 6
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Of 'Sam' Tapes

NEW YORK (UPI)- One of the
.retained to
three
~ representattorneys
"Son
of
Sam"
suspect
Q
David
Berkowitz
.
reportedly
has
8
·~ offered to peddle six hours of
~ rei:orded converstions .with his
II' client for $50,000, 'l'he lawyer, .
Philip Peltz, flatly denied the
charge. · .
The New York Daily N~s
~
~
says in its editloils today a lawyer
named David . Jaroslawicz, · who
claimed he was hired by Peltz,
offered to sell for $50,000 the rights
to six hours of traped conversation
between Peltz' and Berkowitz made
in the alleged .44-caliber killer's cell
in Kings County l:!ospital.
Peltz denied. he had approached

z

l

Ve•pa Ciao mo-ped
(motorized bicycle}

.•• for more fun with great mlleage
(up to 160 mpg) out of Jlfel

]O:E HEASTON
MOTOR CO.
-+102ndNW
247-2-+0-+

(\

I

I

I

Officials Friday said Berkowitz,
24, would spend at least the next
two weeks locked in building G of
Kings County Hospital · in
Brooklyn,.' under. 24-hour-a-·day
guard, as psychiatrists begin a
· battery of tests to probe his mind
and thoughts.

Photo by W. T. Hunt

family had contacted him too. So
were both assigned for the purposes
of arraignment. That has been the
length of our relationship with Mr.
Peltz."
Berkowitz' father had scheduled
a news conference today at Stern's
office.

!Cont. from 8·12)

And you've got to go to town
anyway," she said.
The population is dropping. "A
lot of people move out," Mrs.
Clayton said, "but they keep their
voting rights here."
"Oh hell, you get used to it,"
said Keen, the owner of Keen's
c';ife. located across the two-Jane
highway from·the courthouse.
The cafe has a wooden bar that
smells of spilled beer, a wooden
floor, a half-dozen tables. A
jukebox stands in a corner.
Service in Keen's cafe is informal. ·
"Would ya like s'ome more iced
tea," Keen asked. He shuffles
around the room in a pair of worn
high-heeled boots and a white tee
shirt. He is a former cowboy with a
sly, boyish grin.
"There ain't no such thing as a
former cowboy," an eavesdroppigg
customer said. "You either is or
you isn't."
But neither could handle the
pe.sky flies around the bar. "Boy",
sa1d Keen, holding a fly swatter, "I
ran out of that good fly spray and
they just about took over."
Jack, who took his first snuff
when he was 5 or 6 years old, once
had the distinction of being the only
kid in town. .
Now the handful of children
attend the town's school until sixthgrade, then are bused to the next
county.
Since there aren't any drive-in
grocery stores handy to grab a loaf
of bread or half-gallon of milk,
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$5.00Down
Will Hold
ny·Leather
Coat or
Sweater
Till Nov. 1st
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Shop Monday-Frl. 10-9
Sundayl2-5
Sat.l0-6
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·NEW YORK (UPI) - Avowed
.44-Caliber killer David Berkowitz,
better known as "Son of Sam,"
was quartered in a "Spartan"
hospital room Saturday while
psychiatrists probe his 'inind 'to see
if he could be h«ld criminally
. responsible for the ambush murders
of six persons in a yearlong killing
spree..
\
·

... Loving County

f

t

the paper or authorized 'anyone to attorneys 'retained for Berkowitz,
represent him in such an offer.·
ordered defense counsel "to refrain
"That's a lie. I never made a from . the dissemination of indeal," Peltz told UPI when in- formation arising from the con~
formed that the newspaper was fidential
relationship
with.
carrying the story,
·
Berkowitz.
"He's absolutely right. There
It also was reported that Peltz
never was a deal," a news executive and the other:'attomeys, Ira Jultek
respnded. "There never was a deal. and his partner Leon Stem, would.
It was rejected by us."
res~lve among themselves over the ·
The news said Ira Leite!, an Wet!kend who :would · represent
associate of Peltz said the tapes Berkowitz.
contained, ''A lot of sex.:. and
AU three said they were retained .
stuff like that. He told us what he by members of the Berko'witz
,
did, about the murders, about family. ·
everything," ·
The .news said Peltz had a
A News executive said, "We criminal record and· served three
refused because we deemed it months in the summer of 1971 for
inappropriate."
,
''providing prostitutes· to a
Peltz told UPI he is using tape government employe in exchange
recordings of his conversations with for stock market information."
Berkowitz to prepare the case but
Peltz denied the charge of
said he did not have six hours' supplying prostitutes but admitted
worth. •
he served tiine in prison· for
Peltz also said he had not seen violation of ·security laws and
Jaroslawicz for three weeks and consipiracy.
that neither JaroslaWicz nor Leite!
Peltz said he was "very upset" by thought such a sale would be
were authorized to speak for him.
the news report· and said, "I'm unethical.
The newspaper said represen- thinking of getting off this case; but
tatives for Peltz had approached the kid (Berkowitz) has gotten so ·We supposed if this is true, 'the
court will· let us .. know," he said. ·
other publications.
.involved, I don't know how to get "What happened is Stem and I
State Supreme Court Justice off it." ·
were contacted by a member of the
Jf.ichard Brown, meanwhile, at the
Jultek said he was aware of the family and when we got to the
request of Peltz and the other news report, but refused to say if he
court, Peltz said a member of the

•
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Secluded Sam

Lawyer Denies Sale
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I:IAVE A BALL!

PLAY PUTT
PUTT GOLF

II

1

Play all 3 Courses
I
(54 Holes) for Just •1 "I
I
(A '3" Value)
Anyone accompanying
I
coupon-holder may
1
do the same.
1.

-----------..
5100 San Mateo N.E.
881·9866

I
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Guards watch through a rein- ·
forced glass panel in a door.
Police sources have said
Berkowitz, an adopted child with
apparently no love life, has admitted he is the .44-caliber gun'man
who terror~ed New York City for
than a year. .

roomv

Wilderness
Experh!nce ...

Berkowitz also tormented the
tenant belo)V him, Westchester
County Deputy Sheriff Craig
Glassman. He sent threatening
notes and last Saturday set fire to
Glassman's door.

A special Brooklyn grand jury.

convo~ne'd

Friday to hear evidence
against Berkowitz, a stocky army
veteran with a sharpshooter's
:medal, in the July 31 death of 20tYear-old Stacy Moskowitz and the
'
. blinding of Robert Violante,
, the .last of "Sam's" victims. An
indictment was expected by
:'
morning.

bv

Perfect for books .•.
Soz. waterproof nv·
lon .... rust, blue,
green, or redr
reg.$950 Now $6.98

Glassman
helped
arrest
Berkowitz, who had scrawled on a
wall; "God save us from Carl (sic)
Glassman.' •

Berkowitz was isolated Friday in
room large enough for three beds
a toilet. The room looks out on
:anrother wing of the hospital where
Niolante lies sightless.

will
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be my function to

whether
or not
'unis going
on, he
if he
is.
~~~~~~~i what
responsible· for his ac-

~ :.,.

. . whether he can assist in his
defense," said Daniel Schwartz
director of Forensic Psychiatry:
~·ru tcy to engage the man in
p
.conversation· a·nd as 'lhe con···";,.
vcrsation flows, that is how it will
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·Sh~s not reallx that preHy.
Must be her dress from
The Pampered Maiden.

This is My party,
gnd she's getting
all the attention in her
PamperP.CI Maiden

go."

•

Old friends of the suspect told
startling stories of how Berkowitz
und~rwent a transformation in the
. army, shedding his conservative'
upbringing for radical left-wing
grpups and experiments with LSD'
and
, other drugs.

•·.•

!"He was in Korea for a year or so
:md he used to tell us how heavily
J~to dope he \vas," said Paul
Billow, 25, a security officer at
~aginaw (Mich:) Valley College
w)Jo knew Berkowitz in the army at
Fort Knox, KY.
. )'When I first met him in 1973,"
ll'llow said, "He was a Jesus freak.
After having renounced his
·a~~~~~~n~parents' Judaism and
t
a Baptist, "where he
outgoing and a source of

I wish she'd
pamper me for
a change.

•

:J;~~!· he

became sullen and
He didn't want to get
in anything." Billow said.
t~e~~~~~z also said he believed
i'1
had a "hang-up" about
particularly those with
hair, because of his ex·~·!~~~s in Korea.
?;·
talk about how liberal the
girls were · about sex,"
said. "He'd tell us how
just come up to him on the
and proposition him. I think
the last of his victims had
hair. Maybe these girls (his
taunted him somehow."
;hu1rsd;1y night, a band of about
stood outside ·the
chanting, "We want

..
for Chrlit
.· l(lckoff meeting:
Thundayl-25
at7:00p.m.
102 Mech. Eng.

5)fSJiil_ ®~ ~~e E>flffiE>ERES ffifliSEij
2937 Monte Vista N.E.
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Wall Writings: A Mark iri Time

0

.0

.:1>.

Since a moving finger spelled out
Belshazzar's doom at the
1ii Babylonian King's feast in 539
0 B.C.-and probably for centuries
8 before that-writing on the wall has
'5 been
a universal pastime.
;:;;:
Traditional patterns persist, but a
~
Q)
UPI survey shows significant
z modern
deviations:
of
-Sexual
liberation has led to a
'1
marked increase _in graffiti by
~
Q)
bJ)· women.
p.,
"' -Racism is a growing theme and
,
anti-semitism continues.
-Western Europeans are bored
with their own politics but interested in others.
,
Wall writings frequently reflect
national
characteristice-Ja pan,
humorless but artistic; Italy,
flamboyant; Scandinavia, earnest
and concerned; Iberia, relentlessly
political'; United States, witty and
cynical.
Within their broad categories
(political, escatological, racist,
philosophical, humoro-us), inscriptions follow defined patterns:
The iconoclastic ; "Arnold Schwarzenegger is a sissy" (on a New
.York movie poster). •
.
The put-down: "Don't get
dressed, You're not going" (on a
bus in Panama).
The dialogue: "Rupert Murdoch
was here. And will be back with a
stock option" (Overseas Press
Club, New York).·
The optimistic: "Love will make
you forget time and time will make
you forget 'love" (in a New York
Subway).
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The erudite: "Education kills by
degrees" (Oxford, England).
The illiterate: "Stop graphitic
now" (in a British train).
The mordant: "Is there a life
before death?" (on a cemetery wall
in war-torn Northern Ireland)., ·
The desperate: "I can't bre!\the"
(on a London sidewalk).
··
New York claims probably the
world's most s(artling example of
graffiti in the daubs that smother its
subway trains. Perhaps the most

costly was when a British motor
worker burned his initians into a
factory wall with an acetylene
torch. His dismissal led to a strike
of 5,000 "lnen and cost the Ford
Company $18.7 million.
Even Byron carved his name on
an ancient Greek temple, and
Australians think so highly of the
art that the washroom block of a
leading college offers a cordial
welcome to its patrons:
"On behalf of the Melbourne
University Graffiti Writers Club,

• • •

(Coni. on 8·23)
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Designed to Help You Utilize the Career
Center to the Fullest in Deciding on a Career
and Looking For a Job.

Marks in Time·

-~
~

Melbourne historian Ian Turner
categorized scribblers as:
-"Those with a desire to immortalize themselves by leaving a
record of their presence.
-"Those frustrated ,for other
means of communication. ·
-"Those needing to purge
themselves of some frustrated
outrage."
Wl1ich · category women come
into is not clear, but several na~ions
reported an upsurge of graffiti in
powder rooms.
England's Duke · of Bedford,
whose stately home, Woburn
/ Abbey, draws thousands of visitors
each year, said, "It is peculiar that
as soon as women get into the loos
(toilets), they all go berserk. Men
are not half as bad."
~ The Council of British Ceramic
Sanitaryware Manufacturers said a
survey showed that "the writings
on the walls in the ladies are exactly
the same as in- the gents" (and in
Scotland) "vandalism in female
lavatories beggars description."
Erwin Scheuch, a professor of
we would like to welcome you. We sociology at the University of
hope you have an enjoyable and Cologne and a visiting Harvard
professor, noted an increase in
educational experience."
Sociologists generally agree that graffiti in girls' rest rooms
there is no decrease in graffiti "coincidental with the legal and
actual emancipation of women. •:
overall, nor is there likely to be.
Similar findings were produced
Near the Porta Portuensis in
by
Robert Alexander, an instructor
Rome, archeologists found an agein
sociology at North Hennepin
old Latin inscription begging
people not to scariphare (scribble Community College, Minneapolis,
on the walls).In a New York men's Minn., whose 120 students carried
washroom in 1977, somebody out a survey of 343 rest rooms in .
wrote on the door, "Stop writing the lower middle class suburbs of
on the door."

CAREER SERVICES
FALL SEMINARS
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(coni, rrom B-22)

Minneapolis.
"We expected more male obscenity and profanity than female
and while that proved true, the
difference
w·as
scarcely
significant," Alexander said. "It
seems that the female is taking on
the traditional male behavior traits
in the process of sexual liberation.''
Alexander said his students
found little wit and a total lack of
creativity which might only mean
Minneapolis is a mite behind other
cities~

New York seems to excel in wry
comments, many directed against
local and central government.
-"Don't vote, it only encourages them."
-"We ain't going to pay for
their crisis."
-"Your tax dollars at
work-Federal toilet renewal
project" (in a heavily inscribed
Greenwich Village men's room).
Anything remotely civic-minded·
invites an acid retort. A subway
card exhorting cleanliness a5ked,
"Did you make New York dirty
today?" and got the reply, "No,
New York made me dirty."
When somebody suggested,
"There is no good, there is no bad,
there is only truth,'' a realist asked,
"Have you looked out of the
window lately?"
In a bar: "It isn't the gold we get
from the ground, nor the oil from
the seas, nor any other precious
metal that makes this country great.
It is the hard-working Americans.
And the Mafia takes it away from
us."
Politics doesn't always' come into
it but there is usually a sharp edge.
-"You don't put beer, you rent
it" (over a pub urmal).
-"God bless atheism.''-~

~-

-"The demand to abandon
illusions about our conditions is the
demand to abandon a condition
tliat requires illusion_.''
A critic observed, "The words
are good but they mean nothing."
Another , tersely, "Circular
reasoning.''
Gr&ffiti in Britain is usually
gentler but equally witty. On a train
station poster, "To Harwich for the
continent," A wag added, "And
Paris for the incontinent.''
An advertisement for subway
travel pictured King Henry VIII
ordering, "Tower Hill return
please.'' A penciled addition said,
"And a single for the wife.''
Most British toilets carry the
official and apparently unique
reminder, "Please adjust your dress
before leaving:"
Unofficial slogan writers
compete for offity.
-"Don't throw your cigarette
ends in the urinal. It makes them
soggy and hard to light."
-"My mother· made me a
. homosexual.''
-"If I send her the wool will she
make me one too?" "I love grils."
"It's girls, stupid.''
"What about grils, then?"
-"1 hate Rachel."
"Stop Rachel discrimination."
-"Beware the limbo dancer"
(above the 12-inch gap between
washroom wall a and floor).
-"Down with graffiti.''
"Yeah, and all other Italians.''
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Graffiti is so common in British
lavatories that a survey showed
local councils were spending
$194,000 a year on vandal-proof
measures.'' Others gave up the
fight and provided blackboard and
(Coni,

on B·26)
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New Student Orientation to Career Services
Thurs., Sept. 2-3pm

·'
\

(Did We Get Your Attention? ••• Hmmm!)

How to Get Something For Nothing:
An Introduction to What Career Services
Can Do For You.
Thurs., Sept. 15 2-3 pm
Wed., Sept. 212-3pm
Thurs., Sept. 29 2-3pm
Wed., Oct. 5 2-3pm
Thurs., Oct. 13.2-3pm
Wed., Oct. 19 2-3pm
Thurs;, OcL 27 2-3pm
How To Write a Successful Resume:
The Art of Condensing Your Life History
Into Two Pages
Fri., Sept. 23 2-3pm
Fri., Oct. 7 2-3pm
Fri., Oct. 212-3pm

Wild West Music

Our fantastic Frye selection of ·
boots for men and women is the
largest i~ the Sout:hwest. We are
also very proud of our fine selection of Zodiac, Bort, Carleton,
Dingo, and Alpine boots.

How to Interview For That Job & Get It!
An Afternoon With a Professional Industrial
Recruiter Complete With Interviewing Videotapes
Tues., Sept. 27 2-4pm

----
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ALL SEMINARS HELD IN
CAREER SERVICES,
MESA VISTA SO., RM. 2131
FOR FURTHER INFOR.,
CALL 277-2531
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• Amp & P.A. Rentals.
• New, Used & Vintage
Guitars &"Amps.
• Strings, Sticks & Accessories.
• Rehearsal Studio.s
• Daily, Weekly, Monthly
• Catalogue Services
Wild Worm Museum

•
•
•
•

Professional Stage Management
Production Crew Services
Free Frisbees
Register for Free
Classical Guitar
• Punk Rock Hall of Fame·
• Guitar, keyboard, drum Lessons

We Are An Equal Opportunity Music Store
(as if you didn't already know!)

200.Central S.E. 243·2229

, .from$30to$74.95

----·-

5307 Menaut NE •

323 tlomero NE
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SUB Theatre Lists Fall Films

By TOM HEADY .
<
Film Committee Chairperson
,.8 In the time-honored tradition of
,.3 · Miguel Gandert and Jon Bowman,
>. I take typewriter in hand to once
";! again write the LOBO guide to the

But first I would like to note some steps down around the round tower Michael Snow and Peter Kubelka. World- directed by Alain Tanner.
changes in the offing, First, and at the south end of the building.
Sept. 16th and 17th. Monty Python Love and politics in 1970's. Highly
most pleasing, the theatre is finally
So, to get to the schedule; The Meets Beyond the Fringe, the recommended. Pull My Daisy - by
getting
professional
grade Film Committee has booked a Albuquerque premier of their all photographer Robert Frank,
projection equipment. This means wide-range of films geared t~? new film (not to be confused with narrated by Jack Kerouac. Oct 28th
no more sound problems, poor appeal to both the most commercial the failure recently shown elsewhere - On the Waterfront. - starring
Cl
image and other distractions from and esoteric tastes at less than half in · town).All six shows will un- Marlon (t-shirt) Branda, Lee J.
the art of view films. Unfortunately the price of any other theatre in doubtedly sell out.
Cobb, Eva-Maria Saint, Rod
cutting through the red t,ape has town. Films will be shown WednesSept 21st • Hiroshima Mon Steiger, Oct. 29th - F For Fake ~ Handstitch co-op
been frustrating and slow, and the day through Saturday, 7 aJ!d 9;15 Amour. directed by Alain Resnais Orson Welles latest, starring (of
~
new
equipment may not be in for p.m., norm!IIIY. Aug. 24- concerning the effects of WWII on course) himself. an investigation
for back-to-ec:bool
the
first
show date. But all reports Mouchette ~ directed by French French and JiJpanese lovers. In Into reality and illusion.
clothing at people prlcee
in- dicate it will be installed by the master Robert Bresson. His most addition,· his first film Night and
Monday, Oct. 31 • FearleSS"
second or third week at the latest, accessible work and per!taps the · Fog will be screened. Sept 22nd- A Vampire Killers • directed by and
>Q
Until the new projector is in we will finest film on the schedule. On the night of animation, including early s~arring Roman (Chinatown)
be renting the finest equipment . 25th - My Little Chicadee starrin.g Disney and many others. Sept 23rd Polanski and Sharon Tate.
Aaguet 22·31
available.
In addition, there will be W.C. Fields and Mae West. On the Rio Bravo . directed by Howard
22·31
Nov~ 2nd - The Silence· directed
screen-no
more electrical 26th and 27th- Taxi Driver directed Hawkes starring John Wayne and by lngmar Bergman. Also, so you
a
new
2000 central, S.E.
plugs in Julie Christy's face. Prices by Martin Scorcese and starring Dean Martin - showings a 7 and 10 don't get too depressed· The Dove,
(acron (JODI UNM)
are still $1 for students with ID's Robert DeNiro, one of the best and p.m.
Mon.·eat 10:0G-6:00
a brilliant parody of Bergman.
and one guest. Others are $1 .50. most powerful American films of · Sept. 28th • Shors- a late sound Nov. 3rd • the committee presents
247·4498
The Union (SUB) theatre is located recent years. Come early, it'll sell film by Ukranian film poet
New MeDibere Welcome
an evening of films by Gary
in the basement of the New Mexico out. The next week on the 31st • Alexander Dovshendo (director of Doberman, a filmmaker currently
Union Building. Simply follow the The Wrong Man • directecl by Earth). Sept. 29th - You Only Live
living and working in New Mexico.
=;:c:c:::iiiiii:iia:icc~iii:iiii.iiii:iia:ia:ia:iii:~liiii.lJ Alfred Hitchcock and starring Once - a thriller by Fritze Lany He will be present. Nov. 4th •
r.
Henry Fonda. On Sept. 1st - My starring Henry Fonda. Sept 30th Forbidden Planet - the classic
Life to Live, directed by Jean-Luc and ·1st of oct. • Young outerspace science fiction film with
Godard, Anna Karina stars.Sept. Frankenstein - directed by Mel Rol:ibie the robot. Eat your heart
2nd -A Day at the Races· the Marx· Brooks, Enough said.
out R2D2. Nov 5th • Greaser's
Brothers. Sept. 3rd- Bonnie and
On Tuesday and Wednesday, Palace - directed by Robert
·
Clyde with Warren Beatty and Faye Oct. 4th and 5th, the committee is Downey. Set in the Wild West,
·
.
Dunaway (uncut). If you've only proud to present, in person, Stan Tyrant Seaweed head's oppressive
seen this on T.V., you haven't seen Brakhage, America's foremost ·rule is interrupted by the arrival of
it yet. Sept. 7th- Portrait ofJason- a"' ant gar de filmmaker; with Zoot Suit, a song-dance man.
.
I
a documentary on a black discussion and screening of recent
Nov. 9th - A Sense of Loss homosexual that Ingmar Bergman and older work. This also may sell documentary on sectarian strife in
said is the best film he has ever out. Come early.
N. Ireland, directed by Marcel
For Home or Office
seen. Sept. 8th - The True Story of
Oct. 6 • The Killing directed by
Ophuls (maker of The Sorrow and
' Portables, Standards, Electrics
Jesse James • directed by Nick Ray Stanley (2001, Clockwork Orange) the Pity]. Nov. lOth • ·Closely
who· heavily influenced the French Kubrick. Oct. 7 - the most exciting Watched Trains • the best known
New Wave directors. Sept 9th • and popular samurai film ever film of the all too brief Czech New
Jules and Jim, Francois Truffaut's made. Directed by Kurosawa, Wave, directed by Jiri Menzel. Nov
Special rate to
classic about a love triangle. In ad· starring Tashiro Mifane as a hired lith - Go/diggers of 1935 - a
students and faculty
dition, Truff!lut's first film-a sword who deftly gets both sides to typically deranged musical by
short-Les Mistons. Sept lOth - kill each other off while they pay master choreographer Busby
Scarlet
EmpreSS"-directed by Von him handsomely for protection. Berkeley. Nov 12th - Beauty and
rentals apply to purchase
Stetnberg, starring· Marlene Swordfights with a smile. Another the Beast - Jean Cocteau's magical
Dietrich.
sellout. Oct. 8th- Playtime- Jacque version of the classic fairytale.
Sept
14
•
The
Ecc/ipse
·directed
Tati's
comedy of man's attempt to
265-8347
Nov. 16th • Shadows of
by Antonioni, starring Monica deal with city lifestyle and arForgotten Ancestors • directed ey
Vitti. The last part of the trilogy chitecture. Also interesting for its Sergei Parajanov, the best of recent
1325 San Mateo Blvd. N .E.
begun with. Sept. 15th- An evening brilliant study of filmic space.
Soviet film. Nov. 17.th • Rise and
of independent film - probably by
Oct. 12 • a second evening of in·
Fall of the Third Reich - based on
dependent film including film by the book by Albert Speer. 'Nov,
Ernie Gehr. Oct. 13th - J'Taime, 18th - The Milky Way • arguably
J'Taime • another by Resnais. A the best fihn by surreal satirist Luis
man volunteers to be a guinea pig in Bunuel. Two pilgrims on an always
an experiment with a time machine bizarre, often hilarious pilgrimage
in order to reconcile himself with through the dark reaches of
his wife who committed suicide. Catholicism. ·Nov. 19th - High
The machine malfunctions and he is Noon - the ultimate western
sent into a time-splintered universe. starring Gary (smile when you say
A masterpiece of time and space. that, pardner) Cooper and Grace
Oct. 14th - Even Dwarves Started Kelly. Another sellout. Nov. 30th·
Small - a bizzare story of a short Black God, White Devil - a
revolution, by the wunderking of Brazilian film by Glauba Rocha.
the new German cinema-Werner Dec. 1st- Force of Evil- directed by
Herzog, Oct. 15th - Straw Dogs Abraham Polanski. Dec. 2 starring Dustin Hoffman, directed Modern Times - Charlie Chaplin in
by Sam (Convoy) Peckinpah.
one of the .best comedies of all time.
Oct. 19 - The Best Years of Our Come very early as all three shows
Lives - directed by William Tyler will definitely, sell out. Dec 3rd •
about disillusionment of soldiers The Fire Within - directed by Louis
returning from WWII. Oct. 20th - Malle (Black Moon] starring
Maedchen In Uniform- another try Jeanne Moreau (from Jules & Jim].
to show this f'tlm that was
Dec. 7th - Charlie Chan At the
unavailable last semester. It Circus - probably where he
concerns a teacher in a Prussian belongs. World of Apu • directed
girl's school who gives special by the man who is Indian cinemaattention to a withdrawn girl and is Satyajit Ray. The third part of the
accused of be- ing a lesbian. Oct. Apu trilogy, Ray's finest film. Dec.
21st - Rebel Without a Cause - 9th - To Have and Have Not •
directed by Nick Ray, starring Humphry Bogart, Lauren Bacall.
James Dean as the "misunderstood Dec lOth - Journey Into Fear youth" with Natalie Wood, Sal appropriate for the last film before
Mineo, Dennis Hopper. A sellout. final exams. Directed by and.
Oct. 22nd - a second film by starring Orson Welles, Joseph
Bresson-Diary of a Country Priest. Cotten .. His next film after Citizen
Oct. 26 - The Middle of the Kane.
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AGORA Helps in Solvi'ng Problems
ByHILLAl{Y ATKIN
LOBO Staff Writer
Having problems adjusting to
school life? Problems with your
lover? Problems with your job?
Day or night, there will always be
someone to talk to at Agora,
UNM's volunteer student coun·.·J
·. seling organization. The service is
1 in the northwest corner of Mesa
·,ry Vista Hall and can be reached by
calling277·3013.
Agora has been operating for
seven years and has helped
thousands of students with varied
problems or has referred them to .
the appropriate place for help.
Lonelines&, depression, in·
terpersonal and intrapersonal
problems are the most common
among students who call or come in
for a sympathetic ear. Other
problems that are often dealt with
concern family, sexual, academic,
legal, medical and financial
matters. "We will try to help with
any problem, big or small," said
Jay Moses, a psychology maior
who is the student of the service.
Moses said he finds it very
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rewarding to work ln a volunteer
organization whose purpo~e is to
help people. Agora has about 100
volunteers a semester, and each
works four hours a week' in two
two-hour shifts•. Two people, a
male and a female, are always there
to talk with in· person or on the
phone.
All volunteers must attend
training sessions which stress peer
counseling, sexuality, suicide, drug
abuse, and emergency situations.
There
are
no
standard
qualifications for volunteers except
the willingness to listen and to help
others. The volunteers are
supervised by the professional
director, Dr. John Jacobson, a
clinical psychologist. Jacobson is
always on call to help volunteers in
difficult situations that sometimes
arise.
One of the most important rules
at Agora is that volunteers can't
give out their last names or home
phone numbers. This is for their
own protection. If a caller asks to
meet a volunteer to talk in person, ··

1ii

the volunteer can not go alone to ~
the meeting.
Agora charges no fees for its · ~services. If you~ have a problem d
you'd like to .talk about, or if ~
you're interested in volunteering, '<
call Agora at 277-3013 or stop by ~
the northwest corner of Mesa Vista C"
$'
Hall.
'
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Wilderness
Experience •••
.Perfect for book•···
8 oz. w•terproof ny•
lon ••• Rnet, blue,
green, or red!
'reg.$9.50 Now $6.98
MOUNTA
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2:120
Central
Ave. S.E •
268·4876

Typewriters ~

Crystal

•••

Closet.

(Cont. From B·2)

morally committed itself will have
to be continued for those students
in the pipeline. TVI will have to
have assurances that its success and
quality of education will not be
diluted and that the community
college would be independent with
a board from the Albuquerque
area.
Huff said, "It is natural for
people to be leary of the unknown.
It is important now for the
governor and the Albuquerque area
communities to put together a plan
that they can get behind."

Handmade Clothes

· Latest in women's fashions,
. men's shirts
·Citstom Made Clothes & Alterations

Stained Glass
Windows, Mirrors, Belt Buckles

FREEPI;1nt
With Purchase of $20
2916 Central S.E. 266-9264
Tues-Sat. 10-5: 00

FEATURING

AGORA is an open place, !lnd exist for the students. AGORA is staffed by
student volunteers who can help in personal crisis and who can provide
information on Community_services available. Basically, AGORA is a
place where someone can go and talk to another person about any
problem. It's a place of free ears, free minds, and all in a friendly atmosphere. You don't have to have a big problem to call or come into
AGORA, just come by or call for a:ny reason and find out what we're all
about. AGORA is usually open 24 hours a day, but at the beginning of the
fall semester we will be on a limited schedule from 10:00 a.m. - 12:00
midnight, 7 days a week.

prepared by chefs,
not chem·ists

chemical free meats
vegetarian specials
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COSTUMES FIT

OVER

MONDAYTHRUTHURSDAY
7AM-10PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7AM-12PM (MIDNlTE)
SUNDAY
9AM-4PM
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323 ROMERO ST. N.W,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
IN IIISTORIC OLD TOWN

PRICES
NO, PERSONS

7.9S

''

8.95

7.95
9.95

11.!1S
13.95

''

.~~~

Still looking for
a place to stay
this fall?
come to
b~A-

The College Inn
"V~V

AGORA, we're not professionals,
just people who care about other
people. Phone us at 277-3013
or come to the Northwest corner
of Mesa Vista.
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303 Ash St. N.E.

2933 MONTE VISTA NE
UST BEHIND THE TRIANGLE ON CENTRALL-...1

lARGE: GROUPS k j:AMILIES WEtCOMt
SE£ YOURSElF IN THE EXCITING

[),\ YS OF THE 01.0 W&IT

___..,.,.___ '----

,.....,.,,,..,,..,.....,.,.,...

EXTRA PRINTS
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4.95

6.95

4

•

4115

1

CI.OTH~S

2406 Central SE
(Across from Johns~n Gym)

"AGORA" means an "OPEN PLACE"

Breakfast, Lunch and
Dinner

I

Huff

Telephone 243-2881
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The Last Mark in Wall Writings
• • •

Classifieds

•
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(Cont. from page B-26)
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PASSPORT, IMMIGRATI_ON I.D, photos, Lowest
prices ln town. Fast, pleasing, Call265~2444 or come
to17170irardNE. 8/15

~

~

'

DANDY DUPLEX I Enclos(:d patio, air, ~II utilities
paid, $125, Five minute walk to UNM. 262-1751,
Valley Rentals, SmnH ree, Guaranteed. 8/1'

PERSONALS .

1.

ROOM, aOA.RD AND CASH for child care, two

blocks from campus, Ca\J Frank, 345-SSOI days,

· 243-424~ eves.

Centcr1 Spring, '78. Information, 229 Ortega HaJJ,
m-2636. 9t3o

<t:>"
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SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
sy~tem, Technical, general,
scholastic. Chart~ & tables. 345-2125.

editorial

(

1:
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·ITA(,IRN.
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Jegal, medical,
10/15

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery Is ~ block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSF,.S, Prepare now.
Call PENM, 842-5200, tfn
"TYPING, 1st qllality, 883.·7787." tfn
WAKE UP CALLS made day or night. For a five-day
week, $5.00 mqnthly. Se\'en-day. week, $6.00
monthly. 243-2368, 8!25
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Mon.· Thurs.10·10
Fri. 10·12
Sat.l0·12
Closed Sunday

2206 Central SE
For outgoing orders call

'$1.00 off Coupon -·Good With
Italian Fatso Hot Dishes
reg.
$2.95

Egg Plant Parmesan
Lasagna
Ravioli
· Sausage and Peppers

4.

$1.95

with coupon

5.

anytime with coupon- Exptres August 21,

FORSALE

REPOSSESED: COMPLETE STEREO system, full
size turmable, big speakers, AM/FM stereo, tape
I
Assume payments, $7,82 per month. 268·
male, liver !klld white. Strong, alert animal, very
loving and obedient. AKC papers, championship
lines. Needs good home and Jots of land .tQ run on.
255-4934 or 265-0.5(}5. 8/15
LIKE NEW ZIG-ZAO. Automatic zig-zag sewing
machine, makes bllttonholes, sews on buttl)ns, fancy
deslgns, remaining four payments of$6,58 or $24.44
cash. 266-5871. 8/24
1968 VOLVO 142_ Good mechanical condition, $950.
Martin, 247-1921, 8/24
DUE TO DIVOitCE. Talle over payments of57.77 a
month on this brand new Red KlrbyCJassie III. For
information, 26&.5872. 8/24

HOUSING

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Air 'ondltioning,
prlva'te patio, one-bedroom, Sll.S. 262-J?SI. Valley

Rentals. Small fee. Guaranteed. 8/15
LAROE ONE-BEDROOM, PEACEFUL setting,

good ror studying, $140 everything include-d. 2621751, Valley Rentals. Small Fee. Guaranteed,

8/IS

(includes Salad and Garlic f!read)

a/IS

STUDENT .SPECIAL: ROOMY one-bedroom, $75,
nicely furnished • .262-1751_, Valley Rentals, Small
fee, Gl.laranteed, B/15
WALl\ TO CLASS: $135 include~ utilities~ ch~ltner
one-bedroom, central air, fully carpeted. 262~1751,
Valley Rentals. Small fee, Guaranteed, 8/lS .
NO LEASE~ FULLY fen~ed ~:me-bedroom, garage,
pets welcome~ $JOO. 262·17.51, Valley Rentals. Small
fee, Guaranteed. 8/15

STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean

FENCED, COZY ONE-BEDROOM, garage, no
lease, $135, air. 262-1751, Valley Ren1als. Small fee,

Guaranteed. 8/15
CAMPUS SPECIAL: Two·bedroom, crackling
fireplace, fenced yarg, OG lease. $160. 262·1751,
Valley Rentals, Small fee, Guaranteed. 8/lS

CHEAP WATEIUJEDSl Water Trips, 3407 Central
NE, Stutlent Spedals: $7!),9.5 plus t~ buys you J)
basic fioorfraJBe, 2) ~afety ]Jner, J}any size W!Herbed
matres~ (3-year guarantee), 4)foam comfort pad.
268·84lS, 8/2S
TRINATRON SONY COLOR TV, Unclaimed lay.
away, color TV. Brand new guarantee, no down
paymt:nt. $1.75 per month until balance Is paid off,
268-4393, 8/24

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME: Sales clerk& stocking, Must be over 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone c~Us, SAVBWAY Liquor Stores, S704 Lomas Blvd. NE, .S5Hi
Menaul Blvd. NE. 9115
PART·TJME JOB: Sales, nexlblc hours, good pay,
Fassible full-time during breaks. Call: Phil Franczyk, C,L.U., 2~2-2830, 9!30
JOB OPENING: YWCA Youth Worker. Begins
September. 25 hours/wk Including Saturday and two
evenings. College training and C'l.perience required,
Call247·8841. Submit resume 316 FourthSW 87102.
An Equal O"pportunlty Employer, 8/1.5

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDESI RIDES! Contact ITC at 26$~
9860. 8/IS
D:RIVERS Fli,.E FREE! Share Expenses! Call
Intercontinental Travel Centre at 265-9860, 8/lj
EUROPE $361.00 ROUND TRIP! Open return.
Weekly departures, Intercontinental Travel Centrt",
107 Girard Blvd, SE, 255·6830, 8/IS

Women's Workshop
(Coot. from page 6·1"1)

Welcome Back Students

3 Chili Cheese
Dogs$1.09

Valley Rtmlals has lhe only oomple!e selection of
rental hauscs ana: nparlments in the UNM and
surrounding area. Check and compare, then call!

8:00am to 9:00pm
Seven Days
VALLEY RENTALS

(one eoupoh per CL\stomer please)

Expires
Aug. 291977

262-1751
3906 Central SE

4201 Central Ave. NE

Loving Co.
(Cont. from pago 8-20)

ggc
1 Order
Alfie

8524/ntlilln SchoofNE
3920 Cenfral SE
6301 Menaul NE

2 Pieces of Fish, Fr~ch Fries, and Crunchies

One coupon per customer, offer expires August 29, 1977
'

.... ~ .............. burger
Get One Free With This Ad
Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 Centralln..rWyomma1255-6130
Home Of The Sack-Lunch Special

BEAN BAG VILLAGE
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
couches-lounges-love seats-refi II sdiscs-chairs-poofs in naughyde and
fabrics- one year guarantee

10°/o

Disco1
on all bags
with this coupon

Keen tries to keep enough on hand
in his disorganized stockroom to
help folks in a bind.
"I try to sell it to them for about
what it costs me," he said.
The country is named' after
Oliver Loving, a rancher who
helped blaze cattle trails to markets
in the north. Loving was once
attacked by Comanches, shot imd
left for dead.
Chewing on an old kid gove for
nourishment, he crawled five miles
fo help. Some trader found him,
and charged the ailing cattleman
$250 to haul him to Fort Sumner,
N.M.
Loving later died of the wounds.
A partner packed his body in
charcoal and took it to Weatherford, Tex . where he wished to be
buried.

..

More Graffiti

dozen gained such offices during
favored prohibition, many men the 1920s and 13 were elected in the
feared granting women the vote 30s.
would lead to prohibition of
"It seems, if anything, women in
alchohol, 11 said Robbins. "Finally, New Mexico lost ground over the
New Mexico was sparsely years," she said.
populated, and people were con"Today, women still face many
cerned with fulfilling their own problems, 11 said Robbins. "These
basic needs-surviving-rather include job discrimination, sexism
than with political issues.
in the media, the right to control
Abkmeir observed that more their own bodies, physical violence
women held political office im- from men ••• there are many more I
mediately following suffrage than could name."
"Hopefully, the workshops and
during the 70s-only four women
have held state-wide office during rally will shed new light on such
the past few years, while nearly a issues," she added.

,.

wall slogans, There is antisemitism, too. "Stop persecution of
Jewish minorities in Russia"
became "stop persecution of gentile
minorities in Rose Bay" -the
center of Sydney's Jewish community,
Even in tolerant Denmark,
"Yugoslasvs go home" is a
frequent call. And in civic-minded
Switzerland, a sloganeer reminded
opponents of foreign workers,
"Jesus was a foreigner, too."
Some slogans are international.
Most walls which bear the sign
"Bill posters will be prosecuted,"
also ca.rry the ri peste, "Bill is innocent.''
On a park bench in Helsinki, an
observer recently spotted the most
famed wall pronouncement of
modern times: ''Kilroy was here.''
The genesis of Kilroy is obscure,
but he seems to have originated · n
Europe with the U.S. armed forces
in early 1942, One theory is the
original Kilroy was a Brooklyn
naval yard inspector who chalked
up his famous announcement after
inspecting work in the absence of
the men.
Whatever the truth, WWII
veterans often recall entering a
European town believing they were
the firstto arrive after a German
retreat, only to find "Kilroy was
here" signs awaiting them,
Less peripatetic than Kilroy,
favorite with WW II Britons, was
Mr. Chad. He was always pictured
peering over a brick wall, just the
head, nos for eyes and a single hair
in the the shape of a question mark,
usually accompanied by an aghast
comment 1 or "Wot no cigs?".
The theory is he started with the
British Royal Air Force. A.
spokesman for the RAF musesaid
he believed Chad was an embellishment of the Greek letter

,omega, the symbol of resistance in
He, said the sign
probably was originated by an
electrician ".very probably a
member of a wartime ground
electronic~.

....

<t:)

greatest defacers is the government's own "Defense Doi Du 29
Juillet, 1881" (posting forbidden,
law of 29 July, 1881) in large letters
on numerous public buildings.
The last "Yankee go home" sign
was a faded legend on an overpass
on the olq highway to Orly Airport
which disappeareed when the
overpass made way for an expressway in the 1960's.
Research assistant Raymund
Kvideland of the University of
Bergan said there was an increase in
political wall writing in Norwegian
universities.
Italy claims to be the country
where graffiti began. Archeologists
discovered electoral slogans, obscene remarks and advertising on '
the walls of Pompeii dating from
before the
79 A.D. volcanic
eruption· that buried the city,
Italians keep at it today, mostly
with political remarks, but often
painting in brilliant colors such
tributes as , "Luciana, you're
magnificent."
The Far East seems to be the
cleanest part of the world and what
graffiti there is usually uninspired.
A 10-year American resident of
Tokyo said, "The artistic quality of
the pornographic drawings here is
way higher than in the United
States." But a Japanese added that
most slogans are simple and direct.
"Japanese people by nature have
no humor at all," he said.

:::1

Mail Mis'takes May Jump
ST.
LOUIS
(UPI)-The
president of the 600,000·member
American Postal Workers union
said the proposed dual rate for first
class mail would increase chances
of delivery errors.
"Whoever dreamed that one up
is crazy, 11 said Emmett Andrews,
who became head of the union in
May.
Under a Carter Administrationbacked proposal, the first class rate
for business mail would rise from
13 to I 6 cents per ounce, ·

I

The first class rate for private
mail would stay at 13 cents per
ounce as long as the direction or
return address are hand-written.
"It's going to be a very difficult
thing to process," Andrews told
reporters.
He said the dual system would
complicate the Postal System's
attempts to automate mail sorting.
"You try to be efficient, but it's
going to create more delivery
errors," he said.

I
II

511 Wyoming N.E.265·3667
4523 4th N.W. 345-5301
Belen at 614 Becker 864-3522 •

·---------

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the fl'llowing classified advertisement in the New Me~ico
Daily lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !>
For Sale; 6, Employment; 7. Travel 8, Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299-1295
Classified Advertising Rates
154 per word. $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
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ON THE ALLEY
BETWEEN
STANFORD
AND
CORNELL
BLK OFF CENTRAL

25% Off ·Everything
With this coupon

Marron Hall, Room 132

Coupal? expires 8-23-77
Enclosed$--....., Placed by_·_ _ _ _ Telephone

''
.

..,.,,'

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131
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Our biggest sale of the year contin~:~es with even more
great buys. Save during this event, an event so
spectacular, it can. only be called. "The Sale" . Quantities
limited on some items, so hurry .·in. now and save
on stereo.
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AMPEX 801 FOR $18.88!
Where else but at Custom Hi Fi
can you find a true hi-fidelity
speaker for $18.88? The
Ampex 801 system features
fine bass and clear highs in a
2-way bookshelf size speaker
system.

MAGIC
CARPET RIDE

· sgaaa
PIONEER PL~510 QUARTZ~
LOCKED TURNTABLE

S31988

SANYO TP-1020 DIRECT-DRIVE
TURNTABLE
Optimum performance

.

Sanyo's JCX·24DOK AM/FM Stereo
Receiver Is loaded with features and
delivers 50 pulsating watts per chan·
net RMS into 8 ohms at less than
0.3% Total Harmonic Distortion.
That's 50 watts RMS for •••

Marantz solid reputation for quality
. . and dependability goes with this
·• , superb speaker. Our lowest
price ever.
IMPERIAL 7

Top-of-the-line

Buy Pioneer's newest In-dash
supertuner /cassette player KP·
5005 and Pioneer's 20 oz. TS·692
6x9 speakers for $248.88. We'll
throw in a 48 watt power booster
that'll fire your rocket. . . . . .

S12988

AKAI 4000DS REELTO-REEL RECORDER
3 heads for sound-on~sound

S29888

BASF STUDIO 7" REEL

TEAC A·650 CASSETTE
RECORDER

S48888

MAXELL LN 8-TRACK

Top-of-the-line from the leader

B.I.C. FORMULA 6
SPEAKER

SCOTCH CLASSIC
CASSETTE

One ofthe very best

Excellent90 min.

CERWIN VEGA 217
DISCO SPEAKER

BASF STUDIO 90

Feel the sound

Custom priced

For optimum results

B·track can sound good- save now
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astercharge

*

Ask About
Our 10-Month
No Interest
Layaway

S588

SANYO RD-4550 FRONT·
LOADING CASSETTE

S199

KOSS K-7 HEADPHONES
Now sale priced

SHAMROCK 041 7" REEL

DISC PREENER

Budget 1BOO' reel

Budget record care device

S129
PR04AA HEADPHONES
S198 AtKOSS
the price you've been waiting for S32BB

sgass

Fast and easy tape maker

ZEROSTAT

S1gss

Takes static out of records- sale priced -

1

STORE HOURS
'
'
• 'i

We Accept:
Cash, Checks
Bank·
Americard

Sunday 11:00-6:00
Closed Tuesday
Att·other days, 10:00·6:00

------------------~-----------------~------------------- ~-----~
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There are only 111 more days
until finals.
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By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
UNM Budget Director Jim
Wiegmann says the Ul)iversity
would like to get a portion of the
approximately $140,000 the city of
Albuquerque collects from parking
tickets given out on campus.
But the city might- have
something to say about that
because a city study released Friday
shows that it cost the city at least
$145,000 to collect those fines.
The report, prepared by the
Municipal Court and the City
Department of Finance and
Management, is for the time period
from Sept. I, 1976 to July 28,
The report says it cost the city
$145,227 to process the tickets
issued on campus, plus data
processing costs added later. The
report also indicates that the city
nets about $140,099 during that

time period.
Wiegmann, who had not yet seen
the report when·contacted, said he
would first like to review the report
before making any comment as. to
its validity.
"The city's feeling all along is
that they haven't been making any
money on it," Wiegmann said. "Of
course, our objective is to keep the
parking spaces open and to
discourage people from getting
tickets.
"Otir feeling is that we'd like to
recover something. If we can't get
everything, we'd like to get a
portion of it."
City Chief Administrative
Officer Frank Kleinhenz said he
and other city officials would meet
soon with UNM officials to discuss
UNM meter maids will be having a field day today with the hun- r•o~a.byWanderr
alternatives in dispersing the
money.
dreds of illegally parked cars on campus. Unfortunately, UNM
Wiegmann said ont. city alterdoesn't receive any money from ticket fines. It all goes to the city.
native might possibly be to raise the
penalties on the tickets. The tickets
cost $2 or $5 depending on the
violation. The penalty doubles if
the ticket is not paid within five
working days of the date it is
issued.
The city's costs do no\ include
Restoration work. on the city reservoir, on the corner of Redondo Dr.
the approximately $61,000 needed
and Yal.e Blvd. is, scheduled to be completed by mid-September, according
to pay the 11-UNM paid meter
to proJect Engmeer Dave Grieves. Until then, traffic entering the
maids, last year's UNM budget
V'niversity on Yale &lvd. will face congestion problems.
showed. While UNM pays the
The project, which began in July 1976, entails the rebuilding of two
meter maids to write the tickets, the
Albuquerque water stores: the Burton Park Reservoir (situated north of
city's co~ts are involved ·in
Gibson on Carlisle) and the Yale Reservoir. Although a major construction
processing the tickets in traffic
. job, the work nay be considered·routine since both water supplies requjre
violations division and 'Municipal
· frequent renovation in order to keep up with the city's growing needs. The ·
Court, mainly. UNM receives no
estimated cost of the project is $1.1 million.
money back from the city to offset
The Yale Reservoir, one of Albuquerque's largest (9 million gallons),
· the cost of paying·the meter maids,
Wiegmann sald.
was built in 1920 and furnishes water to the downtown area. Its campus
The report showed that about
location is due to the reservoir's limited operational ability. Grieves ex60,000 parking tickets were issued
plained that "it is a 'gravity feed' reservoir-one that has to be situated
on campus during the survey
·above the area to be supplied."
period. It also showed that 24,259
Before work began in the summer of '76 on Yale, it was decided· that the
tickets issued on campus have still
minor traffic problems caused by 'the reparation or laying of water pipes
not been paid.
along Central Ave. would be more favorable than the enormous cost of
The penalty on overdue tickets
relocating the reservoir.
made up a large portion of the
"The tentative completion date is Sept. 15 of this year," Grieves said.
city's revenues. The report showed
6, 723 overdue tickets were collected
netting $53,083. Tickets for $5
violations were collected from
9,672 car owners for a total of
$48,360 and $2 ticket violations
were collected from 9,237 car
LOIOphoto
Cars entering the University on Yale Blvd. skirt mudpuddtes owners for a total of $18,474, the
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI) - Thousands of Elvis Presley fans wandered created during the construction on the Yale reservoir.
survey shows.
(cont. on p. 16)
about the grounds of the cemetery where his body lies and stood helplessly
in front of his hilltop mansion Sunday, swapping memories of the rock 'n
roll king they adored.
Thin yellow ropes and watchful security guards kept the curious 30 feet
from the four-columned mausoleum where Presley's coffin was sealed
·
Thursday.
Many of the fans were making their second or third visit to see the only
memorial, at present, to the singer, who ended an era with his death at the
age of 42 Tuesday.
"That really doesn't look like a place Elvis should be," said Cindy
Vogelsang of St. Louis, as she and her husband and 2-year-old son sat on a
grassy grave plot across from the magnolia-shaded mausoleum.
"To me his being in there with 300 other people pulls him down. He
should be set off. Be earned it," she said.

Yale Reservoir

·

Work Continues

.''

Memorial Attracts Thousands

Elvis: 1935-1977

Mimers
Spread
Sideshow

Related stories on page 10

TO GET THE WORD ON SCHLITZ LOOK IN THE YELLOW PAGES UNDER BEER.

Many of the others who, like the Vogelsangs, had driven all night and
travelled fforn places such as Vestal, N.Y., Drumright, Okla, and
Erwinville, La., stood about in the heat in clusters, solemnly recounting
the greatness ofthe man they called the King.
"I think he should be in a museutn with all his clothes he used to wear in
his shows," said Gary Patterson, of Drumright. "I think people are here
from all over the country and I know they will keep coming. He needs to be
in a place all his own."
The sea of flowers which had blanketed the front ot the mausoleum
during the funeral servkes Thursday was gone and only a few brought
small floral' arrangrnents to lay within the boundaries of the cordoned off
!ft'ea.
These were picked up almost immediately by souvenir-hunting mourners
'who also plucked blades of grass and limbs from the trees surrounding the
mausoleum.
· Police said they also had problems with some of the fans who scaled the
walls of Presley's nansion, four miles away, in efforts to get a memento.
The gates to the hilltop mansion were opened duriqg the weekend to
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The Breadline Sideshow of
Placitas performed on the mall at
UNM Aug. 18 at noon. They will
return Aug. 23 at 11 a.m. and 1
p.m. Admission is free and the
public is invited.
Sponsored by the UNM Student
Activities Office, the performance
includes circus acts, poetry, dance
and mime.
The Placitas players were part of
the New Orleans 1azz and Heritage
Festival this spring and recently
completed a performance series for
the Albuquerque libraries.
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